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111...   EEEXXXEEECCCUUUTTTIIIVVVEEE   SSSUUUMMMMMMAAARRRYYY      

1.1 Introduction 
This Report is one of three outputs of a Security Review for the humanitarian sector 
commissioned by ECHO in 2004. This Report, as well as the Generic Security Guide and 
Security Training Directory produced alongside it, are offered to the humanitarian community 
by ECHO as part of ECHO’s ongoing efforts to support good security management and, in 
turn, effective programming, within the humanitarian sector. 
 
Humanitarian organisations contributed extensively to the Security Review, and this Report 
reflects the experiences and views of their national and expatriate staff. It gives a ‘snapshot’ 
of how security is currently managed by different humanitarian organisations at a critical 
point in time when these organisations are working in ever more complex environments. In 
doing so, it describes the existing and emerging challenges to gaining access to populations 
in need whilst maintaining security for humanitarian personnel, highlights particular points of 
good practice, and flags up existing guidelines and standards.  
 
The recommendations made focus on security for humanitarian non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs). It is hoped that these recommendations, as well as other guidance 
and information offered by the Security Review, will assist humanitarian organisations in 
fulfilling their responsibility to safeguard their staff.  

1.2 Findings 

The evolution of security management  
In the ten years prior to 2004, humanitarian agencies increased their awareness of security. 
Improvements in security management have taken place in response to changes in the 
operating environments of humanitarian efforts, as well as alongside other moves to 
increase the overall quality and accountability of humanitarian work. Donors have played a 
key part in the evolution of thinking and practice in security management by funding a range 
of research, training, and information management initiatives aimed at improving security 
management amongst their partners.  

Recent developments in the security environment  
Despite a perception of increased insecurity for humanitarian workers, the few statistics that 
are available appear not to confirm this. Conclusions cannot easily be drawn from available 
statistics, because of inconsistencies in definitions and lack of information about the overall 
number of humanitarian workers. However, the increased fear of attack can itself be 
considered a significant challenge in humanitarian agencies’ efforts to maintain the security 
and well-being of their personnel.  
 
Although there is evidence of emerging threats related to terrorism, the experience of 
humanitarian agencies is that the predominant security risks faced by humanitarian workers 
continue to be criminal and accidental in nature, rather than relating to deliberate 
aggression. Nonetheless, there have been changes in the operating environment for 
humanitarian organisations. In particular, the increased number and diversity of 
organisations carrying out humanitarian work, and the increasing presence of military forces 
in humanitarian contexts has created complications for humanitarian organisations, for 
whom acceptance of their humanitarian mission has historically been central to their 
security.  
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Relying on acceptance to generate security for humanitarian organisations is problematic in 
many contexts, and requires more skilful management of perceptions than many 
humanitarian organisations currently afford it. In particular, humanitarian organisations have 
difficulties in ensuring that others perceive a distinction between themselves and other 
actors from the political, military, and private sectors.  

Current security practice  
Staff  
Staff competence is the most significant weak point in current security management in the 
humanitarian sector. Although many humanitarian organisations have excellent and 
dedicated people within their staff, senior managers have not always committed the human 
and  financial resources necessary for responsible security management. A systemic 
weakness in the humanitarian sector is its failure to recruit, train, and retain high quality 
managers. Field based managers, who are pivotal in security management, often do not 
have the competence to manage security reliably and well.  
 
Dedicated security officers and security consultants can help humanitarian organisations to 
improve their security management practice, and their use is increasing. However care must 
be taken to ensure that these people have adequate knowledge of the humanitarian sector, 
and security approaches which are appropriate to it. 
 
Training is widely recognised to be one of the most effective means of improving staff 
competence in security management, but the majority of field staff are not trained. Barriers to 
providing sufficient security training include a failure by senior managers to realise its 
importance; insufficient allocation of funds; and problems in accessing training.  
 
National staff and their families are even less likely than expatriates to benefit from security 
training. They also benefit from fewer measures to ensure their security and well-being. 
Their experiences and needs in this area are likely to differ from those of expatriates, but 
remain largely unknown, since little attention has been paid to this issue. Equally, the 
specific experiences of female staff in relation to security and well-being have not been 
convincingly researched or analysed by humanitarian organisations.   
 
Policies and procedures  
Many NGOs have not established adequate security policies and procedures. Where they 
exist, security procedures are not routinely developed in consultation with all groups of staff, 
and do not always respond to identified threats in the context. This reduces the chances of 
these procedures being relevant, respected and, ultimately, put into practice by staff. 
 
Whilst donors demonstrate commitment to improving security management for humanitarian 
organisations by informing themselves about the issue and funding initiatives in this area, 
they do not tend to make specific security requirements of partners. However, security-
aware humanitarian organisations aim to integrate security into project design, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation, and some donors encourage partner 
organisations to do this. 
 
Insurance practice varies in the humanitarian sector. Common gaps in insurance cover 
include national staff not being covered, or staff being excluded from cover for a number of 
reasons, such as incidents occurring outside working hours or while contravening security 
regulations. Codes of conduct for staff behaviour, although contested by some, may be 
useful in moderating staff behaviour, which may in turn improve the acceptance of the 
humanitarian community with local communities, as well as reducing breaches in security 
regulations.  
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Security practice during operations  
Thresholds of acceptable risk vary between humanitarian organisations. For international 
humanitarian organisations, decisions on whether to establish or maintain a presence in a 
given context are driven by funding and a range of other factors, of which security is only 
one. Faced with insecurity, organisations may choose to suspend programming, work 
remotely by working through national partners, remove expatriate staff, draw back 
programmes to safe areas, or work through contractors. Each one of these strategies has 
advantages and disadvantages.  
  
When agencies are working on the ground, co-ordination on security is vital, as the actions 
of one organisation have an impact on others. There are several field-level co-ordination 
mechanisms used by humanitarian organisations, of which independent co-ordination bodies 
such as the Afghanistan NGO Security Office (ANSO) appears to be one of the most 
effective. However, humanitarians continue to describe co-ordination as weak in many field 
contexts, between NGOs as well as within the wider community of humanitarian actors.  
 
Risk analysis – the process of identifying what kind of threats different staff members may 
face in the course of their work and devising measures to reduce those risks or staff 
members’ vulnerability to them – is widely understood to be the cornerstone of security 
planning. However, in practice it is often overlooked, and the specific risks facing national 
staff in particular are sometimes excluded from planning altogether. Incident analysis and 
record-keeping, both of which can support organisational learning on security practice, are 
largely unsystematic and inconsistent. Whist there have been attempts to establish sector-
wide global records of security incidents, these have not been successful. However, a few 
humanitarian organisations are now establishing such systems on an in-house basis on the 
grounds that this will assist them with both day-to-day security management and strategic 
planning in this area.  
 
The involvement of military actors in the provision of humanitarian assistance often creates 
or increases risks to humanitarians. Despite agreed guidelines which put limitations on this 
kind of activity and seek to protect the humanitarian character of humanitarian operations, 
this continues to be an area of grave concern for humanitarian organisations.  
 
Within the humanitarian community, the use of armed protection by humanitarian 
organisations is a particularly contentious and sensitive issue. Whilst armed protection can 
facilitate access to populations in need, the use of this security measure can present 
problems, some of which relate directly to the way in which humanitarian organisations are 
perceived. Despite being prevalent in some contexts agencies’ use of armed protection often 
makes little reference to existing guidelines. Its complexities are not currently given 
adequate consideration by all those humanitarian agencies who use it, and there is little co-
ordination on positions or practice.  
 
Some humanitarians consider that the tendency of the humanitarian community towards 
using human rights as a framework for their operations presents challenges relating to 
security and access. There is some evidence that in certain circumstances explicit attention 
to human rights abuses can have negative security repercussions for humanitarian 
organisations. However, examples are limited, and relate predominantly to uncoordinated 
activities of humanitarian and human rights groups.  
 
Differences in approach between humanitarian actors  
There is broad consensus within the humanitarian sector that security management should 
aim for acceptance of the organisation by all actors, be context-based, and managed at the 
field level. The exception to this in some ways is the UN, which tends towards protective 
security measures, has a centralised security body, UNSECOORD, and uses a system of 
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Minimum Operating Security Standards (MOSS) which largely standardises security 
management across the organisation. 
 
Funding  
Most major donors are willing to fund security measures and training for their humanitarian 
partners. However, these partners often cite lack of available funding as a reason for failing 
to train staff in security, or to establish and use appropriate security policies and procedures. 
In some cases the problem may be ignorance of funding possibilities and an uneducated use 
of contracts with donors rather than availability of funds.  
 
Accountability  
Currently there are few external pressures on humanitarian organisations to manage 
security well. Both donors and their partners consider that it is inappropriate and inadvisable 
for donors to make detailed security-related requirements of partners or to judge and monitor 
standards of practice. Self-regulation remains the only available mechanism for promoting 
good security practice.  

Advocacy for humanitarian space  

Humanitarian space is generally thought of as comprising the following elements: physical 
access, minimum conditions for working, and respect for humanitarian principles. States, 
who have the primary responsibility for protecting humanitarian workers, often fail in this 
duty, impede access, or are themselves responsible for security risks.  
 
States frequently disregard the independence and humanitarian character of humanitarian 
operations, including adherence to principles such as impartiality. When aid is used to 
support political or military objectives, this is likely to increase risks for humanitarian 
personnel. Where humanitarian organisations themselves fail to uphold humanitarian 
principles, this may also exacerbate risk.  
 
Advocacy for humanitarian space takes place at the field level as well as the international 
level. Whilst there are some examples of success, there are also cases where attempts to 
achieve access have been frustrated. In the light of this, it is difficult to identify reliable 
strategies, and multiple approaches may be advisable in any given context.  

1.3 Conclusion 
Good security management enables humanitarian organisations to deliver life-saving 
assistance and protection, sometimes even in extreme security conditions. Current 
standards of security management require improvement in many humanitarian 
organisations. The most prevalent oversights include: lack of commitment of the necessary 
staff time and financial resources; uneven and insufficient calibre of staff; lack of security 
training; inadequate security policies and procedures; and in some cases a failure to 
overcome problems of acceptance by host communities.  
 
If the quality of security management rises significantly in the humanitarian sector, many 
more people will receive life-saving assistance and protection, from competent and secure 
humanitarian staff.  

1.4 Recommendations 
Humanitarian organisations should take steps to fulfil the six suggested good 
practice points highlighted through consultation with humanitarian organisations 
during this Security Review  
 
The six suggested good practice points are:  
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1. The organisational culture supports good security management.  
2. The organisation has security procedures which are put into practice.  
3. The organisation integrates security into administrative and programme management 

processes, and its external relationships 
4. Individual staff members have clearly defined roles in security management.  
5. Staff have the awareness, knowledge and skills to fulfil their security roles.  
6. Staff have access to the equipment they need to fulfil their roles and carry out security 

plans.  

In particular, humanitarian organisations should:  
staff competence  
 
• ensure that all field staff receive adequate security training before first starting work in an 

insecure location. 
• plan strategically to ensure that, now and in the future, there is a sufficient supply of 

good field managers, competent to manage security as one of their key tasks. 
• redouble their efforts to ensure that they deploy only good quality, experienced staff to 

the field, properly prepared for their tasks.  
• ensure that managers in the field and at Headquarters are competent to fulfil security 

responsibilities, and that security management training is provided where necessary.  
• ensure that senior management is competent to fulfil their security-related 

responsibilities  
• ensure that all staff, visitors and consultants receive a security briefing on recruitment, or 

when travelling to a field location.  
• systematically include an assessment of how well staff have discharged any security 

related responsibilities in all performance appraisals.  
• ensure that security information, as well as all information on the context and operations 

which might be relevant to security, is properly recorded and handed over on rotation of 
staff members. 

• ensure that after finishing a field assignment in an insecure area, all staff are debriefed 
by a manager.  

 
organisational commitment  
 
• implement a change management process in order to make immediate improvements if 

they do not manage security adequately at present.  
• commit the necessary staff time and financial resources to ensuring adequate security 

for their organisations.  
• establish methods for self-regulation on security issues.  
 
policies, procedures and practice  
 
• establish a security policy, security guidelines (sometimes called a security manual or 

handbook), and for each office a context-based security plan.  
• ensure that security policies and procedures pay particular attention to national and 

female staff.  
• ensure that regular team meetings and briefings include updates on the security 

situation, and examination of security issues when necessary.  
• ensure that a competent crisis management team is set up at Headquarters.  
• consider security issues when designing, implementing and evaluating humanitarian 

programmes.  
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• self-regulate to promote compliance with the Code of Conduct for the International Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Movement and NGOs in Disaster Relief. monitor how they are 
perceived by local populations and other groups.  

• contribute to and promote tools for co-ordination on security issues at field level.  

Donors should:  

• subsidise a variety of different models for field-based security training for humanitarian 
organisations.  

• not make funding subject to fulfilment of specific security measures.  
• ensure that agreements with partners can accommodate adjustments to programme 

activities and visibility in response to security concerns.  
• reaffirm and promote respect for humanitarian principles.  

States should:  

• continue to advocate for humanitarian access through legitimate multilateral bodies.  
• reaffirm and promote respect for humanitarian principles. 
 
Additionally,  
 
The Inter-Agency Steering Committee should consider inviting representation from Human 
Rights organisations.  
 
Both humanitarian organisations and armed actors should make use of existing and widely 
respected guidelines on civil-military co-operation developed by the United Nations and the 
Steering Committee for Humanitarian Response.  
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222...   IIINNNTTTRRROOODDDUUUCCCTTTIIIOOONNN   

2.1 Background  
In response to the evolving security situation facing humanitarian personnel, ECHO 
commissioned this review during the first nine months of 2004. This review was undertaken 
by The Evaluation Partnership (TEP).  
 
The overall objective of the Security Review is to promote good security management within 
the humanitarian sector.  

2.2 One of three outputs  
This report is one of the following three outputs in the Security Review.  
• This Report,  
• A Generic Security Guide for humanitarian organisations, 
• A Security Training Directory.  

 
These documents have been made available in electronic format and on CD.  

2.3 Purpose of this report  
The purpose of this report is to review current standards, practices, and issues in security 
management for humanitarian personnel, in order to assist NGOs in reducing the risk to staff 
and their dependents.  
 
The report reviews practice and indicates sources of information and guidance on security 
issues, including technical standards where they exist. Illustrative examples of current good 
practice are given for some areas of security management, and recommendations are set 
out at the end of the report.  
 
We provide our detailed findings on good practice in security management in the Generic 
Security Guide, which has drawn its material from a range of sources.  

(a) Security and risk reduction  
Most organisations are concerned with reducing or managing the risks they face in the 
course of their work. This is true for organisations working in situations of conflict, as well as 
those working in peace time.  
 
Risks range from acts of deliberate violence, which most would consider to be security 
issues, to vehicle accidents and diseases such as malaria and HIV/AIDS, which will be seen 
by most as health or safety issues. Other risks include events such as earthquakes, 
aftershocks, volcano eruptions, mudslides, fires and man-made disasters. Corruption and 
fraud are further risks which can result in serious theft from humanitarian organisations.  
 
Whilst it is important that humanitarian personnel be equipped to manage the range of risks 
in any given context, this report focuses primarily on the risk of deliberate harm being done 
to humanitarian personnel and assets. This risk is most likely in contexts where there is 
conflict, violence or a high incidence of crime.  
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(b) Limitations of the discussion  
Any one of the many topics covered in this report warrants its own piece of research, and 
much excellent writing already exists. The approach taken in this report is therefore the 
following: 
 
• Focus on how each topic relates to security 
• Identify any useful guidance that already exists 
• Note relevant discussions to date 
• Summarise the review team’s findings on current practice 
• Identify examples of good practice where possible 

(c) A Western Perspective  
There is a growing awareness amongst humanitarian organisations, donors and research 
bodies based in the West of the need to engage with and learn from similar organisations in 
the South on many issues, including security. However, such dialogue and mutual learning is 
in very early stages, and it was beyond the capacity of this security review to make any 
significant steps in this direction. Consequently, the view presented in this report is rooted in 
Northern – particularly US and European – perspectives.  

(d) Equal attention to national staff and expatriates  
Throughout the report, security for expatriate and national staff is addressed with equal 
weight. Where appropriate families of staff members are also considered.  

(e) Examples of good practice  
Throughout this report, examples which in the consultants’ opinion represent good practice 
are highlighted. These good practice points are drawn from actual practice described by 
interviewees or noted by the consultants during field visits. Since these are often creative 
solutions developed in relation to a particular set of circumstances, it may not always be 
appropriate or feasible for humanitarians to reproduce these solutions. Behaviour that makes 
organisations more secure in one context can put them at greater risk in another. However, it 
is hoped that these examples will provide ideas and stimulation for the ongoing problem-
solving that humanitarians have to do in relation to insecurity every day.  

(f) What this report does not cover 
This report, and the review of which it is part, does not intend to give a thorough account of 
security management throughout the humanitarian sector. A sample of organisations and 
individuals was contacted, and first-hand field insights were gained from field trips to east 
and central Africa covering four countries.  
 
This report deals with the security of humanitarian personnel, and does not enter into the 
discussion around how to protect civilian populations where humanitarian operations are 
taking place.  

(g) A note on terminology  
In this report the terms below have the following meanings:  
 
Security– the protection of humanitarian personnel and assets from violence and theft.  
 
Protection – this is a security approach which focuses on ‘hardening the target’. It may 
comprise, for example, measures such as restriction of movement, the use of perimeter 
fences and the screening of visitors. In this context it does not bear any relation to protection 
of civilians (often termed ‘humanitarian protection’).  
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Humanitarians – this refers to staff members of humanitarian organisations, both expatriate 
and national. Whilst there is a specific section on the national staff issue, it is intended that 
the concerns of national staff are addressed throughout the report alongside those of 
expatriates.  
 
Humanitarian organisations, the humanitarian sector or the humanitarian community – 
these terms refer to three groups: international and national NGOs with a humanitarian or 
relief mandate; UN agencies with a humanitarian mandate (principally UNHCR, UNICEF, 
WFP and OCHA) and member organisations of the Red Cross / Red Crescent movement. 
Donor organisations are not  
normally included.  
 
Further terms are defined in Annex 1.  

2.4 Method for the Security Review  
There were two guiding principles in carrying out the Security Review. 
 
• Wide consultation 
• Focus on producing practical, accessible and useful outputs 
 
Accordingly, the findings described in this report are presented in short sections which each 
cover a key issue in security management and, where possible, give examples of good 
practice.  
 
The Generic Security Guide which accompanies this report provides guidance, tools and 
resources for security management; and the Security Training Directory gives a ready 
reference for available training in the sector. Copyright for these documents is held by the 
European Commission’s Directorate-General for Humanitarian Aid (ECHO). Copying of all or 
part of these documents is permitted, subject to the disclaimer below the table of contents in 
the Generic Security Guide, provided that the source is acknowledged.  This permission 
does not include photographs used in the documents.  For permission to reproduce these 
please contact the copyright holders.  
 
For the review as a whole, information sources include: 
  
• Background documents in the public domain, as well as the internal policies, manuals 

and papers of organisations that contributed 
• Interviews with staff members of humanitarian organisations, donors, State bodies, 

research bodies and other relevant actors (for a list of people consulted please see 
Annex 4) 

• Visits – the team met with interviewees in Belgium, France, Italy, Switzerland, the UK 
and the United States. A field visit to east and central Africa enabled consultation with 
humanitarian workers in Kenya (Nairobi), the Democratic Republic of Congo (Bukavu 
and Goma), Uganda (Gulu) and Burundi (Bujumbura) 

• The collective humanitarian work experience of the members of the review team, 
which includes work in Africa, Europe and Latin America with a range of organisations, 
including national and international NGOs, UN agencies and donor organisations, was 
also brought to bear on the analysis of security management practices in this review. 

 
Consultation for the review was achieved through:  
 
• Interviews with humanitarian personnel, academics, representatives of States and 

donors 
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• An on-line discussion forum 
• A panel of NGOs (including one co-ordination body) who gave comments on specific 

questions and parts of the review during the review process 
• A training panel made up of training organisations 
• Informal correspondence with those willing to contribute advice and guidance 
• Feedback on a final draft from selected security practitioners 

A note on Iraq and Afghanistan  
Since much of the current debate on security relates to the so-called "global war on terror" 
and operations in Afghanistan and Iraq, many interviewees referred to these contexts. Care 
has been taken to balance this with examples given with reference to other contexts.  
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333...   TTTHHHEEE   EEEVVVOOOLLLUUUTTTIIIOOONNN   OOOFFF   SSSEEECCCUUURRRIIITTTYYY   
MMMAAANNNAAAGGGEEEMMMEEENNNTTT      
Over the past decade, thinking and practice in security management have evolved in relation 
to a range of stimuli, both within and external to the humanitarian community. In some cases 
security incidents or situations have served as catalysts. Those most commonly noted as 
turning points by humanitarians include the worsening situation in Chechnya through the 
second half of the 1990s, the terrorist attacks of September 11 2001, and the bombing of the 
UN office in Baghdad on August 19 2003. In each case vocal members of the humanitarian 
community have declared the context changed, and called into question the ways that 
humanitarian organisations operate and manage security.  
 
One of the strongest recent influences on security management was the humanitarian 
response to the Rwandan genocide in 1994. The exposure of humanitarian agencies to 
significant risk in eastern Democratic Republic of Congo (then Zaire) following the genocide 
highlighted the need to prioritise security management, and the subsequent movement to 
increase the quality and effectiveness of humanitarian aid led to an exploration of 
accountability, the development of standards and an overall momentum towards the 
improvement of a range of management practices in the sector.  
 
Prior to this movement few humanitarian organisations had invested in the development of 
systems and staff functions to manage security. In those organisations that did, security was 
often seen as a highly technical area of expertise kept separate from programming, confined 
to evacuation and contingency planning. Perhaps for this reason, many NGOs saw security 
as the preserve of other organisations such as the UN and felt that it did not sit easily with 
their programme methods and objectives.  
 
The need for a workable approach to security for humanitarian organisations (in particular, 
NGOs), became evident1. In 1997 InterAction, the US NGO umbrella organisation, put 
together a Security Advisory Group which oversaw the development of material for a one-
week training course in NGO Security management. The European Commission issued a 
working paper on the Security of Relief Workers and Humanitarian Space In 19982, by which 
time ECHO had already begun its support to a range of initiatives to improve security for 
humanitarian personnel, which now includes the development of information management 
systems and video training materials, as well as research and the delivery of security training 
by some ECHO partners.   
 
The publication of ODI’s Good Practice Review no.8 (GPR8) in 20003, further developed and 
disseminated some of the key concepts and terminology from the InterAction initiative. The 
security management framework around which GPR8 was structured characterised good 
security management as an ongoing process integrated into general management functions, 
an approach which resonated with humanitarian organisations and has become widely 
accepted. GPR8 also identified three commonly used security strategies, or approaches, in 
the sector: acceptance, protection, and deterrence.  
 

                                                
1 Indicative of this is the fact that InterAction carried out a survey of training needs amongst its members at the time and found 
that the top priority for these NGOs was security, followed by health.  
2 European Commission, Commission Working Paper on Security of Relief Workers and Humanitarian Space, 1998 
[SEC(98)797]  
3 Brabant, Koenraad van, Operational Security Management in Violent Environments – A Field Manual for Aid Agencies, Good 
Practice Review #8 Humanitarian Practice Network (HPN), Overseas Development Institute, London 2000 (available at 
www.odihpn.org.uk)  
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Despite the availability of an applicable framework and some good quality training, putting 
good security management into practice presents challenges. There remains a huge 
variation in levels of understanding and practice amongst NGOs.  
 
A particular weak point has been the security of national staff. Since the majority of 
humanitarians are national staff this is a major gap, which InterAction researched for its 
membership in July 2001, producing a report entitled The Security of national Staff: Towards 
Good Practices4. This report remains one of only a few resources on the subject. Several 
interviewees for this review pointed out that security incidents involving expatriates can be 
potentially costly to humanitarian organisations, in terms of credibility and legal damages. 
This is less true for national staff and may explain the relative lack of attention to this group’s 
security needs.  

3.1 Statistics  
Security statistics are hard to find. They are also difficult to collate and interpret because of 
problems of definition. The present study has sought to identify existing data sources, but 
these are limited. Whilst some work is being undertaken to create a consistent approach to 
reporting, the overall impression is of a patchy methodology in the collation and analysis of 
security statistics. Larger organisations generally have a more structured approach, but 
many NGOs, especially smaller ones, treat security statistics as a matter of personal 
recollection. "Two years ago there was a car accident … last year one of our people was 
robbed in his home …". 
 
 

(a) Definitions  
This section addresses security incidents experienced by humanitarian personnel. A key 
question is what constitutes a security incident. One humanitarian organisation includes 
burglary, aggression, attempted armed robbery, intimidation, breaking and entering, car 
accidents, horse-riding accidents, medical evacuations, and corruption within the 
organisation. Whilst all these are of interest, only some of them would usually be considered 
security incidents. Another large international organisation includes traffic accidents within 

                                                
4 The report outlines four suggested essential steps to improving the security of national staff, listing possible actions for NGOs 
to take in order to achieve these.  
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the category of security incidents. It is evident that there needs to be a clear definition of a 
security incident if useful statistics are to be produced.  
 
Another important question is whom to consider as a humanitarian worker. Dennis King’s 
useful compilation of the deaths of humanitarian personnel illustrates the problem. A 
recorded plane crash in Fizi, DRC on 18th September 1997 killed 22 people, of whom two 
worked for a humanitarian organisation. Many of the other passengers were religious 
leaders attending a conference. In these circumstances the recording of the incident is 
correct, but not all the deaths could be strictly identified as humanitarian personnel. Another 
illustration would be the case where an aid worker hires a car with a driver for a day. In this 
situation, should the driver be considered a humanitarian worker or not? The term 
"humanitarian worker" leaves room for different interpretations. Consequently, it might be 
more precise to record incidents with reference to the term "NGO employee", than 
"humanitarian worker".  
 
A further question is how to record near misses. These might be frequent occurrences, but 
because no one is killed or seriously injured, they are often ignored.  
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(b) Sources  
During the consultation phase of this study interested parties were asked to supply data or 
statistics on security incidents. Data was available from a variety of sources. Some 
organisations had detailed information (the majority of these were international organisations 
and the larger NGOs). Some information was made available to the researchers but was 
confidential and cannot be quoted. Some information was formal and detailed whilst other 
information was informal and linked to personal memories. Detailed and quotable 
information was available from the following sources:  
 
• The Federation (or IFRC): Reported security incidents in Federation operations, 1998-

2003: The Federation made available useful data, including a summary of incidents 
between 1998 and 2003. The number of incidents varied between 26 in 2002 and 48 in 
2003. Whilst the number of incidents reported was highest in 2003, the number of 
delegates affected was lowest in that same year. 
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• UN sources generally pointed towards the Secretary General’s Annual Report as the 
main information about security statistics5. The 2001 report indicated a total of three 
civilian personnel who had lost their life in the previous twelve months, all in 
Africa/Madagascar, all from gunshot wounds. In the period July 2001 to June 2002 ten 
fatalities were recorded: six from gunshot or gunshot wounds, three fatalities from two 
separate helicopter accidents, and one from assault. Some of these may not fall within 
all definitions of security incidents.  

 
• Solidarités security incidents 2003: Statistics from this NGO for 2003 identified eleven 

attacks on its staff; these are clearly documented. No deaths were reported.  
 
• "Where there is no data"6: This is a particularly helpful article. Whilst many of the 

issues raised are still valid, the data needs updating.  
 

Number of security incidents involving the death of a 
humanitarian aid worker

(Source: Dennis King's database)
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• Dennis King’s database7: King has maintained this database over a number of years 

and updates it periodically. It is based largely on reports available through the websites 
of organisations such as Reliefweb and various International Organisations and NGOs. 
This database shows a marked increase in the number of incidents in 2003.  

 
• ICRC provided comprehensive figures over a ten-year period, which are analysed in the 

following section. 
 
At the present time there is no single aggregated database of security incidents. 
UNSECOORD is working to put in place an online reporting method for security incidents, 
which would enable UN staff in the field to report incidents more easily, and for managers to 
identify the principal geographical areas of risk. If successful, this would be a positive step 
towards a consistent compilation of security incident information within the UN system.  

                                                
5 Safety and security of humanitarian personnel and protection of United Nations personnel Report of the Secretary-General 
(October 2000, September 2001, and August 2002) 
6 Dworken, Jonathan, "Where there is no data" 1998  
7 This data base was generously shared with the review team by Dennis King. A summary of its content is made in King, 
Dennis, the Year of Living Dangerously: Attacks on Humanitarian Aid Workers in 2003, March 2004, available at 
www.odihpn.org.uk. 
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(c) Analysis  

IFRC security incidents in 2003
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The Federation’s security incident figures immediately highlight the importance of traffic 
accidents, which account for 36% of all incidents in 2003 (17 incidents). Many would argue 
that a traffic accident is not a security incident. Here one is immediately confronted by the 
problem of definitions and the need for there to be some form of standardised classification 
of incidents. The second largest incident type is theft (17%, 8 incidents), and the third largest 
category is armed robbery representing 13% of all incidents (6 incidents). A reasonable 
conclusion is that the major security issues facing the Federation are car accidents and 
crime.  
 

IFRC security incidents in 2003 by region
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The Federation data also gives information about the regions where incidents have 
occurred. 35 incidents (73% of the total) happened in Africa. This does not necessarily mean 
that Africa is any more risky than elsewhere; rather it probably indicates that the Federation 
has concentrated its efforts in this part of the world. This introduces the "denominator" 
problem. That is the problem of looking at absolute figures without seeing them in relation to 
other figures, which explain the situation. Simply put, if there are more humanitarian 
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personnel in a particular part of the world, there is a greater likelihood of an incident 
happening there, than in another part of the world where there are fewer workers.  

 

Number of deaths of humanitarian workers
(Source: Dennis King's database)
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Dennis King has identified 158 incidents involving the deaths of humanitarian workers 
between 1997 and 2003. These are analysed in various ways. One breakdown shows the 
difference in fatalities between expatriate staff and nationals. Here again the definition of 
what constitutes an expatriate is not always obvious. What happens with people of dual 
nationality? When a Rwandan driver crosses the border into Burundi for a short visit, does 
he suddenly become an "expatriate"?  
 
Whether or not a distinction should be made between expatriates and national staff is a 
further question that needs consideration. Some would argue that it is not possible to tell 
whether national staff or internationals are more at risk. One senior US official was 
convinced that, having done research on ICRC statistics, there was evidence that risks were 
greater for expatriates. However, others used examples, such as Afghanistan, to illustrate 
the considerably greater risk for national staff.  
 

Security incidents and deaths by type
(Source: Dennis King's database)
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King makes a further classification by examining the type of incidents. Ambushes were cited 
69 times and resulted in 131 deaths. Air crashes though relatively few in number, (there 
were only four cases reported), lead to a relatively larger number of deaths, 63. The most 
surprising figure in King’s data is that there were only two car crashes that led to the deaths 
of six humanitarian personnel. The Federation data identifies two car crashes in 2003, of 
which both led to the death of a humanitarian worker. This only serves to highlight the 
problem of patchy data. It may well be that single deaths following car crashes do not get 
widely reported and so King is unable to identify them.  
 

Average number of deaths by type of security incident
(Source: Dennis King's database)
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Further analysis of this data gives the average number of deaths by type of security incident. 
Air crashes, though rare, have the highest fatality rate (15.75 deaths on average per 
incident). This is followed by bombs and air attacks; both have a fatality rate of around 8 per 
incident. Most other incident types have fatality rates of between one and two per incident.  
 
The following table lists the countries where these fatalities occurred between 1997 and 
2003. Afghanistan recorded the highest number of deaths, followed by Angola, Sudan, and 
Somalia. Only six countries have ten or more deaths in the period under study, and only 
eleven have five or more deaths. There were 22 countries where only one death was 
reported.  
 

Country Deaths  Country Deaths 
Afghanistan 19  Cameroon 1 
Angola 17  Central Africa Repub 1 
Sudan 14  Congo 1 
Somalia 13  Cote d'Ivoire 1 
DR Congo 12  East Timor 1 
Rwanda 10  Eritrea 1 
Burundi 9  Fiji 1 
Iraq 8  FYROM 1 
OPT 7  India 1 
FRY (Kosovo) 6  Indonesia 1 
Uganda 5  Indonesia (W. Timor) 1 
Liberia 3  Jordan 1 
Sierra Leone 3  Kenya 1 
Bosnia 2  Lebanon 1 
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Country Deaths  Country Deaths 
Colombia 2  Madagascar 1 
Ethiopia 2  Mongolia 1 
Guinea 2  South Africa 1 
Russia (Chechnya) 2  Sri Lanka 1 
Albania 1  Tajikistan 1 
Brazil 1  Yemen 1 

 
Again the "denominator problem" is evident. The fact that there are only a small number of 
deaths does not of itself mean that a country is not dangerous. Chechnya is an obvious 
example. A high number of deaths in a county may merely reflect the fact that there were 
many humanitarian personnel in those countries, and conversely the low number of deaths 
may be because there were very few humanitarian personnel present.  
 
Information provided by the ICRC can be commented on as follows:  
 
• Fatalities fluctuated over a ten-year period. Numbers were low in 2002 but higher in 

2003. This does not of itself indicate any particular trend. Indeed deaths were higher in 
1994 and 1996 than in 2003. 
 

• Casualty figures have however fallen quite sharply since 1994, although they were 
steady in the three years prior to this. This may be because of reporting methods. 
Casualty figures include all cases where an insurance claim was made. 

 
• Incidents where ICRC considers itself to have been specifically targeted might indicate a 

slight upward trend. The figure for 2002 is markedly higher than all other figures in the 
eleven-year period, due to insecurity in one specific context.  

 
• Analysis of incidents experienced by expatriate and national staff seem to indicate that 

the risk is higher for expatriates than for national staff. Although in raw figures, more 
national staff are the victims of security incidents, taken as a proportion of the total 
numbers of national staff this figure is lower than the proportion of expatriate staff who 
are victims of security incidents.  

 
• One way of addressing the denominator problem is to calculate the fatality rate per 1000 

employees. ICRC was reporting fatality rates of between 3 and 5 in the early 1990s, a 
significantly lower rate in the late 90s, and in the first four years of the millennium these 
rates have fallen to between 0.3 and 1.1.  

(d) Conclusions  
• There is a serious lack of comprehensive statistics on security incidents. Collection of 

this data is erratic and uncoordinated.  
 

• There are no clear definitions of what constitutes a security incident, who is a 
humanitarian worker, what distinguishes an expatriate from a national staff member, why 
such a distinction should be made, and how security incidents should be classified.  

 
• The lack of clear definitions means that security incidents are often integrated with 

safety-related incidents (such as car crashes) and health and hygiene related incidents, 
hiding the relative sizes of these risks. This is an impediment for understanding and good 
management of each of these risk areas.  
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• There is no hard evidence at this point to suggest that there has been a significant 
increase in the number of security incidents either in numbers of incidents, or in numbers 
of people affected. Numbers fluctuate from year to year for a number of reasons 
including the size of operations being undertaken, the level of insecurity where 
operations are happening, and other random factors.  

 
• Some organisations have experienced a reduction in their incident rate since 1994.  
 
Statistics on security incidents provide limited insight into patterns of risk. This is due to the 
problems of definition described, the tendency to focus on fatalities and critical incidents 
(less serious incidents and near misses are commonly excluded), and the fact that such data 
at best only provides a historical picture of failures in the provision of security. A more 
holistic analysis of security experiences would be achieved through the collection of a 
broader range of incident information as well as information on developments in the context 
and agency capacity to manage security. This is most likely to be effective at the field office 
level, where context analysis, of which incident history is one part, provides the bedrock for 
understanding of the changing risk environment. Tools for prediction and early warning 
mechanisms are used by some humanitarian organisations, although this is seldom routine8.  
 

 
"What has increased may not be the figures, but the fear"  

 
UN security expert 

 

                                                
8 Such as are being developed at Harvard and by FAST ( please see: www.swisspeace.com). 
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444...   RRREEECCCEEENNNTTT   DDDEEEVVVEEELLLOOOPPPMMMEEENNNTTTSSS   IIINNN   TTTHHHEEE   
SSSEEECCCUUURRRIIITTTYYY   EEENNNVVVIIIRRROOONNNMMMEEENNNTTT   

4.1 Is humanitarian work getting more dangerous?  

 
"Beware the Iraqisation of the debate."  

 
Humanitarian worker 

 
 
It is widely held that humanitarian work is getting more dangerous9. Many humanitarian 
organisations in Europe and the US see their staff and assets worldwide at growing risk as a 
direct consequence of the recent conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq. There is talk of 
humanitarians being ‘soft targets’. The backdrop to this is a world involved in more conflicts 
than ever before, where respect for civilian life can be negligible. Humanitarians feel 
increasingly exposed to violence in general, and increasingly targeted.  
 
This feeling is echoed by donors, training providers and the carers who deal with the fallout 
of security incidents.  
 
Some recent papers assert that humanitarians no longer enjoy the respect for their neutrality 
that they used to, implying or openly asserting that humanitarians are being targeted for the 
first time.  
 
This is a confusing and misleading concept in at least two ways10:  
 
First, it gives the impression that humanitarian organisations are a consistent group who 
have always behaved in a neutral fashion. In fact the goals of humanitarian organisations 
and their ways of working can vary widely. Many organisations have aims relating to both 
development and humanitarian relief. In some cases humanitarian organisations can and do 
carry out work which contributes to political goals. And whatever their mandate, 
humanitarian organisations are not always perfect: sometimes they do create tensions, fail in 
their missions or stray from their principles.  
 
Second, it is inaccurate to describe the targeting of humanitarians as a new phenomenon 
relating to recent conflicts. As Pierre Krähenbühl of the ICRC has explained for his own 
organisation:  
 

“being deliberately targeted in a given context has happened before. The ICRC has 
lost several staff members in past years to deliberate attacks: in Burundi and 
Chechnya in 1996, in eastern Democratic Republic of Congo in 200111.”  

 
The prevailing theory that the rate of security incidents experienced by humanitarian workers 
is increasing is not borne out by the available statistics. Whilst the risk of attack may be 
higher for some humanitarians in some contexts, several organisations describe the overall 
number of incidents falling after 1994.  
 

                                                
9 See, for example, King, Dennis, The Year of Living Dangerously: Attacks on Humanitarian Aid Workers in 2003, March 2004, 
available at www.odihpn.org.uk. 
10 It is also a concept which has been criticised for reflecting the political and security agendas of the US-led Coalition powers.  
11 Krähenbühl, Pierre, "The Challenges to Humanitarian Security", presentation at a high-level humanitarian forum, Palais des 
Nations, Geneva 31 march 2004  
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At the same time, ICRC has noted that the number of security incidents of a serious nature 
seems to be increasing. In 2002 there were 4 kidnappings, and in 2003 there were 4 
incidents where one or more ICRC staff members died. The bombing of the UN in Baghdad 
which claimed several victims from the personnel of UN humanitarian agencies and other 
humanitarian organisations; and the bombing of the ICRC office in Baghdad also contribute 
to this impression that there is an increased risk of high impact incidents.  

4.2 New threats  
It is ever clearer that broad brush assumptions about insecurity are unhelpful: each context 
for humanitarian work needs to be continually assessed for emerging threats and changing 
threat patterns.  
 
In various contexts, new threats have emerged during the so called ‘war on terror’. For 
example, four recent shooting incidents in Somaliland – a previously stable context – were 
attributed to Islamic extremists targeting Westerners. Following recent security incidents in 
Iraq and Afghanistan, and Mullah Omar’s statement of October 2003 that Western 
humanitarian organisations were the "worst enemies of Islam", terrorist violence against 
humanitarian personnel is a real possibility in many parts of the world.  
 
One organisation consulted has recently updated its security policy to reflect an increased 
level of risk to staff in the Middle East, Chechnya, Afghanistan, Pakistan, the Philippines and 
Indonesia. This organisation also noted that  
 

“A wider concern is the apparent targeting of aid offices as part of general insurgency 
strategies, as observed in Iraq, Afghanistan and Somalia: it is perhaps too early to 
judge whether the problem is wider than in these countries.12” 

 
This new type of threat poses several problems: Where does it apply? Are some locations 
more dangerous than others? How can this be factored into a threat assessment based on 
local context? And who is at risk? The vulnerability of humanitarians also needs careful 
examination, in relation to the confusing proliferation of actors from all sectors providing 
humanitarian assistance, and the use of aid to support military and political objectives by 
States. In the West, humanitarian organisations are aware of their cultural, political and 
financial roots, and how this can jeopardise their security.13  
 
Searching for a security strategy which can be replicated world wide in response to the new 
‘global threat’, risks leading humanitarians into expensive, ineffective or even ultimately 
counter-productive security practice.  
 
Meanwhile, conversations with NGOs reveal that for the most part security threats outside 
Afghanistan and Iraq continue to be criminal and accidental in nature, rather than relating to 
deliberate aggression14. In the words of Pierre Krähenbühl of the ICRC:  
 

“The "classic" security environment is commonly described as one where the main 
risk is of finding oneself at the wrong moment in the wrong place. It is worth noting – 
as we discuss some of the new features in terms of risks - that this type of security 
environment remains in the experience of the ICRC by far the most widespread in the 
world today.15” 

 
                                                
12 Interviewee for this report, London 2004  
13 Macrae, Joanna and Harmer, Adele eds. Humanitarian Action and the Global War on Terror: a review of trends and issues 
HPG report 14 July 2003 
14 Road traffic accidents, which are a major cause of death, are not taken into account here.  
15 Krähenbühl, Pierre, "The Challenges to Humanitarian Security", presentation at a high-level humanitarian forum, Palais des 
Nations, Geneva 31 march 2004 
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In some areas there has been an increasing convergence of political, military, and 
humanitarian objectives. This is reflected in the increasing biliateralisation of aid, the 
‘integrated missions’ approach of the UN, and the proliferation of UN peacekeeping and 
peace related missions. Whereas the arrival of these forces can improve security and 
access, working alongside them, and with other actors who have a political objective, brings 
serious challenges to the maintenance of humanitarian independence and impartiality, and 
to the management of perceptions.16  

4.3 Changes in the humanitarian community  
There are trends in the operating methods of humanitarian organisations themselves which 
result in their personnel being increasingly exposed to risk. Firstly, humanitarian 
organisations today are under considerable pressure to achieve and maintain access to war 
zones, despite alarmingly high levels of risk. Perhaps because of the media penetration of 
these war zones, or competition between organisations for profile and funds, there is a 
momentum towards presence and engagement which can sometimes override NGOs’ 
thresholds of tolerance for insecurity or criteria for intervention.17  
 
For example, despite 11 deaths of humanitarians in Afghanistan in 2003, and 13 in the first 
quarter of 2004 18, there remains a considerable international NGO (INGO) population in 
country – this despite the opinion of some that, as a recently returned UN humanitarian 
worker observed there is "almost no humanitarian work being carried out". Whereas most 
donors and humanitarian agencies view some reconstruction and rehabilitation activities as 
humanitarian, it is widely questioned whether such activities can fulfil humanitarian principles 
of impartiality and, for some organisations, neutrality, under the nation-building framework 
set up by the government in this context.  
 
Secondly, 20, 30 or 40 years ago humanitarian work was much more tightly bounded by 
political and security-related constraints, some of which were imposed on humanitarian 
organisations by themselves19. As one respondent put it: "It used to be that people would 
pull out after a death, now people stay on at all costs".  
 
Some organisations maintain a ‘remote control’ operation through all-national staff teams, 
local networks, churches, mosques, national NGOs or contractors. There has been little 
examination of the security implications of this type of operation for national staff and the 
expatriates who carry out flying visits to the programme. Other humanitarian organisations 
remain within an area of operations that they consider to be safe. This can sometimes oblige 
beneficiaries to take on the burden (both a logistical burden and a physical risk) of accessing 
assistance or protection. It can cut off other beneficiaries from assistance altogether.  
 
Thirdly, the proliferation of NGOs and the considerable increases in funding for humanitarian 
action since the cold war have increased the reach of the humanitarian community, as well 
as the diversity of that community – both of which have implications for security. With more 

                                                
16 Furthermore, the access made possible by these forces (whose mission may be peacekeeping, peace monitoring, or peace 
enforcement) can be misleading: the ‘post conflict’ contexts where they work are some of the most dangerous in the world. 
Even where open hostilities cease, insecurity related to the availability of small arms, unclear roles for ex-combatants, changing 
social and economic realities, emerging power struggles and other factors often increases dramatically. In the interests of 
promoting the peace, this increased insecurity can be played down by states and in the interests of receiving funds and getting 
work done they can be ignored by humanitarian organisations.  
17 Another source of pressure identified was Donors – both state and multilateral. Donors were described as reluctant to incur 
underspends or to receive returned funds, and therefore unsympathetic to security concerns which may delay or stop 
programming. It was stated that national NGOs were least able to assert their security needs in this type of situation. A further 
source of pressure may be the staff of humanitarian organisations themselves whose personal convictions about the validity 
and nature of the Coalition’s activities in Afghanistan and Iraq motivate them to maintain a presence in the ‘recipient countries’.  
18 Afghanistan NGO Security Office (ANSO) 
19 This was a point made by several interviewees. For more elaboration on this point See Slim, Hugo, A Call to Alms: 
Humanitarian Action and the Art of War, hd opinion, Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue, 2004 for further discussion on the 
constraints placed on humanitarian action in a range of historical contexts.  
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countries acceding to the EU and corresponding developments in civil society, there is likely 
to be a continued increase in the number of newly-formed humanitarian NGOs seeking 
funding for overseas programmes. The simple fact of having more humanitarians and more 
humanitarian funding in insecure areas means that there is increased exposure of the 
humanitarian community as a whole to risk, and larger, more wealthy and numerous targets 
for criminals and belligerents20.  
 
Not all humanitarian agencies share similar objectives and organisational values. Military 
humanitarianism, or the provision of ‘humanitarian’ assistance by military forces further 
complicates the process of distinguishing between humanitarian and non-humanitarian 
actors. The spectrum of organisations providing humanitarian assistance includes 
International NGOs (INGOs) which have been categorised as Dunantist, (principle-based), 
or Wilsonian21, national NGOs, private contractors, UN agencies, faith-based organisations, 
political organisations (such as Hamas and Hezbollah), and national and multilateral armed 
forces. The involvement of actors which do not have a humanitarian mandate or character in 
the provision of assistance has serious implications for acceptance and the preservation of 
humanitarian space.  
 
The mandates, resources, organisation culture, and capacities of each humanitarian 
organisation influence how much insecurity it exposes its staff to, and how it handles that 
insecurity. However, once in the field, these organisations are no longer isolated units. There 
are countless examples where the mismanagement or ignorance of security by one has had 
negative effects on the security of others.  
 
Finally, it is likely that the evolving range of work carried out by humanitarian organisations 
impacts on security. Many humanitarian organisations now make systematic reference to 
human rights, and are increasingly involved in advocacy towards states and warring parties. 
In the build up to the 2003 US-led invasion of Iraq some took the step of commenting on the 
legality and legitimacy of the invasion. There are humanitarian organisations which have 
always been involved in rehabilitation, reconstruction and development work which follows 
an explicit social or political agenda. Others work in peace-building. In some cases these 
activities threaten the interests of certain actors and invoke hostility; or they may affect the 
way that humanitarians are perceived.  

4.4 Perceptions of humanitarian organisations  

(a) Some limitations of using acceptance to enhance security  
Three approaches to security have been identified22 : acceptance, protection and 
deterrence. Acceptance – gaining understanding and support for your presence to reduce 
hostility and even encourage protection and seek redress - is an approach commonly 
considered to have an affinity with humanitarian organisations’ values, objectives and ways 
of working.  
 
The problem of perception and misperception of humanitarian actors is much discussed23. 
Apart from perceived and sometimes actual associations with a whole range of political, 
                                                
20 There is also evidence to suggest that the apparent centre of gravity of the humanitarian sector may be shifting (further) 
towards the West. Since 9/11 the funding lines of organisations such as the Al Baraka remittance company have been cut, with 
huge repercussions for Muslims in need (in this case, Somalis). Western Humanitarian organisations are often encouraged to 
or feel obliged to move in to fill such voids.  
21 Macrae, Joanna, in HPG briefing no. 12, July 2003  
22 Although deterrence is far less frequently used than the other two. The idea of the three strategies, or ‘security triangle’ 
evolved through InterAction’s original training modules in Security Management for NGOs (1996) and was subsequently 
developed in Koenraad Van Brabant’s research and publication, Operational Security Management in Violent Environments 
(GPR8).  
23 See for example, Slim, Hugo, "How We Look: Hostile Perceptions of Humanitarian Action", presentation to the Conference 
on Humanitarian Co-ordination, Wilton Park Montreux, 21 April 2004  
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religious, economic and social agendas, humanitarian organisations also have to manage 
the fact that their national and expatriate staff are often seen as wealthy and asset-rich. The 
problem is compounded by the fact that both national and expatriate staff may have these 
impressions of their organisations too.  
 
Further problems with the acceptance approach include the following: 
 
• Acceptance requires careful image management. Acceptance is about actively 

negotiating your presence and purpose in the context, and often means talking to as 
many actors as possible. Communities are not monolithic, and generating acceptance 
means building and maintaining many different relationships. To leave programmes to 
speak for themselves and pay no special attention to acceptance in a conflict-affected 
environment is to ignore a key security issue24.  
 

• Acceptance does not work for all threats – and may be of limited use for crime, and 
threats which do not originate from the context (such as ‘remote control’ terrorist 
attacks), to which Headquarters locations may be particularly vulnerable. Acceptance 
can only work where those who accept us can influence or control the threat. Those who 
can damage acceptance efforts have a powerful voice. When Colin Powell referred to 
humanitarian organisations as ‘force multipliers’, the publicity engine of the United States 
and the world’s media carried this message far further, and with more force, than any 
humanitarian organisation can achieve with its current capacity.  

 
• Humanitarian organisations have minimal information about how they are 

perceived. NGOs may assume that, because they have good relationships with their 
own national staff and with some members of the community, they are broadly 
understood and accepted in this community. Even where perceptions are monitored, it 
may be hard to disentangle support for the organisation’s work and values from the 
understandable desire to continue benefiting from the steady flow of revenue an NGO 
brings via salaries, rents and other payments. At a more fundamental level, it is quite 
possible that the secular humanism on which Western humanitarian principles are 
based, and which is so familiar to humanitarians that it goes unnoticed, may be clearly 
visible and difficult to accept for a whole range of groups.  

 
• The acceptance approach is accommodating rather than challenging. A human 

rights worker complained that at a recent conference on security management for 
humanitarians "Acceptance was seen as a process of engaging with political players and 
convincing those groups who are antagonistic to humanitarians that their work is valid. 
Nobody made the point that the climate in which they were working was one of human 
rights abuses, they just accepted the context as a given". According to this viewpoint, 
focusing too much on acceptance may push humanitarian organisations into a position 
where they tacitly condone abuses.  

 
• Acceptance can be confused with leverage. One interviewee pointed out that whilst 

organisations that rely heavily on acceptance may feel that this is a ‘community-friendly’ 
way of managing security, there is sometimes an implicit threat in the arrangement. The 
implication can be that if the organisation does not receive the support and protection of 
the community, assistance will be withdrawn. Whilst the acceptance model remains valid 
and appropriate in relation to many threats, its limitations mean that it should not be 
relied on solely or to the same extent in every context. For NGOs this is likely to require 

                                                
24 A point often made was the potential for certain types of programming to dramatically enhance acceptance. Examples given 
included therapeutic feeding for babies and children in Somalia, or the provision of clean water to IDPs in northern Uganda. 
The delivery of food aid and advocacy work were held up as examples of programmes which may be likely to attract hostility 
from some quarters.  
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more active listening and dialogue than simple dissemination; and an understanding of 
the political situation. It will also depend upon NGOs working together to address the 
issue collectively.  

(b) Current acceptance problems for the humanitarian sector  
In contexts where humanitarian organisations are targeted, humanitarians are often left 
wondering how or where their acceptance strategy has broken down. Often, part of the 
diagnosis is that these organisations are associated with Western political agendas, and / or 
military forces. In practice, contractors often perform the same tasks as humanitarian 
organisations – making the difference between these two groups difficult to distinguish.  
 
Some INGOs persist with a high profile operation (using large, branded vehicles which are 
similar to those of the UN or the military; maintaining accommodation in ‘expat’ areas etc.) in 
situations where this does little to enhance their security. In many cases this asset heavy, 
protective way of working removes these organisations from the communities in which they 
could otherwise achieve far greater acceptance25.  
 
At the same time, it is possible that the expatriate staff of humanitarian organisations – often 
the strategists and decision-makers - may underestimate the importance for security of 
building good relationships, or lack the sophisticated cultural understanding needed to do so. 
National staff, who are in some cases better equipped to manage external relationships, are 
seldom tasked with doing so. 
 
Some humanitarians feel that organisations which have a long term presence in a country, 
perhaps relating to development work, are more likely to value relationship-building, to invest 
in developing the necessary skills to carry it out, and to use transport, equipment and 
accommodation which does not draw attention to the organisation or its staff.  
 
In response to a perceived deterioration in security, some humanitarian organisations are 
making greater use of protective security measures, and using armed escorts and guards for 
more of their operations. The UN has commissioned a study of the protective measures of 
its offices worldwide, and it is widely held that the conclusion will be to increase these 
measures and ensure their global application. However, many humanitarians, including UN 
staff, have pointed out that approaches to security which rely heavily on protective measures 
may reinforce prejudice and generate more insecurity.  

Examples of good practice  
ü NGOs in many contexts, including northern Uganda, now use magnetic logos on 

vehicles, which can be removed when necessary26. In support of this kind of flexibility 
(allowing for a high or low profile), some donors have relaxed requirements to display 
logos on vehicles, buildings and project sites27.  
 

ü Staff members in ICRC and some NGOs are encouraged to be proactive and 
opportunistic in dissemination of their mission, mandate and principles – volunteering 
presentations at events such as workshops, seminars and training events. In contexts 
such as the former Soviet bloc, where independent humanitarian action is a new 
concept, some organisations have given presentations at universities and training 
colleges.  

                                                
25 ACT in Iraq was cited as an example of a low-profile organisation whose operations and way of working appeared to 
generate a good level of acceptance and enhance security. Caritas in Iraq which is working through local churches and 
mosques was another. 
26 It should be noted that magnetic logos can fall off or be stolen, leading to serious security concerns. 
27 For example, in the ECHO Framework Partnership Agreement General Conditions, Articles 6.1, 6.3, and 6.6; and article 3.8 
of Annex V provide for visibility requirements to be removed where partners feel their security is affected by these 
requirements. 
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ü Some agencies such as ACT and Caritas work through national NGOs, churches, 

mosques or community groups to deliver humanitarian aid. In Northern Uganda, Oxfam 
plans to work in various ways through national partners, depending on the security 
environment.  

 
ü The trend with most big US NGOs in Iraq is to minimise the display of wealth and 

technology that comes with an INGO mission, by cutting down on sports utility vehicles 
(SUVs) and numbers of expatriate staff.  
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555...   CCCUUURRRRRREEENNNTTT   SSSEEECCCUUURRRIIITTTYYY   PPPRRRAAACCCTTTIIICCCEEE   

5.1 Staff: the heart of the matter  
 

 
"Aid workers possess appropriate qualifications, attitudes and experience to plan and 

effectively implement appropriate programmes."  
 

Sphere, Common Standard 7 
 

(a) Senior managers  
There needs to be an acknowledgement by senior managers and trustees of the need for 
field and HQ desk managers to allocate and plan time for effective security management.  
 
An analysis by Van Brabant has identified the need for senior managers to be fully behind 
the process as an important factor in securing organisational commitment to security 
management, and the subsequent integration of security into all relevant organisational and 
programme processes28. Senior managers must acknowledge and budget for the time that 
managers need to spend on security, as well as for training and other security related 
expenditures. Without this acknowledgement and the associated funding and staffing 
adjustments, initiatives to improve security management are rightly viewed by managers with 
scepticism, since they risk adding to the workloads of staff who may already be stretched – 
which may be detrimental to security.  

Examples of good practice  
ü A Seminar on Security for the chief executive officers (CEOs) of humanitarian 

organisations in the US was a turning point for those organisations. After this seminar, it 
was felt that there was sufficient organisational commitment to formulate security 
policies, review systems and processes and invest in training, and adjust programming 
priorities.  

 
ü Van Brabant has suggested a change management plan be followed by organisations 

who have not yet fully integrated security into relevant processes. This plan needs to be 
made in conjunction with senior management, to ensure that it is given the necessary 
priority and resources for effective implementation.  

(b) Staff attitudes  
The term ‘security’ still generates misconceptions amongst humanitarians. Some reject the 
notion of security outright, because for them it is associated with armed guards and 
hardware such as flak jackets, which are incompatible with their organisational culture or 
programmes. Often, security is perceived to be derived from military practice, and is seen as 
the preserve of experts – whose credentials are often military or police experience.  
 
Only a few humanitarian organisations have embraced the idea of security as a broader risk 
management activity which every part of the organisation needs to take on; and even within 
these organisations some staff members still may not be aware of their role in managing 
security.  

                                                
28 Van Brabant, Koenraad, Mainstreaming Safety and Security Management in Aid Agencies, HGP Briefing Paper no.2, ODI 
March 2001  
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(c) Field-based managers  
Perhaps the single greatest security challenge facing almost all organisations interviewed, 
including Red Cross and UN, was the recruitment and retention of sufficiently skilled and 
experienced field-based managers. These staff are responsible for taking the security 
‘hardware’ (theories, policies, and systems) available to them and applying the ‘software’ of 
analysis, judgement, day-to-day management and constant adjustment. They need to have 
a wide range of skills in order to fulfil this pivotal role in security management, including the 
following: 
 
• Leadership  
• Situational analysis  
• Judgement and decision-making  
• People management  
• Communication  
• Stress management  
• Security planning  
• Understanding of local culture  
 
Managers also need to have a good knowledge of the organisation and be familiar with its 
policies on security, programming, dealing with armed actors, human resource issues, and 
national staff issues.  
 
In practice, managers with all these skills are rare. This is largely due to a severe weakness 
in the humanitarian system: its failure to nurture the necessary cadre of skilled managers. 
Addressing this problem would dramatically increase the security of humanitarian personnel.  
 
The core of the problem is the short term view that the sector as a whole has towards staff 
recruitment and professional development. Related issues include the following: 
 
• Failure to promote national staff  
• Poor recruitment practices (for example, failure to ensure that those recruiting for field 

positions have an understanding of the field themselves)  
• Failure to allocate resources  
• Working conditions which can be unattractive in comparison with other sectors, including 

low salaries and exposure to security risks  
• Unclear or informal entry points into the sector  
• Lack of suitable candidates for recruitment into the sector  
• Lack of pressure to enhance the skills of staff, since organisations ‘get by’ with current 

skill levels  
• Tight budgets, which limit the possibilities for investment in staff  
• Short funding cycles, prohibiting long term planning  
• Competition between agencies for qualified staff  
• High staff turnover  
• Early burn-out, or retirement from the sector  
• Lack of resources  
• Lack of suitable training (particularly in locations and languages appropriate for national 

staff)  
• Lack of professional development opportunities  

Examples of good practice  
ü Some humanitarians have temporarily deployed a Human Resources manager with new 

operations to ensure that good recruitment and management systems are set up.  
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ü Large NGOs such as Save the Children have set up in-house emergency personnel 

registers, managed through regional centres where national staff can access them. This 
gives national and expatriate staff the opportunity to gain experience in different contexts 
and helps the organisation to share lessons learned between operations.  

 
ü Inter-agency personnel registers managed by organisations such as CINFO and RedR 

support both humanitarian organisations and humanitarian personnel in finding 
appropriate job matches. They also make their members aware of training opportunities 
and can provide informal career counselling opportunities through their recruitment to 
registers and related events. RedR now recruits to its register via centres in developing 
countries.  

 
ü Some large humanitarian organisations have built up a team of permanent emergency 

staff who are experienced and available for deployment at any time. A series of 
humanitarian NGOs are now piloting the People In Aid Code of good practice in the 
support and management of aid personnel29.  

 
ü CARE seconds existing national staff to other emergency programmes. This gives these 

staff members the opportunity to gain experience in a new context, and share lessons 
learned.  

 
ü In Operation Lifeline Sudan, humanitarian organisations have standardised salaries for 

support staff, reducing competition and staff turn-over for these posts. People In Aid 
have carried out salary surveys between organisations, which enables these 
organisations to situate themselves within a reasonable band.  

 
ü Schemes such as internships and volunteer positions are highly valued methods of 

recruiting for some humanitarian NGOs, and provide a clear entry point into the sector.  
 
ü In Goma, MSF has placed a quota on first-time expatriate staff members. Other 

organisations or groups of organisations have agreed similar quotas in highly insecure 
environments, in order to ensure that there is a high proportion of experienced 
programme staff within the operation.  

 
 

"…there has been an increasing trend of inexperienced people being sent to the highest risk 
situations, as they are very keen to get a foot in the door and will accept almost any 

assignment that is offered to them." 
 

Participants at a RedR Seminar 
 

(d) Dedicated security officers  
"Security officers should never replace clear policy and good training" UN Security Official  
 
A number of the best-known humanitarian NGOs now have dedicated security officers or 
advisors – at headquarters level and/or additionally in regional or field posts for high risk 
contexts. Most humanitarians from these organisations see security officers or advisors as 
an asset, pointing out that if well-managed, these people can promote the integration of 
security into organisational and programme systems, and provide training and support to 
field-based staff. Most organisations consulted thought it preferable to have a security officer 

                                                
29 Available on http://www.peopleinaid.org/code  
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who does not have authority over programme staff but has a direct reporting line to director 
level. In this way the security officer cannot overrule programme staff, but is able to call on 
senior managers when attempting to influence or challenge them. Nonetheless, even with 
careful management to achieve this balance, the following important areas of concern were 
noted by some interviewees:  
 
• The recruitment process for security officers is often carried out by staff with little 

understanding of security. In such cases it is common for the recruiters to draw up an 
unsuitable candidate profile based on military or police security approaches, and for 
terms of reference for the post to be either vague or overly demanding and inappropriate 
to humanitarian organisations.  

 
• Where security officers have a military or police background, they can become isolated 

within the organisation due to the ‘us and them’ relationship humanitarians tend to have 
with the military30.  

 
• A security officer can make the rest of the team feel they are not responsible for 

security31  
 
• A security officer can be a drain on resources which might be better spent on a range of 

measures to infuse all teams and operations with security awareness and skills32.  
 
• Security focal points – whether they are a person, a team or a department – may tend to 

defend their corner and perpetuate their own existence. This makes their establishment 
an important decision.  

Examples of good practice  
ü ANSO in Afghanistan has found that expatriate and national security advisors can have 

complementary skills, so these posts are now routinely filled with an expatriate and a 
national staff member who work side by side.  

 
ü Most NGOs have one staff member in each field office who is responsible for selected 

security functions, such as representing the organisation at security meetings, promoting 
security awareness within the team, and providing follow-up to security training events.  

 
ü Four years ago Save the Children and CRS appointed national staff security officers in 

Liberia. These staff members are still in post. It is thought that this combination of 
continuity, local knowledge and understanding of the agency (developed over the years 
of service) is a contributing factor to the good security record of these two agencies over 
a turbulent period in Liberia’s history.  

(e) Freelance security consultants  
Increasingly, NGOs make use of freelance security consultants to fulfil some of the functions 
usually carried out by security officers. Short assignments (up to two months), typically 
require security consultants to carry out assessments of the security situation, review 
existing security procedures, make recommendations on equipment and systems, or provide 
training to staff. These types of assignments provide a cost-effective way of addressing 

                                                
30 One interviewee estimated that about half of the major US NGOs have hired security officers with military backgrounds.  
31 One UN official pleaded with NGOs ‘not to follow the path of the UN’ in terms of employing more security officers. Although 
these officers are hired to perform an advisory function it was this person’s opinion that they become de facto the person 
responsible for security, thereby weakening teams.  
32 The UN will spend $22 million this year on security. $4.5 million of this is on staff costs. (Interview with UN employee for this 
review, Geneva 2004).  
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some of the pressing security needs of humanitarian organisations, without them committing 
to long term employment of a security advisor.  
 
Longer assignments may include activities such as promoting inter-agency collaboration, 
developing organisational policy, setting up and running security information management 
systems including communications systems, managing staff with security responsibilities, 
administrative tasks and fulfilling a medium-term security advisor function.  
 
Humanitarians report that there is an increasing demand for security expertise in 
humanitarian crises, from both humanitarian organizations and contractors carrying out 
reconstruction work. In the private sector, security work is increasingly lucrative, and some 
interviewees noted that there is a drain of security competence from the humanitarian sector 
to the private sector for this reason. Various sources facilitate the supply of security 
consultants to the sector. These include RedR’s register and InterAction’s on line pool of 
security experts.  
 
In the absence of any recognised security qualifications in the sector, the credentials of 
these security consultants have normally been judged on a case by case basis. On the 
RedR register, the majority of the approximately 70 members with a security competency 
sufficient to make them eligible to be put forward for security related assignments do not 
have traditional security backgrounds in the police, armed forces, or private security 
companies; but have programme experience at management level in insecure environments. 
Many would argue that such experience is more relevant than specialist security experience.  
 
RedR argues that an understanding of humanitarian programming is essential if security 
consultants are to provide security services and recommendations that are feasible to 
humanitarian organisations and appropriate to humanitarian work. In their experience, 
humanitarian organisations looking to recruit consultants for security assignments often 
make no stipulation regarding programme experience, but request significant police or 
military experience simply because these seem to be the only tangible security qualifications 
applicants can demonstrate. In the absence of any other reference organisations sometimes 
copy job descriptions and requested profiles from UN security related recruitment 
advertisements. In some cases, the job descriptions produced seek to address too many 
organisational needs with one post, and place unrealistic demands on the person recruited.  

(f) Training  
 

 
"We are criminally negligent in terms of the amount of preparation we give people before 

they go to the field" 
 

Senior staff member of a well-known NGO 
 

 
Over the last five years some humanitarian personnel have received security training 
through their own organisations or external training providers. Others retain some security 
skills relevant to humanitarian work through their previous employment outside the sector. 
However, the vast majority of humanitarians rely on their common sense, their experience, 
and what they can learn from their colleagues when dealing with personal and team security. 
Where staff are skilled, experienced and quick to adapt and learn, this can make for 
excellent security management. However this is not always the case, and security training 
remains one of the important tools for enhancing security for humanitarians.  
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Whilst there is widespread verbal commitment to providing all staff with the necessary 
training to carry out their roles in security management, NGOs are a long way from fulfilling 
this commitment. Most offer between one hour and half a day on security training before 
departure to the field. Most admitted that there are many staff who slip through the net even 
when there is training in place. Specific or additional training, which includes a security 
component, is provided for heads of mission by some organisations. Very few agencies offer 
any pre-employment security training for national staff, and many never train national staff in 
security issues.  
 
Some of the factors inhibiting provision of basic security-related training to all staff appear to 
be:  
 
• Lack of understanding of the importance of training  
• Cost of training – with their current budget lines for staff training and development, NGOs 

can rarely afford to send more than a handful of staff members from field offices to 
external training events. Travel, per diems and translation are additional hidden costs  

• Lack of available training – both in field locations (and in appropriate languages for 
national staff), but also in headquarters locations  

• Lack of time – whilst agencies often have pressing deadlines and staff are stretched, 
training is a second priority to programming 

• Overwhelming number of staff to be trained – staff numbers can be prohibitive; for 
example, one large US NGO boasts 7000 employees 

Who should be trained, and in what?  
 

 
"The more agencies are willing to consider their national staff and local associates as 
primary recipients for information and training, the more they will increase the overall 

security preparedness of their operation" 
 

 InterAction Report on National Staff Security 
 

 
Most organisations need to prioritise certain groups of staff. A key group is field-based 
managers. Although few organisations carry out training needs analyses within their staff, 
several of the organisations consulted had made a decision to prioritise this group for 
particular training, including communication skills, language skills and people management. 
In two organisations field-based managers receive training, including a security component, 
once every two years. In one of these, managers attend a training of trainers workshop so 
that they can carry out security training with their teams in country.  
 
A more common strategy is to provide a basic level of security training to all staff. Several 
humanitarian organisations have a policy banning any staff member from visiting any 
insecure field location without undergoing basic security training first. One organisation 
consulted in northern Uganda brought together the entire field based team, including all 
drivers, guards, and office support staff, for security training and briefings in organisational 
policy once a year.  
 
Some organisations have noted an imbalance in the amount of training provided to national 
versus expatriate staff. This may sometimes be justified where national staff are familiar with 
the context and knowledgeable about personal security in that context. However, at 
management level there is likely to be less difference in the training needs of expatriates and 
national staff. When interviewed, national staff at all levels expressed a need for further 
training.  
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Points of concern  
The following points of concern were noted by interviewees in relation to security training.  
 
• There is a dearth of field-based security training available to humanitarian organisations. 

Where training is held in programme locations the providers normally come in from 
outside the context and as a result places are limited and the costs are considerable. 
Sometimes NGOs may be invited to attend training given by UN agencies where extra 
places are available, but places are once again limited, and training may not be 
appropriate for NGOs, which make use of less security equipment than the UN. Security 
training provided may not be in languages suitable for national staff.  
 

• There is no standard for measuring security competence, comparing security training, or 
judging to what extent a staff member is ‘trained’ in personal security or security 
management. One interviewee commented that even though an increasing number of 
NGO staff are versed in common security concepts such as the acceptance approach or 
the Security Management Framework set out in GPR8, the ‘software’ of analysis is still 
lacking.  

 
• NGOs have few opportunities to access security training from external providers. On the 

occasions security training is provided at field level, it is often attended by a few staff 
from several different agencies. Whilst this can promote common understanding and can 
lead to improved co-ordination, it does not reach the majority of staff. It can also mean 
that the content and objectives of training do not correspond to all participants’ needs.  

 
• Training is likely to be ineffective without follow-up. Examples of follow-up include 

implementing changes in work procedures, delivering further training to colleagues, 
setting objectives for improvements in knowledge levels, procedures, or performance 
and measuring achievement against them; and producing new tools such as policies, 
manuals, or training materials.  

 
• Training is ineffective if staff are not able to apply what they learn. A security trainer 

consulted described how he had trained security focal points in humanitarian agencies, 
only to find that they were frustrated by the lack of security awareness of their bosses, 
and the resulting limitations on actions they could take to improve security.  

 
• Training can be mistaken for an end in itself, rather than a means to an end. A 

systematic approach to improving security awareness, knowledge and skills within the 
organisation should draw on training as one tool, which is likely to be most effective 
when used in combination with others, such as coaching and mentoring, performance 
assessment, and learning on the job. Indicators of improvement in security competence 
should focus on demonstrations of increased awareness, knowledge and skills, rather 
than on amount of training carried out.  

Examples of good practice33  
ü Humanitarian organisations often address training needs collaboratively. For example, 

CESVI are carrying out security training jointly with Alliance 2015, a coalition of NGOs, 
to carry out joint security training, in order for shared training to be viable. The Finnish 
Red Cross provides security training which is accessible for other national societies.  
 

ü Some larger humanitarian organisations factor translation costs into programme 
budgets, so that training or training materials can be made accessible to all staff.  

                                                
33 Some of these good practice points draw on RedR’s "The ‘Global War on Terror’ and its Implications for NGO Security 
Management" seminar report, November 2003  
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ü Some humanitarian and developmental organisations provide pre-mission language 

training. This can significantly improve the chances of staff forming collaborative 
relationships with key local actors and gaining acceptance.  

 
ü Some NGOs maximise the effectiveness of any training accessed, by ensuring that staff 

who attend subsequently brief colleagues.  
 
ü In one humanitarian organisation staff new to the field were routinely assigned a more 

experienced mentor for the first few months of their mission.  
 
ü The Federation provides Heads of Delegation with regular on the job security training, 

through a visit from one of the security officers in Geneva.  
 
ü IRC allocate an overall percentage of their staff costs to security training. An estimation 

from a security trainer in the humanitarian sector is that 1.5% is a suitable proportion.  
 
ü Some humanitarian organisations train staff to train others, to support ‘trickle down’. 

Within the UN system UNSECOORD has initiated a similar process: each one of 
UNSECOORD’s security officers undergoes a 22-module Training of Trainers (ToT) 
course. They then adapt the training content to contexts of operation, and deliver training 
to UN staff in country.  

 
ü The UN has produced a Staff Security Course on CD ROM, and made this compulsory 

for all staff in the field. UNSECOORD encourages OCHA to distribute the CD to NGOs. 
Two NGOs consulted in northern Uganda had installed it into their hard drives, and 
several staff members had completed the course. While a CD ROM-based course can 
be no substitute for full training, it is a welcome advance.  

(g) Managing staff stress levels  
 

 
"Humanitarian personnel can no longer pretend that their staff are invulnerable heroes"  

 
Ex-IFRC stress counsellor 

 
 
There is a long-established link between good security management and effective stress 
management. However, very few NGOs invest money enhancing the way their organisation 
and staff deals with stress. A recent report covering 64 NGOs found that only 10 percent 
gave this any consideration at all34. According to one stress counsellor in the sector, a 
contributing factor in this is humanitarians’ denial about their mental health needs. Many 
humanitarians are exposed to ongoing, or cumulative stress in the course of the work, and 
this greatly increases the risk of an incident leading to post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD). A further challenge in dealing with stress is the dearth of suppliers of stress 
management training or counselling tailored to the humanitarian sector.  
 
Responsible organisations equip expatriate staff to cope with stress through the following 
steps. 
 
• Training or briefing in stress management techniques before recruitment or mission; or a 

refresher if the staff member has already received training 

                                                
34 This report was carried out by the Centre for Humanitarian Psychology in Geneva.  
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• Support offered during the mission – this can take various forms, including on-line 
counselling, or simply having the opportunity to talk to sympathetic colleagues or carry 
out favourite leisure activities 

• Time out or a change of setting as regularly as the situation demands35 
• Stress debriefing, and if necessary professional counselling after the mission 
• Some may also consider reintegration training for staff who are planning to relocate in 

home or headquarters countries36 

Stress in national staff  

Whilst expatriate staff may experience stresses relating to being away from home, national 
staff are exposed to stresses because they have remained in their country. These stresses 
may stem from many issues, including the following: 
 
• The humanitarian situation is unfolding in national staff members’ own country, and may 

affect their society, friends, family and even them directly.  
 
• National staff members are subject to persistent requests for assistance and other kinds 

of pressure, including political and social pressures, as a result of their association with 
the humanitarian organisation.  

 
Expatriate staff members who are doing demanding jobs away from their families, expect 
national staff members to put in similar hours and work with a similar single mindedness – 
despite the fact that national staff members are paid less, have family and other obligations 
in the context, and need to sustain their work levels long after the expatriates have left or 
taken leave. 
 
• National staff members are aware of heightened security risks to them and their families. 

However, they may feel less protected than expatriates, whose homes and transport are 
likely to be provided by the organisation and to have security measures built in.  

 
Stress management is likely to require different approaches for national and expatriate staff. 
Where national staff are hired in situ, R&R breaks are likely to be unfeasible and / or 
inappropriate (for staff with families it is preferable for time off from work to be spent with the 
family; and for female staff taking a few days off in a new location alone may be 
uncomfortable for cultural, social or even security reasons). However, in the case of one 
agency working in Somalia, the majority of national staff are eventually relocated out of 
Somalia by the organisation as a result of stress. In most cases such dramatic measures 
may not be necessary.  

Examples of good practice  

ü There are at least two NGOs in Europe providing on-line counselling services to 
humanitarian personnel. Canadian Red Cross provides this service to its own staff.  
 

ü In some organisations such as the British Red Cross Society post-mission debriefings 
with a stress counsellor are mandatory. This greatly reduces inhibitions related to 
counselling for staff within these organisations.  

                                                
35 This needs to be in an appropriate setting. In consultation with NGOs working in Sudan and Somalia, the point was made 
that R&R stations can themselves be stressful places. Nairobi is a case in point, with high crime rates and all the stresses of a 
big city.  
36 The Federation and UNHCR were cited as organisations which are committed to providing this kind of support. It is no 
accident that these are larger organisations with more resources than the vast majority of NGOs. As one interviewee put it: 
“There are thousands of tiny NGOs out there which we know nothing about”. 
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Existing standards  
Minimum Standards for Staff Care, produced by a working group on minimum standards, at 
a workshop in Amsterdam, September 2003 37 

(h) Security for female staff  
 

 
"As a woman you get less respect than men when you meet someone who is aggressive to 
you. You need more time to explain yourself, and you need to be tougher. People will not be 

easily convinced by you as they would by a man."  
 

Female humanitarian worker in Gulu, northern Uganda 
 

 
There is a dearth of information and resources on the specific security concerns for female 
staff38. Given this situation, humanitarians’ most useful reference points on this issue are 
likely to be protection manuals developed for women affected by displacement and conflict.  

Points of concern  

In conversations with both male and female staff (expatriate and national), the following 
points which arose are worth noting:  
 
• Female staff face specific challenges in ensuring their safety and the safety of their 

teams, as a result of expectations and attitudes towards women in the society in which 
they are operating.  
 

• Incidents of sexual violence are under-reported. The question remains, to what extent. 
The under-reporting is for understandable reasons relating to privacy of the individual 
concerned, as well as cultural issues relating to the social status and treatment of victims 
of sexual violence.  

 
• Harassment, intimidation and sexual violence are amongst the most common threats 

specifically faced by female staff (although this may vary widely according to context).  
 
• Where national staff particularly face threats of burglary and theft (because they are 

perceived as wealthy, but do not usually benefit from site security and other protective 
measures from their employer) these carry an added risk of sexual violence or attack for 
female staff and family members, making the impact of such incidents far more severe.  

 
• In some contexts, a high proportion of female national staff are single (i.e. unmarried, 

separated, divorced or widowed), and may have several dependants39. This also adds to 
the impact of security incidents. For example, if a single mother is burgled, she may be 
left in a much more serious position than if a married member of staff with a larger family 
network suffers the same incident.  

 

                                                
37 These were produced on the initiative of the Antares Foundation and the Centres for Disease Control and Prevention, Atlanta 
Cooperation Protocol. A report containing them is available at www.antaresfoundation.org/download.asp?mode=1& 
file=bestanden%5C7%5CConferenceReportApril_1en2.doc . The working group members consist of psychologists and 
psychiatrists with extensive experiences in the humanitarian field, fieldworkers, NGO managers and other specialists.  
38 One upcoming source of information is an InterAction study on this topic, managed by the InterAction Security officer.  
39 This is a function of the social structures in some societies which make it unfeasible, unusual, or unacceptable for married 
women to delegate the domestic work conferred on them and go out to work.  
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• Female staff often perceive that they are less able to defend themselves in case of an 
incident than male staff, because of their physical strength relative to that of a (most 
probably male) attacker.  

 
• Female staff generally have even less access to security training than male staff. Whilst 

most security officers are male and most managers are male, female staff are said by 
many to be marginalised across the range of security-related activities, such as 
information sharing, briefing, use of communications equipment etc.  

 
• As with many threats faced by national staff, it may be difficult to categorise threats faced 

by female staff as ‘work-related threats’ or ‘non work-related threats’, since it may be 
difficult to discern whether a threat stems from association with a humanitarian 
organisation or not. Threats such as harassment can occur outside of the workplace and 
working hours but relate to work.  

 
• Very few security advisors or security officers are female. There are also fewer female 

managers than male managers. As a result of this, women are under-represented in 
decision-making on security issues and programme issues that may affect security.  

 
• Female staff do not always express their fears or knowledge of threats specific to them 

for the following reasons.  
 
§ They do not wish to jeopardise their work by drawing attention to their security needs 

(which may be perceived as a financial and logistical burden)  
§ They prefer not to dwell on these threats, which they may see as a fact of life (they 

do not think anything can be done to reduce them)  
§ The organisation does not create the time and space to consult female staff on the 

threats they face (language barriers contribute to this)  
§ They assume managers already know about these threats  
§ The type of threat is taboo – this is often true of any kind of sexual violence  
§ It is uncomfortable or culturally inappropriate for female staff to talk about aspects of 

their security to male staff (and the majority of senior staff is usually male)40  
 
Despite these worrying observations, it appears that very few humanitarian organisations 
have made any serious attempt to address the security of female staff as a concern in its 
own right. Even in environments where violence is prevalent most NGO field offices are not 
equipped to deal with a serious incident involving violence, such as a rape. Furthermore, in 
some humanitarian organisations female staff are exposed to unnecessary risk as a result of 
the organisation’s lack of commitment to ensuring that female staff participate in training, 
management and decision-making processes.  

Existing guidelines and standards  
Guidelines for Prevention and Response: Sexual and Gender-Based Violence against 
Refugees, Returnees and Internally Displaced Persons, UNHCR, May 2003, available at 
www.rhrc.org/pdf/gl_sgbv03_00.pdf 
 
Gender-based Violence Tools Manual: For Assessment, Program Design, Monitoring and 
Evaluation in Conflict-Affected Settings. Reproductive Health Response in Conflict 
Consortium, 2004, available at www.rhrc.org/pdf/gbv_manual_chapters/GBVCOVERS.pdf  

                                                
40 Although national female staff have sometimes indicated that they felt more comfortable talking to an expatriate senior staff 
member, who comes from outside their social context, than another national staff member.  
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(i) National staff of international organisations  
It is widely recognised that the security concerns and needs of national staff are both under-
researched and far less well catered for by humanitarian agencies than those of expatriates. 
Whilst some feel that INGOs are stronger on this aspect of security management than UN 
agencies because they are more likely to promote national staff into positions of seniority 
(where they can influence security decision-making), the simple fact of promoting some 
national staff members does not guarantee that the interests of all will be taken into account. 

A heterogeneous group  
A Somali man carrying out food distributions in Northern Somalia for one NGO will have a 
completely different set of concerns from a female Colombian with an administrative role in a 
different NGO in Bogotá. For this reason, the term ‘national staff’ is a category too broad to 
allow anything more than basic and general observations. This caveat should be borne in 
mind whenever references are made to national staff.  
 
In some cases, the experiences of national staff in international organisations in a given 
context are similar to those of the personnel of national NGOs. However there are likely to 
be significant differences relating to organisational profile, capacity, culture and mandate 
amongst other things.  

A different perspective on security management  

Whatever the context, national staff are likely to have a very different view from expatriate 
staff on the risks they are exposed to – whilst carrying out their work, whilst commuting to 
work, and in their homes. They may make little distinction between work related threats and 
those threats which any national may face in the context.  
 
National staff are also likely to take a longer term view of risk – something which can make 
them appear either under- or over-cautious to expatriate colleagues. What are choices to an 
expatriate (to live in a certain place, take a certain job, go to a certain project location) are 
often not negotiable for a national. National staff may feel they cannot turn down tasks which 
may expose them to risks as they and their dependents need the income from employment 
and there may not be many alternatives in the context. As InterAction’s report on national 
staff security states:  
 

One NGO told us that national staff tended to have an entirely different attitude to 
security management than internationals. Whereas the latter may see the security 
plan (often an evacuation plan) as the cornerstone of security management, national 
staff are more likely to see this and other aspects of crisis management as an 
afterthought to the core business of prevention.41 

 
For these reasons, and because national staff make up the vast majority of most 
humanitarian organisations, any security processes which are not based on thorough 
consultation with national staff will have little validity.  

Risks to national staff  
In some situations groups within the national staff may be better insulated from threats than 
expatriates through their lower visibility, contextual knowledge and support network of 
contacts and family. Expatriates may be targets for certain threats such as kidnappings and 
political killings. The opposite can also be true. In almost all cases the risk profile of national 

                                                
41 InterAction, The Security of National Staff: Towards good Practices, July 2001  
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staff will be distinct from that of expatriates. A generic list of risks to national staff might 
include the following42:  
 
• General risks to the local population – one of the primary sources of risk to national 

staff is the humanitarian situation itself. The protection problems faced by the community 
may also be faced by national staff members and their families.  
 

• Increased exposure to all threats as a result of increased travel, doing dangerous 
things, going to dangerous places and / or dealing with people they would otherwise 
choose to avoid.  

 
• Association with the humanitarian organisation and the humanitarian (and 

sometimes military) efforts of the international community – national staff who 
would otherwise have not been at risk may become so as a result of perceptions of their 
employer or the aid community. This may be particularly true for female staff seen to 
transgress gender roles in the course of their work, or seen to be a ‘subversive’ influence 
on other women in society.  

 
• Responsibility for assets such as cars, computers, radios and phones, which may 

attract criminal elements.  
 
• Exclusion from the formulation of security plans and day-to-day decision-making 

on security issues - to quote the InterAction report: "National staff are too often 
dependent for their security on harried, stressed and often ignorant outsiders."  
 

• Failure to identify risks - national staff members may not identify risks to themselves 
because: 

 
- they have become inured to risk over a long period of time, and accept a higher and 

higher threshold (this is known as danger habituation). 
- they are unwilling to risk disappointing the organisation by suggesting they cannot 

carry out their work. 
- discussion on the fact of risk or certain types of risk is culturally inappropriate. 
- they do not wish to distress expatriates, or to initiate a process of reconsideration 

which may lead to the humanitarian effort reducing or stopping. This can be for many 
reasons, including a strong identification with the victims of the humanitarian crisis, 
and the desire to retain their jobs.  

 
• Peer pressure – to assist others in the community through legitimate or illegitimate 

means. Where this help is seen to be withheld (for example, where beneficiaries do not 
receive the benefits they wanted, or where members of the local community are not 
awarded contracts or jobs), national staff may be targeted for attacks or threats.  
 

• Political and military violence – to those hostile to the organisation, national staff may 
be particular targets because of their religious, political or ethnic identity, because they 
are easier to reach; or because aggressors feel they are more able to ‘put their message 
across’ to nationals. National staff may also be seen to be passing on information to 
expatriates or the authorities.  

 
• Fatigue – where staff are overtired their judgement, communication skills and ability to 

make appropriate decisions can suffer. There are several reasons why national staff may 
be more subject to fatigue than expatriates, including the following:  

                                                
42 This list draws on both InterAction’s report and interviews with national staff in DRC, Burundi and northern Uganda. 
InterAction’s report gives more detail on each risk mentioned, and is recommended reading.  
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- Concern for family members affected by the humanitarian crisis 
- Long term employment in a high-intensity operation, as opposed to the limited 

mission-times of expatriates 
- Long hours – drivers, for example, only go home when everyone else has; national 

staff are also more likely to have a long commute to work than expatriates and 
transport is often not provided for them 

- Family- and community-related obligations after work hours and at weekends 
- Remote control operations leave national staff doing the work of expatriates who 

have left, or supporting frequent ‘flying visits’ by expatriate teams 

Dependents of national staff  
Many of the above risks apply to the families of national staff as well as to the staff 
themselves. Family may be perceived differently in the local context, and in some cases will 
include a much wider group than the immediate nuclear family unit, so that a large group of 
people is affected by these risks. However, humanitarian organisations seldom take any 
responsibility for the security of national staff members’ families, and doing so may not be a 
feasible undertaking for most humanitarian organisations.  
 
National staff members may be separated from their families or spend long periods away 
from them for several reasons: if they move or commute in order to take on a role with a 
humanitarian organisation; or choose to send their families to another location; or are 
relocated by their employer without their families. As for expatriates, separation from families 
can cause stress to both the staff members and their families – particularly for female staff 
who may have previously been the primary carers for their children. One female staff 
member interviewed was called on to work over the weekend at short notice, whilst her child 
was sick with malaria in another location. She had been planning to travel home at the 
weekend, and had to organise alternative care for her child and monitor progress over the 
phone. This kind of circumstance can greatly contribute to cumulative stress – which can 
both be the cause of poor judgement leading to lapses in good security management, as 
well as an exacerbating factor when recovering from stressful security incidents.  

An under-researched area 
National staff security has been under-researched. No section of national staff should be 
excluded.  Groups with specific security concerns such as drivers and guards should be 
considered in their own right, as should female staff, locally-recruited staff (as opposed to 
relocated staff), and those that do not speak the working languages of the organisation.  
 
One area which needs further attention is salaries and allowances. The preferential salaries 
paid by UN agencies give national staff more opportunity to invest in security measures. In 
many humanitarian emergency situations, rents for comfortable and secure accommodation 
increase dramatically with the influx of humanitarian organisations. National staff of NGOs 
consulted for this review felt particularly exposed to threats when in their own homes, away 
from the protection of the workplace, often outside any communications network and often 
not covered by insurance policies (either because they do not have cover, or because this is 
only valid when they are at work). In such circumstances being able to rent accommodation 
in a more secure location might significantly improve security for national staff.  

Examples of good practice  
ü Two NGOs consulted in Northern Uganda have national security officers. Staff travelling 

into the field are encouraged to ‘check in’ with security officers at the beginning and the 
end of the day, to share information and any concerns.  
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ü Some INGOs in the Caucasus have provided their national and expatriate staff with 
laminated cards which explain the organisation’s aims, values, way of working and 
mission in country in local languages. This can be a support to national staff if they come 
under peer pressure from outside the organisation.  

 
ü In Burundi, ICRC has been careful to maintain a balanced representation of ethnic 

groups on its staff. This demonstrates the humanitarian principles of neutrality and 
impartiality to those outside the organisation, and may mean that national staff are 
exposed to less resentment than if they were predominantly from one ethnic group.  

 
ü Although evacuation of national staff is not routine in humanitarian organisations, at least 

one agency interviewed had relocated and eventually evacuated national staff members 
and their families on request when these staff members felt that their health or well-
being was at serious risk.  

Existing guidelines and standards  
InterAction, The Security of National Staff: Toward Good Practices, July 2001 (available on 
www.Interaction.org)  
 
InterAction, The Security Of National Staff: Essential Steps, 2002 (available on 
www.interaction.org)  

5.2 Policies and systems  

(a) Security policies and plans  
In NGOs, security plans and policies do not always exist. In the absence of systems or 
policies, unnecessary pressure is put on managers to make case-by-case judgements about 
key security actions such as deciding when to suspend programming, or responding to a 
particular incident.  
 
Policies are important. If there is no overall organisational policy to provide a framework for 
the development of plans then even when some kind of planning process does take place 
this can lead to inconsistent and inappropriate planning. Humanitarian organisations that 
have clear policy guidelines simplify the task each field office faces of developing security 
plans which give security guidelines for staff (often called standard operating procedures 
(SOPs), or security procedures). They also increase the likelihood that these plans will be 
developed, and that they will be used effectively. Policies can be short, simple documents, 
which typically spell out the priority of preserving life above material assets, acknowledge 
that a staff member can refuse an assignment for security concerns; and state what kind of 
contributions to security management are expected from all staff.  

Common weak points in security planning for NGOs  

• Where they do exist, security plans sometimes relate only to evacuation. The more 
important question of how to maintain a presence without overly compromising staff 
security is not addressed. Although hibernation is more common than evacuation, there 
is relatively little planning for this.  
 

• Security guidelines for staff tend to be too long, with levels of detail more appropriate to 
manuals. This makes them unreadable, and less likely to be used, translated, or shared. 

  
• Security plans sometimes ignore the local context, omit any reference to significant local 

threats, or include threats which are irrelevant for the context.  
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• Security plans are sometimes produced by managers in accordance with the 

organisation’s stipulations, but with minimal involvement of other staff members and a 
cursory dissemination strategy. In such cases the plan is unlikely to enhance security at 
all.  

 
• Security practice may be excellent within a team (occasionally this happens in the 

absence of a security policy or plan), but this is often thanks to the commitment and 
leadership of one team member. Consequently, when that team member leaves the 
standard of practice drops. High staff turnover in the humanitarian sector makes this a 
particular concern.  

 
• Some NGOs find it difficult to identify and respect a consistent threshold of acceptable 

risk. It was felt by some interviewees that humanitarian organisations can move into a 
state of denial with regard to the levels of threat to their staff.  

 
• It is common for staff to see security as an add-on function rather than part of day to-day 

management. It may be the designated responsibility of one security officer, rather than 
all managers. Systems for security planning, threat assessment, incident reporting and 
analysis and other functions can reinforce this where they exclude staff who are not seen 
to have a specific security responsibility.  

 
• Gender issues are often not addressed in security planning or security practice. For 

example, threat assessments may not attempt to explore any difference in the nature 
and levels of threat for men and women (national and expatriate); and security 
procedures are the same for all staff, regardless of possible differences in threats against 
them, their particular vulnerabilities, or the different impacts that security incidents may 
have on them.  

 
• Threats which are faced solely by national staff may be omitted entirely from security 

planning. Examples include burglary at home, or harassment during work hours – both of 
which may occur as a result of association with the humanitarian organisation43.  

(b) Integrating Security into Project Design  

Contractual requirements from donors  
Major donors tend not to make specific reference to security for the staff or partner 
organisations in contracts with these partners. Although some examples were given to the 
review team of donors asking to see organisations’ security plans before funding them, 
donors themselves did not recognise this as official policy and stressed that their 
organisational position was to avoid taking on any implied legal responsibility for the security 
or well-being of the staff of partner organisations.  
 
The absence of contractual requirements for security management is in keeping with 
partners’ desire to preserve independence, and with the donors’ lack of capacity either to 
advise partners on context specific security issues, or to monitor practice.44  

                                                
43 An example of this was the threat of arson in the homes of national staff members of humanitarian organisations in Sierra 
Leone, in 1999/2000.  
44 In ECHO’s case, the EC Council Regulation on Humanitarian Aid 1257/96 provides the legal basis for ECHO’s work, and 
stipulates that humanitarian aid be provided by ECHO on a non-discriminatory basis. It also sets out the principal objectives of 
humanitarian aid operations, which make reference to saving and preserving life, provision of assistance and relief, transport of 
aid, short term rehabilitation and reconstruction work, disaster preparedness and support for civil operations. This framework 
for ECHO’s work supports some of the humanitarian principles to which many humanitarian organisations aspire, and which 
can be vital to acceptance and security, namely: humanity (the humanitarian imperative to alleviate suffering) and impartiality. 
These principles may be further upheld in the upcoming European Constitution.  
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Project proposals  
In their guidelines for funding applications, OFDA and BPRM refer partners to InterAction’s 
Security Planning Guidelines45 for guidance on security management. OFDA partners 
requesting funds are required to take security into consideration throughout the project 
design rather than as a separate and independent piece of narrative.  
 
When security is considered throughout a project design process, it is likely to appear where 
relevant in the following sections of the project proposal document:  
 
• Description of context and / or problem  
• Description of stakeholders  
• Critical assumptions (where a contingency plan may be outlined in the event of a 

significant increase in risk) 
• Anticipated positive and negative effects of programmes, including current and potential 

tensions that may be caused in relation to procurement and selection of beneficiaries  
• Budget 
 
Security-related expenditure can include training, security staff, security services such as 
guards, and security equipment. Requests for funding for unusually expensive or technical 
equipment such as flak jackets or ballistic blankets are often viewed with scepticism by 
donors, and require detailed justification.  

Overarching frameworks for humanitarian intervention  
Any overarching framework such as host country agreements or bipartite/tripartite 
agreements relating to the provision of humanitarian assistance, should make reference to 
the relevant state or warring party with the legal obligation to protect humanitarian personnel.  

Integrating security into organisational processes  
Recommendations made to the IASC working group on security in 2002 reaffirmed the 
widely held view that all humanitarian agencies and organisations should continue to make 
efforts to mainstream security management. Mainstreaming is understood to be the 
integration of security into all relevant organisational and operational processes. A concrete 
recommendation was to include security management in job descriptions and performance 
evaluations of directors and managers, especially at the field level; and to include security 
management as an indicator of effectiveness and efficiency in the evaluation of 
programmes.  
 
At the field level, the changes necessary to ensure that security is factored into all decision-
making processes may be difficult to roll out where teams have become used to high levels 
of threat, or where the threat has been growing imperceptibly. It may also be difficult where 
certain threats are only felt by groups of national staff (such as drivers, or female outreach 
staff for example), and are not apparent to the country director or the management team.  

(c) Insurance46  
Attitudes to insurance vary within the NGO sector. Only a minority of NGOs consulted felt 
confident that adequate cover is in place for all employees. Some have an overall policy for 
all employees recruited in the organisation’s home base – although the extent to which this 
policy covers staff working in war zones and would be valid for security incidents that may 
happen in the course of carrying out dangerous work is often questionable. In the majority of 

                                                
45 These are available on www.interaction.org  
46 One of the most helpful references on this issue remains Annex 6 of GPR8. Much of the practical advice in this section draws 
directly on this Annex.  
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humanitarian organisations, cover for national staff varies and depends greatly on the 
availability of suitable local insurers in each context. The commitment and knowledge of field 
based managers can also be determining factors, particularly where an organisation-wide 
policy has not been clearly developed.  
 
Another deterrent to NGOs getting insurance for all staff is the high cost involved. With few 
suppliers, and a cautious market post 9/11, this can be a serious consideration for small and 
medium organisations; and larger NGOs may find that self-insurance through a contingency 
fund is more cost-effective. In at least one case, humanitarian organisations have pooled 
risks and re-insured them.  
 
Wherever humanitarian organisations do not have clearly defined insurance cover, they are 
unable to reliably inform staff and their families as to the amount of compensation they can 
expect in the event of a security incident in terms of medical expenses and compensation. 
They may also be exposed to extensive financial liability.  

Exclusion clauses  
Where humanitarian organisations do have insurance the extent of cover may be severely 
limited by exclusion clauses. These can relate to the following: 
 
• The country concerned 
• Length of contracts and location of staff 
• Categories of staff 
• Coverage during non-working hours, annual leave days or extra hours worked 
• Existence of certain security measures 
• Adherence to security procedures 
• Proof of staff training in security  
• The existence of war or conflict, which may be defined in many ways 
 
Adherence to a code of conduct may be crucial here. For example, the UN’s Malicious Acts 
Insurance does not cover employees when they are under the influence of alcohol or drugs, 
travelling without clearance, or in any way contravening current UN security policy at that 
location. Assuming they were respected, regulations on staff behaviour in such a case would 
help to keep them within the limitations of the insurance policy.  
 
Natural disasters may also be excluded – this was the case for at least one NGO caught in 
the recent Goma volcano eruption, whose war risk insurance was otherwise deemed 
comprehensive.  
 

 
"The real insurance is in hiring appropriate people, training them well and offering them the 

institutional support that they need in order to do their jobs in a responsible fashion." 
 

NGO director 
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(d) Codes of conduct  
 

 
"Personal behaviour can directly … or indirectly … put at risk the staff member 

or colleagues…"  
 

Koenraad Van Brabant47 
 

 
Since the 2002 Save the Children / UNHCR report on exploitation of children by aid workers 
in West Africa48, humanitarian organisations have begun to make much more use of codes 
of conduct for staff49. These codes of conduct can significantly enhance security for national 
and expatriate staff, by ensuring that their behaviour is consistent with the organisation’s 
principles and values, and with the image the organisation is trying to generate. codes of 
conduct can also guide staff away from behaviours that might increase tensions within 
organisation and with other actors. As a People In Aid guide to creating a code of conduct 
points out, a code of conduct protects both the organisation and the individuals within it.  
 
The mechanism of a code of conduct works in two ways: it makes explicit the expectations of 
the organisation; and it provides a reference when disciplinary action or sanctions are 
necessary. In some cases the validity of insurance will depend upon staff compliance with 
the code of conduct.  
 
Practice on creating codes of conduct varies. Whilst some organisations have an 
organisation-wide code of conduct that is disseminated to field level and sometimes signed 
by staff at the point of recruitment, others lead a guided process to create a code of conduct 
with staff from each field office, or to adapt a generic template. The latter may generate more 
buy-in and can be made consistent with national law and local custom, but where 
commitments have been made by the organisation as a whole to adhere to certain principles 
(as is the case with the IASC Plan of Action on Protection from Sexual Abuse and 
Exploitation50) these must be reflected accurately in context-specific codes of conduct.  
 
There are strong objections to codes of conduct for staff amongst some humanitarians. The 
point is made that it is unnecessarily intrusive for an organisation to dictate the behaviour of 
its employees in their own personal time, and that realistically all staff members are likely to 
breach the code of conduct at some point. As with other initiatives to improve the 
organisational processes of humanitarian organisations, objectors comment that codes of 
conduct may cause attention to be paid to the conditions for and behaviour of humanitarian 
staff at the cost of attention to the victims of humanitarian crises.  
 
Some organisations do not use a code of conduct as such, but oblige employees through 
their contracts to be neutral, to observe local laws and customs and to refrain from bearing 
weapons – all stipulations which might otherwise be set out in a code of conduct.  
 

                                                
47 Van Brabant, Koenraad, Mainstreaming Safety and Security Management in Aid Agencies. Overseas Development Institute / 
Humanitarian Policy Group Briefing Number 2, March 2001. (available on www.odi.org/hpg/papers)  
48 "Sexual Violence and Exploitation: The Experience of Refugee Children in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone." , Save the 
Children UK and UNHCR, February 2002  
49 The phrase ‘code of conduct’ used in this context refers to a set of rules of guidelines, usually developed by and applicable to 
one organisation only, dictating expected staff behaviour at work and often outside working hours. It is not to be confused with 
the widely respected Code of Conduct for NGOs and Red Cross, which describes the humanitarian principles which aid efforts 
should respect; nor should it be confused with the concept of a set of mutually agreed, context-specific security protocols 
agreed between agencies at field level.  
50 IASC, Report of the Inter-Agency Standing Committee on Protection from Sexual Abuse and Exploitation in Humanitarian 
Crises, 13 June 2002  
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Since the behaviour of one member of the humanitarian community can affect the security of 
others, there is an increasing call for codes of conduct to be agreed between humanitarian 
organisations at the field level; and some ‘ground rules’ already make recommendations 
around staff behaviour51. Ground rules can be called ‘codes of conduct’ but in fact refer to 
the way in which organisations, rather than individuals behave – and are often limited to 
comments on programme activities.  
 
The logic underpinning existing organisational codes of conduct differs: whilst some situate 
their terms around the rights of beneficiaries to receive adequate protection and assistance, 
and to retain their dignity; others are more rooted in respect for humanitarian principles and 
concern for the organisation’s reputation.  
 
A review of those NGO codes of conduct shared with the consultants and relevant guidelines 
gives the following common points.  

Common points covered by an organisational code of conduct52  

• Personal integrity and organisational and / or humanitarian values  
• Professional ethics  
• Corruption and the abuse of power  
• Relationship to local culture, religion and traditions  
• Involvement with local community activities  
• Security of organisational assets  
• Media relationships and press statements  
• Behaviour outside of work  
• Alcohol and drugs  
• Sexual behaviour  
• Use of weapons  
• Behaviour around children, including travel with children (reference can be made to the 

six principles set out in the IASC plan of action)  
• Each individual’s responsibility for his or her security and that of colleagues  

Dilemmas in developing codes of conduct  
A common question raised in relation to codes of conduct is whether national staff can be 
held to them outside working hours. Most organisations which use a code or codes of 
conduct do expect national staff to uphold it outside working hours, but are likely to treat 
difficult cases of non-compliance on a case by case basis. Compliance with codes of 
conduct appears to rely more on active dissemination and discussion rather than close 
monitoring or the use of disciplinary measures.  

Examples of good practice  
ü In addition to codes of conduct which relate to all staff, one large US NGO has 

developed detailed guidelines and protocols for staff facing specific situations, such as 
interviewing beneficiaries, or travelling with children. This guidance can be a helpful tool 
in what may otherwise be uncomfortable or difficult situations involving staff members 
and other actors from different cultures and with different sets of behaviours, 
expectations and values.  
 

                                                
51 Jan Egeland, the Humanitarian Coordinator, has called for more work in this direction recently in his Chairperson’s summary 
(DRAFT), 31 March 2004, high-level Humanitarian Forum  
52 These points are drawn from the People In Aid Policy Guidelines on Codes of Conduct, December 2003. However, reference 
was also made to the six principles of the IASC Plan of Action, the Code of Conduct for NGOs working in Somalia developed 
by the Somalia Aid Co-ordination Body (available at http://www.sacb.info/MainHandbook.htm), and the internal codes of 
conduct shared by individual agencies.  
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ü Save the Children UK has developed a code of conduct for journalists and visitors to 
programmes. Whilst compliance cannot be enforced, this sets up expectations and gives 
the opportunity for different interests and intentions to be addressed before the 
programme visit.  

 
ü The Federation requires staff to give examples of their behaviour which illustrate some of 

the seven Fundamental Principles of the Red Cross53.  
 
ü BPRM require their partners to develop a code of conduct embodying the six core 

principles set out in the IASC Plan of Action54. 

Existing guidelines and standards  
IASC, Report of the Inter-Agency Standing Committee on Protection from Sexual Abuse and 
Exploitation in Humanitarian Crises, 13 June 2002  
 
IFRC Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and 
NGOs in Disaster Relief, available on www.ifrc.org  
 
Nolan, Paul, Child Protection, 2003 (available on www.peopleinaid.org)  
 
People in Aid, Policy Guidelines on Codes of Conduct, 2003  
 
Setting the Standard: A common approach to child protection for international NGOs; 
Tearfund and NSPCC, 2003 (produced by a steering group)  

5.3 Security practice during operations  

(a) Tolerance for insecurity and different levels of presence  
 

 
The question should not be ‘when do we get out?’ 

but ‘how do we stay on and survive?’ 
 

Humanitarian worker 
 

 
Humanitarian organisations agree that decisions on presence should be determined first and 
foremost by humanitarian principles. The organisational mandate, the humanitarian 
imperative, and the commitment to provide assistance on the basis of need alone are the 
established cornerstones of this decision-making. Primary considerations include the 
probable benefits of programmes – which include assessing the organisation’s capacity and 
the added value it can bring to existing or planning humanitarian efforts – and the security 
risks to staff and assets. Some organisations have used these principles to systematise the 
process for making the ‘go – no go’ decision, and for deciding when to relocate and 
evacuate different groups of staff and families.  
 
In practice decisions on what level of security to tolerate take into consideration a whole 
range of other factors, of which the availability of funding is likely to be one of the most 
influential. Humanitarian organisations are likely to set up programmes despite significant 

                                                
53 These principles are set out and explained on www.ifrc.org and www.icrc.org.  
54 IASC, Report of the Inter-Agency Standing Committee on Protection from Sexual Abuse and Exploitation in Humanitarian 
Crises, 13 June 2002  
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security risks and maintain them as these risks grow (sometimes when needs are unknown 
or relatively low) if significant funding is available. Further factors include the following: 
 
• Staff commitment to the humanitarian effort  
• Staff loyalty to colleagues and programmes  
• Pragmatism and organisational survival – organisations following funding  
• Opportunities for media attention and fundraising in relation to the programme  
• Denial in relation to new or steadily growing security problems  
• Feeling that a humanitarian presence may be a deterrent to human rights abuses or 

forestall a humanitarian crisis 

Remote Control Working  
A strategy used by humanitarian organisations in prohibitively insecure areas is ‘remote 
control’ programming. The terms ‘remote control’ or ‘remote management’ are used to 
describe a range of different arrangements or models, which include the following: 
 

1. Removal of all or nearly all staff; and provision of funding and/or in kind goods for 
humanitarian response to local NGOs, churches, mosques, and/or the national red cross 
or red crescent society. There are some examples of international NGOs handing over 
programmes to other international NGOs.  
 
2. Removal of expatriate staff. National staff run programmes, and international staff may 
make occasional visits to bring funds, monitor programmes and give technical assistance. 
A variation on this model is the use of expatriates from developing countries, who may be 
less at risk than Westerners.  
 
3. Removal of programme staff and infrastructure from insecure areas, normally to a town 
or city where security can be managed more easily. This may be temporary or 
intermittent. In this model some beneficiaries may access programmes by travelling 
themselves.  
 
4. Removal of programme staff from insecure areas, and use of contractors to deliver 
assistance.  

 
Each of the models set out above provides a way of maintaining some level of programming 
whilst reducing exposure to insecurity. Each model also has implications for the quality of 
assistance provided, and for acceptance and perception. A further consideration, which 
differs in each context, is the level of protection provided through the presence of 
international organisations.  
 
In the first model, working more extensively through local partners such as national NGOs, 
churches, mosques and community networks may be effective in generating acceptance. 
However, where national NGOs are highly political, this could undermine acceptance by 
linking the organisation to a political agenda. Quality of programming and financial 
management are further concerns expressed by interviewees who had considered this 
model. These issues would also affect perception.  
 
The delegation of programming activities to another organisation is an explicit recognition of 
different levels of tolerance for insecurity. Some humanitarians feel that this strategy takes 
advantage of the differences between humanitarian organisations in order to effectively meet 
humanitarian need, and that it is the preserve of each organisation to set its threshold of 
acceptable risk. Others feel that there is a serious abrogation of responsibility in supporting 
the exposure of humanitarian personnel in another organisation to risks which have been 
deemed unacceptable for your own organisation.  
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In the second model, expatriate staff making short visits to programmes may be exposed to 
significant risk, especially where the infrastructure supporting them is reduced and they may 
be carrying large sums of cash to sustain operations. It may also leave nationals more 
exposed to threats than they would be if the expatriates were present – although the 
opposite may also be true. This is a strategy which humanitarian organisations have used in 
contexts where the threat levels are higher for expatriates, such as Somalia, Iraq and 
Chechnya.  
 
The third model may be particularly problematic. Beneficiaries are likely to expose 
themselves to risks in order to access assistance, and in situations where different 
humanitarian organisations are ‘holed up’ side by side or share compounds, they are more 
likely to have assumptions made about them as a group. They may also be too removed 
from some constituencies to gain acceptance.  
 
The fourth model has been suggested as a solution to situations where humanitarian 
organisations cannot access programme areas without armed escorts, but are forbidden 
from doing so by their policies. Quality of programming may, however, be reduced, and the 
organisation has far less control over acceptance issues.  

(b) Co-ordination and collaboration  
Co-ordination between humanitarian organisations at field level on security issues is 
described by humanitarians as unsatisfactory in many field contexts. Particular areas of 
weakness identified are collaboration between NGOs and UN agencies, and shortcomings in 
the sharing and dissemination of security information.  
 
Wherever co-ordination has worked well, this is for the most part due to the quality of the 
security officer, advisor, coordinator or focal point involved. Mutual respect between parties 
is crucial, and where social time is spent together this enhances the chances of effective co-
ordination.  

Co-ordination with the UN  

In 1996 the UN drew up a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for those NGOs who 
wished to avail themselves of the UN’s security system on a cost share basis. This meant 
adhering to the security protocols of the UN. The almost total lack of uptake for this MOU 
has been attributed to the fact that the application of UN security protocols (which now 
include MOSS) to NGOs is unfeasible, inappropriate and almost universally rejected by the 
NGOs themselves.  

The Menu of Options  
In 2001, as part of a working group under the IASC, WFP oversaw a consultative process to 
review the possibilities for field-based collaboration between NGOs and the UN. This 
produced the Menu of Options, a non-binding set of ‘opt-in’ guidelines for collaboration 
between NGOs and the UN community, which could be adapted to the given context55. It 
was based on respect for the different approaches of humanitarian organisations, and 
provided concrete suggestions such as representation of the NGO community on the UN 
Security Management Team in country, and the establishment of inter-organisational ground 
rules on security where possible in each context.  
 

                                                
55 The Menu of Options is contained in: UN/non-UN field security collaboration, Report of the consultant to the Inter-Agency 
Standing Committee Working Group Staff Security Task Force, available on the internet at 
http://www.humanitarianinfo.org/iasc/prodsec01.doc.  
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UNSECOORD’s approval of the Menu of Options was delayed until February 2002 because 
of UN concerns about liability issues. Subsequently, UNSECOORD issued its own 
guidelines for UN agencies on collaboration with NGOs. This was a slightly reduced version 
of the Menu of Options. Regret is expressed on all sides that the Menu of Options was never 
sufficiently championed by UN and NGOs alike to have any significant effect on co-
ordination at field level. Recently, the IASC has made a commitment to reviving the Menu of 
Options.  
 
A key consideration frequently restated by the Red Cross / Red Crescent Movement and 
NGOs is the need to retain institutional independence from the UN, and to avoid being 
coordinated by the UN. In practice, humanitarians in NGOs can be sceptical about the 
quality of information and advice provided by UN Security Officers (whose movement may 
be restricted by UN security regulations) and uncomfortable about sharing their own 
information with the UN.  

Co-ordination with the Red Cross / Red Crescent  
The Federation often takes part in security co-ordination activities on much the same basis 
as would any INGO.  
 
In some cases the same is true for the National Red Cross / Red Crescent Society. Where 
the national society has a role in humanitarian work, it may have a certain amount of 
authority within the humanitarian community and privileged access to information because of 
its role as auxiliary to the government. This can also affect the perception of the national 
society, and affect security for the National Society’s staff and for organisations working 
closely with that National Society.  
 
The ICRC is more reserved, and humanitarian staff of NGOs report that extent of the ICRC’s 
cooperation on security issues varies, and to some degree reflects the outlook of the Head 
of Delegation. In some contexts the ICRC may participate in co-ordination meetings as an 
observer, or on an informal basis. The ICRC recognises a responsibility to share critical 
security information with other humanitarian organisations. However, some of the 
information to which they have access through their programmes and their discussions with 
authorities and warring parties is confidential.  

Umbrella organisations  
InterAction, the US-based umbrella organisation, has a staff member, supported by OFDA, 
whose remit is to provide security support to InterAction’s membership. The tasks for this 
position include assessments, research, and identifying and implementing collaborative 
measures that can improve security. The existence of this post is likely to improve the 
harmonisation of security policies and practice within the InterAction membership.  

Field level co-ordination bodies  
Discussions within the Security Action Group of InterAction gave rise to the idea of creating 
a field-based NGO security co-ordination body in Afghanistan, and accordingly, the 
Afghanistan NGO Security Office (ANSO) was formed with funding from ECHO. This body 
has been well received and the concept has since been carried over to Iraq and Liberia with 
further support from ECHO. It was noted by UN staff members consulted that in places 
where NGOs have access to a security co-ordination body this can be a useful interface 
between the UN and NGOs. In these situations NGOs are more likely to be represented at 
UN Security Management Team meetings and to have the relevant UN person attend NGO 
security meetings.  
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In areas where co-ordination bodies exist humanitarian organisations also have a real 
opportunity to work out common strategies and policies on issues, establish ground rules, 
keep them updated, and informally monitor effectiveness and compliance. It has been found 
that agreements on such basic issues as the minimum and maximum salaries and fees to be 
paid for services, and the framework of agreements with local contractors can have an 
enhanced effect on security.  

Security focal points  

Another model for field level co-ordination has been the hire or secondment of a security 
advisor for the NGO community. However, in at least one case where this model was used it 
proved problematic for multiple humanitarian organisations to manage the post, and to 
ensure that this person served the NGO community and not just the hosting agency.  

Existing guidelines and standards  

NGO Field Cooperation Protocol, InterAction 1996, available at: 
http://www.InterAction.org/disaster/NGO_field.html  
 
United Nations Security Coordinator, Guidelines for UN/NGO/INGO Security Collaboration, 
February 2002 
 
IASC, UN/non-UN field security collaboration, Report of the consultant to the Inter- Agency 
Standing Committee Working Group Staff Security Task Force, containing the Menu of 
Options, available at http://www.humanitarianinfo.org/iasc/prodsec01.doc  

(c) Threat and risk analysis  
Threat analysis is the basis of security planning, and typically involves brainstorming the 
current and potential threats in the context, and then cross-referencing these against the 
vulnerabilities of different groups of staff to these threats. Preventative and responsive 
security measures can then be identified on the basis of this information. This process needs 
to be repeated and updated as often as the context demands56, and must include inputs 
from all groups of staff. The point has been made in InterAction’s report on National Staff 
Security that in some cases this process may be better led by national staff than expatriates. 
This point was borne out in the course of research for this security review.  
 
Despite being the cornerstone of sound security planning, such a threat analysis is often not 
carried out by NGOs in the field. For field offices of NGOs that do have security plans or 
have taken some security measures, these are most often based on an assumption of the 
risks to staff (risk being a function of the threats in the context and the vulnerability of each 
staff member to each threat), or the knowledge or instinct of the one or two staff members 
involved in devising these security measures. Little or no effort is made to either consult 
different staff groups on the kind and level of threats they feel they face in the context, or to 
research this using external information sources.  
 
For example, it is often assumed that office-based staff are less at risk than those who travel 
to programme locations – because of the lower profile of their work, because their workplace 
has protective security measures such as screening of visitors and perimeter walls; and, in 
the case of national staff, because they ‘are better equipped to cope in the context’ than 
expatriates57. In some cases, however, office-based staff may face serious threats relating to 
the awarding of contracts and jobs, or to criminality (if they are perceived as having an 

                                                
56 Those agencies with more robust security management practice typically do this on two levels: they call a meeting of all staff 
at medium-term intervals (monthly, quarterly, or twice a year) to comprehensively review the threat environment, but get daily 
updates on detailed threat patterns by, for example, determining which roads are safe to travel.  
57 Often, office-based staff are left out of the planning process altogether, and this may be particularly true of junior staff.  
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income or access to assets), or, in the case of female staff, because they are seen to 
transgress gender roles or cultural norms through their work. These staff may be particularly 
exposed when they are outside the office, either travelling to and from work or in their own 
homes. They may even be exposed to these threats at the hands of their own colleagues 
within the workplace.  
 
Where senior, expatriate staff are tasked with completing or updating the threat assessment, 
there may be further factors affecting the adequacy of this assessment. An InterAction 
mission to Liberia identified the following:  
 
• NGOs were unaware of threats outside the capital, which was stable, and to which they 

are confined 
• A high degree of turnover among senior NGO leaders meant that momentum to address 

security concerns was ‘lost’ 
• Both expatriate and national staff had developed a high tolerance level for insecurity 
• Senior NGO managers were very often overworked and stressed58 
 
Finally, whilst national staff or local populations are key sources of security information, this 
information can be misleading if taken alone. These groups may downplay threats so as not 
to deter the NGO from doing its work and maintaining a presence which is often a deterrent 
to attacks on civilians by belligerent forces. Threats may also be downplayed where 
populations have become used to living with appalling levels of threat to human life. 
Conversely, one interviewee stated that national staff and partner organisations working 
under a ‘remote control’ regime may exaggerate security threats in order to keep expatriates 
out of the context – in particular where corruption may be present.  

The relative vulnerabilities of expatriate and national staff  
It is sometimes assumed that national staff are more at risk than expatriates. However, this 
may not always be the case and depends entirely on the identity and role of the staff 
member, and the different threats in the context.59 Here, the InterAction report on National 
Staff Security gives some guiding questions for consideration:  
 

…assessing threat includes exploring the following types of questions. 
 

• Does the agency increase the risk to national staff if it provides outstanding services to a 
discrete group in the local community and not to others?  

• What is the risk to staff of an ostentatious agency presence, for instance, if the agency 
purchases a flashy white 30,000 dollar four-by-four?  

• What are the risks to a national staff person who takes on new responsibilities, or is 
assigned to a new location?  

• Would the agency have an overall lower risk threshold if we employed national staff 
rather than foreigners?  

• What risks are national staff disproportionately vulnerable to, and how do programs 
affect those risks? 60 

 
The impact of possible security incidents on national staff is also important in the security 
planning process. Some seemingly low impact threats such as burglary, harassment or theft 
may have a greater impact on national staff who have fewer financial reserves, reduced 

                                                
58 InterAction, Report on Security Review Mission to Liberia, 2003  
59 The role of the staff member may be a particularly strong determining factor here. Global statistics shared by ICRC clearly 
show that a higher proportion of expatriates meet their deaths in the line of work than nationals. ICRC’s policy of not using 
nationals to carry out the work of delegates may have some bearing on this pattern.  
60 InterAction, The Security of National Staff: Toward Good Practices, July 2001 (available on www.interaction.org). See also 
InterAction, The Security Of National Staff: Essential Steps, 2002 (also available on www.interaction.org)  
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access to secure and stress-free ‘refuges’ (such as an expatriate’s home country, or an R&R 
destination), and/or more dependents relying on them continuing to work.  

Examples of good practice  

ü An NGO consulted in Gulu considers the entire network of staff and their families as a 
source of information. This organisation asks staff members to share news and rumours 
relating to the security situation with the security officer every morning.  

 
ü One humanitarian organisation sends someone to Friday prayers in key mosques where 

they work in Somalia. The content of the sermon can sometimes give important 
information on the security situation, and potential threats to Westerners.  

(d) Incident analysis  
In many contexts careful analysis of incidents is a more reliable source of information about 
the security environment than incident statistics61. For example, the deaths of four 
humanitarians from bullet wounds recently in Somaliland are perceived very differently by 
organisations working in Somalia. Whilst some see these attacks as reflecting an ongoing 
hostile environment where killings can result from contractual disputes and small arms are 
readily available, others point to the particular circumstances of these four incidents and, on 
the basis of analysis, conclude that they reflect a new threat of extremist anti-Western 
violence in the environment. An accurate analysis of each of these incidents is crucial to 
understanding which of these views is most credible, and this information has a huge 
bearing on safeguarding humanitarians in Somalia.  
 
Whilst most agencies analyse incidents which occur to their staff (often in an ad hoc way), 
very few will make serious attempts to analyse those incidents or near misses which have 
not affected them, but may give them important information about their own security. Where 
analysis does happen assumptions can easily slip into this analysis unnoticed. For example, 
in relation to attacks against humanitarian organisations in Afghanistan and Iraq, it is often 
commented that what makes these organisations vulnerable is the fact that they are ‘soft 
targets’. However, in many cases such attacks appear to have been carefully planned and 
carried out in the face of considerable challenges, not seeking out the ‘soft target’ among 
many62. Therefore, protective security measures which would make humanitarian agencies 
harder targets to hit than others may not be the solution to this security issue.  
 
Incident analysis, including the information used to carry it out, needs to be shared as widely 
as possible between humanitarian organisations, in order to provide these organisations with 
more useful information than just an incident ‘headline’; and to invite any further information 
which may contribute to an understanding of the security environment and agencies’ 
vulnerabilities.  
 
ü It is standard practice in some organisations to bring in an outsider to facilitate incident 

analysis after a particularly serious incident or near miss. This person is a neutral 
collector of information, and can bring a fresh perspective as well as eliciting the 
knowledge and views of the team in country.  

                                                
61 In fact, where agencies have begun to catalogue incidents, they may use categories which presuppose some conclusive 
analysis, such as ‘agency targeted’ ‘fundamentalist attack’, ‘criminality’, ‘caught in crossfire’ etc.. Where incident analysis is not 
systematic, this may lead to incidents being wrongly categorised, giving a misleading impression of trends in the security 
environment.  
62 A case in point here is the attack on the ICRC office in Baghdad in 2003, where the suicide bomber(s) had procured an 
ambulance marked with Red Crescent symbols, and appeared to have planned the timing of the attack meticulously. By any 
measure, the ICRC office was not less secure than many NGO offices in Baghdad.  
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(e) Record keeping  
 

 
"Have you ever noticed how everybody has been to Burundi, Rwanda or Sudan? 

I meet people who are still basing their security practice 
on what they saw in these places 12 years ago…" 

 
Answer of a Security Officer for a UN agency (when asked about organisational learning) 

 
 
Many humanitarian organisations keep no central record of security incidents, either at field 
level or headquarters level. Although at director level there is usually a repository of 
information on high profile incidents such as kidnappings or deaths, this does not give any 
indication of the overall security experiences of the organisation’s personnel in the field. It is 
questionable whether any humanitarian organisations keep a record of the wider security 
environment, including attacks on other organisations. However, there is widespread 
agreement that improving the records of security incidents will give humanitarian 
organisations some tools for understanding changes in the security environment and the 
effects of security practice. Accordingly, an indicator for the 7th principle of the People In Aid 
Code of good practice in the support and management of aid personnel is  
 

Records are maintained of work-related injuries, sickness, accidents and fatalities, 
and are monitored to help assess and reduce future risk to staff. 63  

 
With no record, no analysis is possible, and the information drawn from tracking the number 
of security incidents of different types over time may be useful to discern overall trends and 
to predict security needs or make decisions about access or evacuation. However, running 
totals on their own do not give much information for organisations, and their use is limited. 
For example Oxfam in northern Uganda made the following point in relation to a lull in 
security incidents in that context,  
 

…it is vital that Oxfam staff continue to monitor the situation closely to determine any 
improvement in the security which may allow safe access. Note that the absence or 
decrease in incidents is no indication that the situation has improved. With fewer 
civilians and very few agencies moving within the districts there will inevitably be less 
security incidents occurring.64  

 
Within the organisation, another cause for a decrease in security incidents could be any one 
or any number of improvements in staff security practice, knowledge, awareness or skills; or 
it could mean that the context is getting more secure. When information is shared between 
agencies inaccuracies and different understandings of what constitutes an incident can 
seriously distort figures. For example, in northern Uganda one interviewee complained that 
the use of the word ‘shooting’, to mean any incident where a gun is fired (even a nervous 
soldier in an armed escort firing into the bushes) gives a misleading impression of the 
number of serious security incidents experienced by humanitarians.  
 
Other types of information, therefore, relating to changes in the context and changes in the 
organisation as well as good quality analysis on incidents are a more important resource for 
organisational learning on security and security management – both because they can give 
meaning to rising or falling numbers of incidents of different types, and because they can 
give an organisation information on its own strong and weak points in security management.  

                                                
63 People In Aid, Policy Guidelines on Safety and Security (available on www.peopleinaid.org)  
64 Internal Oxfam security document.  
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(f) Information sharing  
A common complaint about security information sharing is that the ‘sharing’ is one-way. One 
UN interviewee said that he was fed up with hearing the ‘30 second neutrality sound bite” 
that NGOs gave as an excuse for not sharing information with UNSECOORD officers, 
despite expecting to benefit from information that these officers could share with them. From 
the NGO side, there are similar accusations that the UN hopes to collect information from 
NGOs without reciprocating.  
 
It has been suggested that OCHA could organise the collection and sharing of security 
information at field level, possibly through the humanitarian information centres (HICs). 
Conversations with OCHA reveal that there are considerable limitations on this model. 
Firstly, OCHA’s mandate is a humanitarian one, and as such the orientation of tools such as 
HICs is to facilitate the supply of accurate information relating to humanitarian needs and to 
humanitarian programmes. HIC personnel argue that HICs are limited by UNSECOORD in 
the amount of security information they can share with NGOs. Furthermore, many NGOs are 
eager to maintain a certain amount of distance from the UN, which may have a political 
and/or military presence.  
 
ü ANSO’s motto is ‘Speed over accuracy’. This means that they disseminate rumours, 

carefully labelled as such, without waiting for verification. NGOs in Afghanistan have 
found that this has been a useful approach, giving humanitarian organisations the 
advantage of early warnings, with the option for more detailed enquiry and confirmation 
of details at a later stage.  

(g) Tools for security information management  
In 1998 an initiative funded by ECHO was launched to collect and collate world-wide incident 
information from humanitarian organisations, the Humanitarian Security and Protection 
Network (HSPN). However, there was no broad uptake for this initiative within the 
humanitarian community. Many different reasons are offered for this, including the turnover 
of personnel in participating organisations, the problem of potential liability (for 
misrepresenting organisations or individuals, or breaking privacy laws); the reluctance of 
humanitarian organisations to report incidents in which they or their staff had been at fault; 
the feeling of teams that the information flow was one-way; the lack of opportunities for field-
based trials; and technical shortcomings with the software.  
 
Some humanitarians feel that any system for sharing information on security incidents 
between agencies on anything but the immediate field level is unlikely to overcome an 
inevitable set of similar challenges. Nevertheless, within agencies there are several 
initiatives to improve the global collection and collation of security incident information, and 
some of these initiatives present the possibility to extend this function across more than one 
agency. In some quarters there are strong advocates for this type of global information 
sharing between humanitarian organisations.  
 
One such initiative is the development of an information sharing tool by a company called 
Virtual Research Associates in the US. Save the Children US, Catholic Relief Services and 
World Vision have all contributed to this initiative, but World Vision is currently the sole 
subscriber. For the UN system, UNSECOORD are currently developing, an automated 
system to record, disseminate and collate information on security incidents between those 
responsible for security in 150 duty stations. This is the first such global system to be used 
by the UN.  
 
A software tool called ‘Groove’, which can be used to collate, disseminate and analyse both 
security and programme information, is newly available to humanitarian organisations. 
Groove can input data into geographical maps, and will allow information sharing between 
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different organisations (through filters if desired) where they both have the same software. 
Conference calls are also possible through groove. Licences cost between $100 and $150 
per user.65  
 
There are many arguments for and against investment in inter-agency information sharing 
initiatives. One common concern is that on a large scale, information gathering may threaten 
acceptance if it appears as information gathering, and independence if the information were 
to be accessed by political or military agents. The use of such information beyond the field 
level is also questioned. However, advocates suggest that recording and mapping the 
security profiles of different humanitarian crises will provide vital information for humanitarian 
organisations making decisions about interventions, and for advocacy on funding for security 
and protection of humanitarian personnel.  
 
In order to be effective in security planning, any global information tool should enable 
forward projections of developments in the security environment. A resource recommended 
by some humanitarians for early-warning information on political and conflict issues is the 
Early Analysis of Tensions and Fact-finding (FAST) project, developed in 1998 for the Swiss 
Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) to support decision-makers in policy, 
administration and business. 66  

(h) Relationships with the military  
 

 
"We have been dealing with the military forever. 

The difference now is that it’s really in our comfort zone." 
 

Humanitarian worker 
 

 

Increased insecurity as a result of the presence or actions of military 
forces  

In four years, from 1988 to 1992, the United Nations launched as many international military 
operations as it had done in the preceding four decades.67 Some of these missions were 
peacekeeping missions under chapter VI of the UN Charter, whilst others were peace 
enforcement missions. Many were involved in some way in humanitarian operations. In 
recent years NATO forces and the national armies of states involved in conflicts or in 
unilateral interventions to restore or preserve peace have also been present in humanitarian 
contexts. The European Union Rapid Reaction Force envisaged in the 1997 Treaty of 
Amsterdam has already been deployed in Macedonia in support of the 2003 peace treaty to 
end the civil conflict. The mandate of this force includes humanitarian and peacekeeping 
tasks. The overall increase in military presence in humanitarian operations can have 
negative consequences for the way humanitarian organisations are perceived, and for their 
security.  
 
An example of this was given by one interviewee managing operations in Somalia. In his 
opinion, the US military’s rehabilitation of schools and clinics along Somalia’s border with 
Kenya has eroded the credibility of humanitarian organisations with Somali warlords, who 
now see humanitarian organisations as part of a continuum of cultural, religious, and military 

                                                
65 For more information on groove, please see www.groove.net  
66 For more information, please see http://www.swisspeace.org/fast/default.htm  
67 Bradol, Jean Herve, Challenges to humanitarian action: the impact of political and military responses to international crises, 
presentation to the Royal Institute of International Affairs, London, March 31, 2004 (available at http://www.msf.org/)  
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fronts on which the ‘global war on terror’ – which is understood by these warlords to be a war 
on Muslims – is being fought. Analysis of at least one recent incident in Somalia reveals that 
there may well be a new type of threat for Western humanitarian personnel in this context.  
 
A further example is that of the much discussed Provincial Reconstruction Teams in 
Afghanistan. The provision of humanitarian assistance by military actors through this 
mechanism has been vehemently criticised by the aid community, and is seen by some to be 
a significant contributing factor to increased insecurity for humanitarians in Afghanistan.  
 
The words of Pierre Krähenbühl at a recent high level forum on security for humanitarian 
organisations in Geneva reflect the feelings of many humanitarians on this issue:  
 

“We … want to avoid the current blurring of lines produced by the characterisation of 
military "hearts and minds" campaigns or reconstruction efforts as humanitarian [and 
attempts to] integrate humanitarian responses into an overall military and security 
concept, in which responding to the needs of parts of the population can be a 
constituent part of a strategy to defeat an opponent or enemy.68”  

 
 

"Military and civil defence assets should be employed by humanitarian agencies as a last 
resort, i.e. only in the absence of any other available civilian alternative to support urgent 

humanitarian needs in the time required." 
 

Guidelines on the Use of Military and Civil Defence Assets to Support United Nations 
Humanitarian Activities in Complex Emergencies, 2003 

 
 
Agreed guidelines on civil military cooperation, and the involvement of military actors in the 
provision of humanitarian assistance are clear. The 1994 Oslo guidelines produced by the 
UN set out the principle that military involvement in the provision of humanitarian aid should 
only be a last resort. The subsequent 2003 guidelines produced by the UN, which refer to 
complex emergencies (the OSLO Guidelines focus on natural disasters), reiterate this:  
 

As a matter of principle, the military and civil defence assets of belligerent forces or 
of units that find themselves actively engaged in combat shall not be used to support 
humanitarian activities. A humanitarian operation using military assets must retain its 
civilian nature and character.69  

 
Where humanitarian and military actors exist side by side in the same context, 
demonstration of a clear distinction between these two sets of actors can be crucial for the 
security of humanitarian personnel. Any cooperation needs to be carefully considered in 
relation to image and acceptance, and security. The latest IASC guidelines make the 
following key points. 
 

Cooperation with an outside military force – including cooperation with a UN 
mandated force – can lead local actors to associate humanitarian organizations with 
the political and military objectives of that force.  
 
Cooperation with armed or military escorts which do not have the capacity to prevail 
if attacked – and to keep routes open for further convoys – can make a convoy or 
convoy route more vulnerable than it would be without an escort.  

                                                
68 Krähenbühl, Pierre, "The Challenges to Humanitarian Security", presentation at a high-level humanitarian forum, Palais des 
Nations, Geneva 31 march 2004  
69 UN, Guidelines on The Use of Military and Civil Defence Assets, To Support United Nations Humanitarian Activities in 
Complex Emergencies, March 2003  
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Dependence on support from a military or armed force – whether foreign or local – 
often makes it impossible to operate without such force.  
 
Cooperation with one belligerent can make it impossible or unsafe to operate in 
territory controlled by another belligerent, unless there is an agreement on hand-over 
at the boundary.70  

When can the military enhance security for humanitarians?  
Military forces can play an important role in protecting civilians, and at times some NGOs 
have lobbied for military interventions to improve security and access. Examples cited in 
recent research include CARE USA who pushed for an intervention in Somalia in the 1990s, 
and Oxfam, who pushed for assistance in then eastern Democratic Republic of Congo, then 
Zaire.71 The Joint Evaluation of Emergency Assistance to Rwanda concludes, that "a key 
lesson is that humanitarian action cannot serve as a substitute for political, diplomatic and 
where necessary military action."  
 
The effectiveness of military forces in improving security for humanitarian personnel is likely 
to depend on the context, the mandate of the force, the skill of its commanders and the 
ability of humanitarians to be seen as independent from the military force and to operate 
outside implicit or explicit constraints imposed by military or political actors when this is 
necessary.  

Existing guidelines and standards  

InterAction, Guidelines for InterAction Staff Relations with Military Forces Engaged in, or 
Training for, Peacekeeping and Disaster Response Revised: February 2003 (available on: 
http://www.interaction.org/hpp/military.html)  
 
SCHR, SCHR Position Paper on Humanitarian-Military Relations in the Provision of 
Humanitarian Assistance, draft 2002  
 
Studer, Meinrad, Civil and Military Humanitarianism in Complex Political Emergencies; 
Desirability and Possibility of a Cooperation, March 2003  
 
UN, Guidelines On The Use of Military and Civil Defence Assets in Disaster Relief (Oslo 
Guidelines), May 1994  
 
UN, Guidelines on the Use of Military and Civil Defence Assets to Support United Nations 
Humanitarian Activities in Complex Emergencies, March 2003  
 
UN OCHA Use of Military or Armed Escorts for Humanitarian Convoys, Discussion Paper 
and Non-Binding Generic Guidelines; OCHA, Draft December 2001  

                                                
70 UN OCHA, Use of Military or Armed Escorts for Humanitarian Convoys, Discussion Paper and Non-Binding Generic 
Guidelines; OCHA, Draft December 2001  
71 Macrae, Joanna and Harmer, Adele eds. "Humanitarian Action and the Global War on Terror: a review of trends and issues" 
HPG report 14 July 2003  
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(i) The use of armed escorts  
 

 
"…as a general principle, any armed protection for any component of the Movement is in 

conflict with the following Fundamental Principles: humanity, independence, impartiality and 
neutrality."  

 
ICRC 72 

 
 
Whilst there is broad consensus that the use of armed escorts is to be avoided, in some 
contexts there are humanitarian organisations who use them routinely. Many of the issues 
raised by the use of armed escorts are similar for armed guards which may be used for 
accommodation, offices or warehouses. However, since the use of armed escorts is often 
more visible and normally involves the military (but is not limited to the military, just as armed 
guards are not limited to private security companies), it has particular implications for 
security and is discussed in isolation in this section.  
 
The concerns with using armed escorts relate to the following: 
• Image 
• Liability and responsibility (the duty of care and the practical consequences if your escort 

harms someone or sustains damage or harm) 
• Effectiveness (in some cases those using armed escorts are more likely to be attacked, 

or attacks are more likely to result in death and injury) 
• Ethics (are arms in keeping with humanitarian principles and the organisation’s values?) 

 
These problems are exacerbated when, as is usually the case, humanitarian actors remain 
in a conflict zone after the departure of external military forces.73  
 
Humanitarian organisations make the decision as to whether to use armed escorts on the 
basis of the context, and sometimes with reference to established policies. In some contexts, 
however, agencies are obliged to use armed escorts by the authorities. This may not reflect 
a security situation as much as political reality, presenting humanitarian organisations with a 
difficult choice between adherence to policy and principles, and pragmatism in reaching the 
victims of humanitarian crises.  
 
The use of armed escorts by one humanitarian organisation can affect the security of others 
in at least two ways: firstly, because once one agency starts using armed guards others may 
be seen as a comparatively soft target; and secondly by causing confusion for other actors in 
distinguishing between military and humanitarian organisations.  
 
At a consultation with NGOs working in Somalia and Sudan, and in a subsequent meeting 
with ICRC, four key points were made as follows. 
 
• When agencies start using armed escorts, this is a long term commitment from which it 

is difficult to extract oneself until there is a significant and visible change in the context. 
For this reason, the decision to use armed escorts must be taken very cautiously, and 
should not be agreed by the UN or any other body on behalf of the humanitarian 
community without broad consultation and consensus.  
 

                                                
72 ICRC, ‘Report on the use of armed protection for humanitarian assistance’, extracted from ‘Working Paper, Council of 
delegates, 1995’, presented at the ICRC and International Federation, Council of delegates, Geneva, 1-2 December 1995.  
73 UN OCHA Use of Military or Armed Escorts for Humanitarian Convoys, discussion paper and non-binding generic guidelines; 
OCHA draft December 2001  
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• If armed escorts receive any kind of payment (often military escorts will request lunch 
money, per diems, or fuel money), then there is a vested interested for these escorts to 
exaggerate the threats, creating a cycle of perpetuation.  

 
• Organisations’ choices about the use of armed escorts vary dramatically.74 Despite the 

existence of some guidelines, there is no understanding of a shared policy position 
between NGOs on the use of armed guards in the Sudan context or globally.  

 
• There is no field-based inter-agency framework for entering into an agreement with 

providers of armed escorts or armed guards. Each organisation is therefore obliged to 
enter into a bilateral relationship with the provider, giving rise to numerous different terms 
of engagement. Were there to be an agreed multilateral framework, this would give 
NGOs a stronger base from which to negotiate on key issues such whether and how 
much to pay, age, background and qualifications of personnel provided, and rules of 
engagement. A structure for monitoring adherence to agreed terms could also be set up.  

 
A further point made by interviewees in northern Uganda was that military escorts may 
exacerbate the phenomenon of attacks on IDP communities immediately following a 
distribution – either because of antagonism towards government troops and those that 
benefit from their services, or because of the high visibility of the distribution (each convoy 
typically has 140 armed soldiers). This raises serious questions about the quality of 
assistance and protection that can be provided using military escorts in that context.  

Examples of good practice  
ü A possible short-term solution identified by one international NGO in northern Uganda is 

for local contractors to obtain their own armed escort independently. However, there are 
some important concerns noted on this point by the organisation: where contractors are 
unable to obtain escorts directly they would be reliant on the contracting organisation 
making a formal request to the army on their behalf. Contractors would have to provide 
vehicles, fuel and possibly food expenses, therefore more than doubling transportation 
costs. Even by providing escorts, there is still a significant risk that contractors would be 
attacked.  
 

ü One humanitarian agency is advocating the establishment of regular escorted convoys 
for the general public in one field location where there are highly insecure areas of road. 
At the moment escorts are only provided to authorities, some agencies and the local 
buses. It is considered that establishing a public convoy, similar to those established by 
the Kenyan authorities in the Turkana area would enable everyone to travel more 
securely.  

Existing guidelines and standards  
UN OCHA Use of Military or Armed Escorts for Humanitarian Convoys, Discussion Paper 
and Non-Binding Generic Guidelines; OCHA, Draft December 2001  

(j) Private Security Companies  
It is widely held that the use of private security companies by humanitarian organisations is 
increasing, and that this is contributing to the erosion of acceptance. This impression is likely 
to be influenced by the high visibility of some organisations’ security contractors, and a 
possible increase in the use of security guards with conventional weapons. In practice, many 
humanitarian organisations in different contexts have been using guards from private firms 

                                                
74 One well known humanitarian organisation has made 5 exceptions to its policy of not using armed guards. None of these are 
in Afghanistan or Iraq. Another well known humanitarian organisation was described as having a ‘locker full of guns’ in Iraq. 
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for years. In some cases these guards are not considered to be armed, although they may 
carry sticks, coshes, machetes or, in northern Uganda, bows and arrows. Some 
humanitarians consulted said that they used the (free) web-based information services of 
private security companies in their context assessments.  
 
Some of the concerns for humanitarian organisations who consider using private security 
companies may be similar to those for the use of armed escorts – especially where armed 
guards are to be supplied. An additional concern is the fact that some private security 
companies have military connections and in some cases provide military services (although 
they may not always make this clear to their humanitarian clients). This raises ethical 
questions, particularly where the objectives of the company or the behaviour of its 
employees are in conflict with the mission and values of the humanitarian organisation. In 
addition, the ICRC has recently expressed its concern that Private Military Companies fall 
outside the jurisdiction of IHL and therefore may not be fully accountable for the way in 
which they conduct operations75. 

(k) Confronting human rights abuses  
 

 
"Ten years ago the UN was not about human rights. There was no such thing as the 
International Criminal Court, and the humanitarian mission was clear. Now NGOs are 

copying the UN and adding to the problem. The humanitarian mission has become unclear."  
 

Humanitarian Worker 
 

 
Some organisations have made commitments to make reference to human rights in their 
humanitarian work. In practice, very few undertake traditional human rights work such as 
interviewing victims of human rights violations, monitoring the nature and extent of violations, 
providing legal assistance to victims, issuing detailed reports on human rights violations, or 
conducting large scale advocacy campaigns to mobilise public support for victims. Those 
that make most reference to human rights and engage in ‘witnessing’ usually identify and 
advocate on an overall pattern of human rights abuses.  
 
Advocacy carried out by humanitarian organisations on human rights issues can take place 
at the international or at the field level, where the humanitarian organisation retains a 
presence. Sometimes the humanitarian organisation may choose to pass information on to 
another actor, who may be outside the context, for advocacy purposes.  
 
Humanitarian organisations confronting human rights abuses therefore avoid some of the 
security issues which are specific to human rights organisations, such as the need to protect 
witnesses. They may also be more able than human rights organisations to avoid 
recriminations and attacks from those perpetrating abuses, since they do not tend to gather 
detailed evidence which perpetrators may find threatening. Additionally, through their 
humanitarian programmes these organisations are more able to gain acceptance, whilst 
human rights organisations often have links with disempowered groups, minorities and 
political opponents of the regime.  
 
Despite this, there is some evidence that human rights work such as ‘witnessing’ has had 
security repercussions for NGOs in certain instances. One staff member of an NGO 
engaged in this kind of work noted how his organisation was becoming increasingly silent. 
Another organisation related how it had chosen to speak out publicly on the issue of sexual 

                                                
75 Radio 4 broadcast, Today Programme, UK 10 May 2004.  
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violence in Bunia, Democratic Republic of Congo, since the team in the field lacked the 
capacity to carry out any persuasion work at field level. The result was damaging to 
acceptance and security as the team in the field were perceived to be spies by some actors.  
 
At least two convincing examples were given of situations where the ‘hit and run’ work of 
non-humanitarian NGOs affected the security of humanitarians with a long term presence on 
the ground. In one case, human rights reports published outside the local context allegedly 
led to the murder of five humanitarians as a ‘warning’. In the second, peace-building 
initiatives which successfully defused conflict between two ethnic groups were judged to 
have tipped the balance of power against a third group who subsequently denied 
humanitarian organisations access to hundreds of thousands of people in need of assistance 
and protection. With the advent of the internet, it is increasingly true that what one 
organisation does affects another, even between human rights, peace building and 
humanitarian organisations.  
 
By contrast, an interviewee from Human Rights Watch gave examples of how the two fields 
of human rights and humanitarian work could actively increase, or preserve security. One 
example given was Darfur in Sudan, where humanitarian organisations were supported in 
their attempts to achieve secure access through the attention paid to the situation by human 
rights organisations. Where humanitarian organisations may not want to anger states if this 
will jeopardise their access, human rights organisations can be critical of states. A further 
example was in Afghanistan, where human rights organisations and humanitarian 
organisations had teamed together to make representations to the UN Security Council on 
issues of importance to them both.  

(l) HIV / AIDS  
 

 
The Federation does not require HIV testing and does not discriminate against a person 

living with AIDS. Therefore, you are as much at risk of acquiring a STD from a colleague as 
you are from someone you have met locally.76 

 
 
The issue of HIV/AIDS was notable by its absence from discussions with humanitarians on 
security issues, despite its prevalence in many areas where humanitarian operations are 
carried out. Sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV, may be even more of a risk where 
humanitarians are experiencing insecurity, since personnel under stress are more likely to 
engage in substance abuse and indiscriminate sexual behaviour. Whilst at least one 
humanitarian organisation keeps post-exposure prophylaxis kits in case of possible 
exposure to the HIV virus, it is likely that many do not have contingency plans for this kind of 
threat.  

5.4 Particularities of security management in different 
organisations  

(a) The Red Cross / Crescent Movement  
Red Cross / Crescent practice in security management is much respected in the 
humanitarian community; perhaps in particular that of the ICRC. There is no doubt that this 
owes much to the organisational culture of the ICRC, which invests considerable efforts in 
the selection and training of staff; and in turn elicits high levels of professional responsibility 
and commitment from them. The status of ICRC as an organisation with a mandate 

                                                
76 Hamberg-Dardel and Quick, "Security, Health and Stress in the Field", Secure ’02 Finnish Red Cross  
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enshrined in law is also a significant contributing factor to security and access for the 
organisation.  
 
The ICRC and the Federation have decentralised systems of security management, with the 
Head of Delegation in each country being responsible for security. The security function in 
headquarters has an advisory, training and research role. In the Federation Heads of 
Delegation report directly to the Security Officer in headquarters on their security function, 
and this Security Officer has a role as a security auditor for the delegation.  
 
The respective roles of the ICRC and Federation are defined under the Seville Agreement.77 
When the Federation becomes active in the context of a conflict for which the ICRC also is in 
the country, then the ICRC is, according to the Seville Agreement, in charge of security for 
both the Federation and the participating national societies. At other times unless there is a 
specific agreement stating otherwise, each institution manages its own security. When both 
are present the ICRC is responsible for the security of the Federation and often of other 
Participating National Societies (those National Societies apart from the host National 
Society involved in the assistance effort) but not for the host National Society. National 
Societies do, however have access to some support such as training from the Federation or 
from the stronger members of their own group (such as the Nordic national societies) on an 
informal and ad hoc basis.  
 
Both the ICRC and the Federation rely predominantly on a combination of acceptance and 
protection measures, with only exceptional use of armed guards. A strong emphasis is put 
on dissemination of the organisational purpose and the significance of the emblem (this is 
particularly true for the ICRC). Each delegation in the field evaluates its security environment 
on the basis of seven institutional indicators, or security pillars: acceptance of the ICRC, 
identification, information, the security regulations drawn up by each delegation, personality, 
telecommunications; and passive and active Security Measures.78 Where acceptance is not 
sufficiently strong to guard against serious threats or the emblem itself may be a target, a 
low-profile approach may be adopted. For the ICRC, dialogue with all parties to the conflict is 
an essential part of operations. The ICRC has a high tolerance level for insecurity and very 
seldom evacuates. The same is true of the Federation. National societies have a permanent 
presence.  
 
The security practice of national Red Cross and Red Crescent societies varies. Some, such 
as the Finnish Red Cross, are very active in the provision of security training for others within 
the movement.  

(b) The UN  
The humanitarian agencies within the UN have different organisational cultures and 
therefore different attitudes to insecurity. However, they are all part of the overall UN system. 
Agency Field Security Officers (FSOs) fall under the UNSECOORD Field Security Co-
ordination Officer (FSCO) if there is one, and there is a parallel reporting line on security 
from the field directly to UNSECOORD in New York. UNSECOORD reports directly to the 
Secretary General (an annual written report is provided), but is also steered by a body made 
up of senior staff from other UN agencies and departments, called the Inter Agency Security 
Management Network (IASMN).  
 
Whilst some aspects of security management in the UN are driven by the field, such as the 
deployment of Field Security Advisors (FSAs) within some agencies, the security structure 
is, overall, a centralised one. Some UN staff complain that security decisions which will 

                                                
77 The Seville Agreement is available on www.ifrc.org  
78 Dind, Philippe, "Security in ICRC Field Operations", ICRC 2000 (available on www.icrc.org)  
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affect programming are too often made in New York, where the programmatic and 
contextual perspective are lacking.  
 
Following the bombing of the UN office in Baghdad the security management function of the 
UN is currently under review and UNSECOORD is undergoing a process of change 
management.79 Despite an apparent understanding amongst all the UN staff interviewed of 
the importance of both the acceptance strategy, and basing security management in the 
context, there is widespread concern within the UN and outside it that the result of these 
changes will be tighter central control and alienating protective measures. In fact, a recent 
study by UN OCHA argues that the ability of UN humanitarian organizations to maintain a 
presence in periods of high insecurity could be strengthened by using approaches adopted 
by NGOs.80  
 
In order to improve performance and consistency in security management between its 
agencies the UN has recently introduced the system of minimum operating security 
standards (MOSS). MOSS details possible security provisions in the fields of security 
planning, training, telecommunications and equipment; and requires all UN missions to 
complete a planning process determining what degree of security provision is necessary for 
duty stations for different categories of staff within each field. This system gives a common 
framework to the security management in all UN missions, whilst allowing for 
contextualisation.  
 
Additionally, every UN staff member is required to complete a CD-based generic security 
training course, and a second CD-based course for ‘deep field’ employees is planned.  

(c)  International NGOs  
 

 
"Security is all about relevance to the operational reality" 

 
 NGO security officer 

 
 
There is a huge range of organisations which fall under the category of ‘NGO’. Some 
subgroups could usefully be identified, such as ‘religious NGOs’, ‘NGOs who work 
predominantly through local partners’, ‘large NGOs’ (which might refer to those which have 
an international family such as MSF or Oxfam), US NGOs (who sometimes may seem to 
share characteristics, or at least face some of the same dilemmas), ‘international NGOs’, or 
‘national NGOs’; but these would be hard to define, and many organisations would fit into 
two or three of these groups.81  
 
There appears to be broad consensus amongst NGOs on good practice in security 
management. All NGOs consulted for this review have a context-based, or bottom-up 
approach, devolving security decisions and management to the country level, with 
accountability through line management. Many NGOs are familiar with some of the key 
concepts set out in GPR8, such as the use of acceptance to enhance security. The devolved 
approach taken by NGOs relies heavily on the awareness, knowledge and competence of 

                                                
79 UNSECOORD’s size and profile has grown considerably since 2000, doubling its staff quota. It now deploys Field Security 
Co-ordination Officers in 65 countries.  
80 UN Office for the Co-ordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Maintaining a UN humanitarian presence in periods of high 
insecurity: learning from others, January 2004, (available on http://www.reliefweb.int/w/lib.nsf)  
81 A recent Humanitarian Practice Group (HPG) Briefing Paper identifies three types of INGOs: faith based, Dunantist and 
Wilsonian. According to this model, Dunantist NGOs retain some independence from States and base their action on principle, 
whereas the largely US Wilsonian organisations are de facto "contractors" to the US government, following a social 
development agenda. This has clear implications for security. (HPG Briefing No12, July 2003)  
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the country director or equivalent on security matters. In practice, this often works very well, 
enabling NGOs to retain long term presences in situations of extreme insecurity.  
 
Two of the central factors - and sometimes weak points - affecting the standard of security 
management in humanitarian organisations are the quality of staff and the organisation’s 
success in establishing security policies and practices in-house. Creating security 
management systems and structures is not enough: it is making them operational that 
counts. This requires experienced personnel with appropriate equipment. 
 
Overall, a disconnect was identified by the review team between NGOs’ stated commitment 
to security management and their practice on the ground. This is borne out by others’ 
observations. In the summer of 2002 an informal review of INGOs in Afghanistan found that 
less than half had security plans. A recent review of security management amongst the NGO 
community in Liberia found that:  
 

Most NGO heads appear unanimous in their belief that the security environment is 
highly volatile, that situations tend to spin out of control in largely unpredictable ways, 
that NGOs are and will increasingly be viewed as targets due to their resources, and 
that the prevalence of large numbers of immature, drug-altered, and heavily armed 
combatants throughout the country continues to pose a significant threat to the safety 
of NGO operations… however, the mission found relatively little interest expressed in 
collective NGO measures that might help to mitigate current vulnerabilities, whether 
through direct NGO action or through joint advocacy with UN, host government, or 
major donor representatives.82  

(d) National organisations  
 

 
Suggestions for improving humanitarian space 

from participants at a RedR seminar on the "Global War on Terror" 
 

"- …improving the status of local organisations.  
- Increasing their capacity to run programmes and distribute funding. 

- Encouraging donors to fund them directly." 
 

 
National organisations with humanitarian mandates are diverse and include Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Societies. Generalisations are therefore hard to make about their approach to 
security management, but security management practice is likely to be shaped by the 
specific characteristics that many national organisations share. These include the following: 
 
• Less access to resources than international humanitarian organisations  
• Entirely national staff  
• Excellent language skills, local contacts and context knowledge  
• Long term or permanent presence  
• Relationship within the community, and affinity with all or part of the community (in some 

contexts most national NGOs have a religious or political nature, which affects the make-
up of their constituencies)  
 

In the absence of detailed information on security for national NGOs, the following points are 
surmised, given the characteristics listed above.  
 

                                                
82 InterAction 2003, Report on a security review mission to Liberia. 
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1. National NGOs need to be proactive in accessing support for security management. 
 
2. National NGOs often have a high tolerance for insecurity. 
 
3. National NGOs are often adept at gaining acceptance. 
 
When InterAction consulted national NGOs on security in Liberia recently, two out of the five 
considerations they drew up in summary relate to acceptance. 
 
• Humanitarian agencies should take advantage of all opportunities to sensitise and 

counsel local populations on what humanitarian organizations are attempting to do and 
how local populations can contribute to these processes. These constant and proactive 
outreach efforts will be particularly important in communities that have been heavily 
impacted by conflict and which have large ex-combatant populations.  

 
• As NGOs begin to enter communities, they will need to adopt approaches that are both 

"flexible and friendly." NGOs should be prepared for the fact that each community may 
have different needs and different attitudes towards outside assistance.83  

 
National NGOs stressed the importance of enhancing communications between the 
international and national NGO communities, particularly in geographic areas where their 
operations overlap. In practice, national NGOs are very seldom at the table in security 
meetings for humanitarian organisations, and there is often very little co-ordination or 
information exchange between national NGOs and international NGOs. There are further 
ways in which the behaviour of international organisations can affect security for national 
NGOs. Sometimes international NGOs and donors develop partnerships with national 
NGOs. As members of a community affected by conflict or crisis, the personnel of national 
NGOs are likely to have protection needs which may or may not relate to their work. In this 
case, their relationship with an international NGO funding their programmes is likely to be a 
more significant resource in terms of security than is usual in a donor-NGO partnership.  
 
Sometimes, the simple fact of connection with an international NGO or donor may be a 
protective factor for some national NGOs (although the opposite may also be true in some 
contexts), and the INGO may choose to see its relationship with the national NGO as an 
opportunity to ‘protect the protectors’. This is an important and well-supported premise in the 
protection work carried out by Peace Brigades International, an organisation which provides 
‘accompaniment’ in the form of internationals, to national NGOs under threat.  

5.5 Funding security  
Funding is one of the most commonly mentioned barriers to NGOs improving security 
management. One humanitarian interviewed suggested that wherever it has not yet evolved, 
an appreciation of the need for funding security measures as part of programme activities 
should be actively promoted among donors. However, conversations with major donors 
reveal that they are willing to fund improvements to NGO security as well as security 
measures for individual projects in the field; and that they would view any improvements in 
security management positively. Most donors expressed frustration with NGOs’ lack of 
attention to security needs in their requests for funding. One interviewee in a donor 
organisation described how a readiness on the part of a humanitarian organisation to invest 
some of its own funds in staff security is an indicator of the organisation’s commitment to 
responsible programming in general.  

                                                
83 Ibid.  
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(a) Purchase of equipment  
 

 
"We have funded the purchase of so many radios that I have often wondered 

what the NGOs are using them all for. Doorstops? " 
 

Staff member of a donor organisation 
 

 
Donors and others consulted for this review declined to identify any categories of equipment 
which might be considered standard, or routinely funded. Since security practice needs to 
respond to each specific context, the equipment required for operations in each context 
differs. Whilst hand held VHF radios are very commonly used by humanitarian organisations 
and often funded by donors, a humanitarian worker in eastern Democratic Republic of 
Congo pointed out that carrying a radio within his context of operations might be a security 
risk.  
 
Most NGOs have less technical security equipment than the UN or Red Cross. It is 
uncommon for NGO staff to operate in environments where flak jackets, ballistic blankets or 
armoured cars are necessary. Where they are, NGOs tend to make use of armed escorts, or 
work jointly with UN agencies that can provide this level of protective security, rather than 
purchase this equipment for themselves. Donors vary in their willingness to fund the 
purchase of these expensive items.  

(b) Funding training  
Where agencies wish to hire training providers to train large numbers of their staff, this can 
be costly. Additionally, some training providers such as RedR are funded by donors, and 
these donors are unlikely to cover humanitarian personnel’s fees for participation. Strategies 
for funding training include the following: 
 
• IRC budget for between 1% and 2% of its overall costs on staff security training.  

 
• In accordance with one of the 2002 IASC recommendations, security concerns are 

currently included in the UN-led consolidated appeal process (CAP). Further 
recommendations cover cost and resources sharing ideas, such as joint use of 
equipment and training.  

5.6 Accountability  
Humanitarians are under immense pressures to deliver humanitarian assistance and 
protection. In these conditions, attention to security can slip. Even once the initial stages of 
an emergency are past, humanitarian organisations’ security management is generally 
subject to far less scrutiny than their programming or their financial management. Any 
accountability humanitarians do feel for security relates to chosen, not imposed, 
organisational priorities.  
 
Possible benefits in strengthening accountability for security management include the 
following: 
 
• To improve the likelihood that humanitarian organisations will fulfil their duties of care to 

national and expatriate staff 
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• To give leverage to those security officers and others within humanitarian organisations 
who encounter resistance or disinterest from within their organisations in response to 
suggested security-related improvements in management or programming practice84  

• To avoid disruption to programming caused by security incidents which could be avoided 
with closer attention to security management 

• To avoid the security mismanagement of a few generating increased risks for the entire 
humanitarian community 

• To encourage those organisations that may not otherwise do so to coordinate with others 
in security matters and to share security information 

• To provide humanitarian organisations with convincing arguments and a framework of 
reference to lobby donors for funding for security-related assets, staff and training 

• To enhance the image (and acceptance) of the sector.85 One effect of this may be to 
increase the recruitment potential of humanitarian organisations. 

 
However, most humanitarian organisations are wary of creating or strengthening external 
accountability mechanisms, since this threatens independence, a key humanitarian principle. 
The point is also made that the increasing number of regulatory frameworks, codes and 
standards for humanitarian organisations can become a burden for overworked managers, 
rather than a support mechanism.  

(a) The role of donors in accountability for good security management  
It is usual practice for donors to make some requirement of partners with regard to security 
during the process of applying for funds. Often the requirement is that the partner have a 
security plan for the project location, or that the partner demonstrate at relevant points in the 
project proposal that security has been taken into account. OFDA and BPRM refer partners 
to the InterAction Security Guidelines for guidance on basic security planning. This is a mild 
mechanism to hold partners to account on the issue of security.  
 
In practice such donor requirements are not closely monitored – often because the relevant 
staff in donor organisations do not have the awareness or security knowledge to review a 
security plan or the security content of a project proposal. Instead, donors consulted judged 
their partners’ ability to manage security adequately through overall impression of the 
partner’s attitude to security management, rather than the existence of certain security 
policies, procedures, staff or structures.  
 
Donors are unlikely to strengthen their role in holding partners to account for the quality of 
their security management for the following reasons. 
 
• Most donors take the view that approaches to and performance on security. 
• Management is the responsibility of the partner. They consider it to be the partner’s 

prerogative to manage the security of staff as it sees fit. 
• Most donors recognise that they are in no position to advise partners on security 

management in the locations in which they are working, and for the types of programmes 
they are running. All donors wish to avoid taking on any kind of legal responsibility or 
becoming liable for the security of staff in partner organisations.  

 
However, donors do have an interest in their partners being able to manage insecurity, and 
may make attempts to assess this informally (for example, by asking the opinion of a third 
                                                
84 Several security advisors interviewed expressed frustration that the impetus to improve and maintain security in the sector 
was driven by a few charismatic individuals, but was not yet institutionalised and did not weave into systems such as 
performance reviews. This was echoed by donor organisations.  
85 It was pointed out by one interviewee that the negative comments made about NGOs in the past few months by the 
Enterprise Institute and others in the US are symptomatic of the fact that NGOs’ independence is seen and portrayed as 
illegitimate. Independence is confused with lack of accountability, the ‘cowboy’ syndrome where irresponsible behaviour goes 
unregulated. This is an image management issue where accountability mechanisms may prove beneficial.  
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party who knows the work of the partner) for several reasons. First, good security 
management will enhance partners’ ability to maintain and complete successful 
programmes. Second, donors need to know whether security equipment requested from 
them is appropriate and cost-effective – as with any other piece of programme equipment. 
Third, donors funding sector-wide initiatives to improve security for humanitarian personnel 
may wish to monitor any changes in their partners’ behaviour, and positive or negative 
effects of these initiatives. Finally, the staff in donor organisations may feel a moral 
obligation which makes them reluctant to support programmes where humanitarian 
personnel are at unnecessary risk.  
 
For the most part even fewer requirements are placed by international humanitarian 
organisations on national partners than those described above. Some INGOs consulted did 
not make any mention of security at all in agreements with partners.  

Operational humanitarian government departments  
Some governments, such as the British and Swiss governments, have operational 
humanitarian departments of their own. Within the Swiss government, the Swiss Agency for 
Co-operation and Development (SDC) has introduced the key ideas in GPR8 by creating a 
tool called the "security cycle". This provides a structure for security management within 
SDC, and for raising awareness of basic security issues amongst partners. Several 
interviewees made a case for donors – in particular those with an operational function – 
developing an understanding of accepted approaches to security for the humanitarian 
sector. This would enable them to support partners in a more informed and effective fashion, 
as well as providing an alternative to their own approach to security which is often inherited 
from diplomatic security practice.  

Inappropriate requirements  

There have been some cases where donors have made more detailed stipulations. A study 
by VENRO noted that in the case of Afghanistan under the Taliban "the British government 
was going as far as to have the security management of the recipients of funds checked 
locally by the embassy’s security officer". Both British and US donors placed limitations on 
travel of expatriate staff of partner organisations into Afghanistan. This kind of practice is 
heavily criticised by humanitarian organisations for infringing upon their independence, and 
adding little value to, or even damaging, their ability to manage security.  

(b) Legal protection for humanitarian staff  
 

 
"When it comes to deaths of humanitarians, impunity is the word of the day…" 

 
Senior UN worker 

 
 

The current status of humanitarian personnel  
There are several legal protections for humanitarian personnel. These include the following: 
National laws, Human rights law, Refugee Law (in refugee situations, many national staff 
members of NGOs may come from within the refugee population), International 
Humanitarian Law (in situations of armed conflict), The Convention on The Safety of United 
Nations and Associated Personnel (1994), which protects certain categories of personnel 
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engaged in United Nations operations;86 and The Rome Statute of the International Criminal 
Court.  
 
However, little reference has been made to most of these frameworks by humanitarian 
personnel when it comes to their own protection, although they may often make such 
references when advocating for the protection of their beneficiaries.  
 
The possibility of a UN convention affording all humanitarian personnel a specific status 
which would give them further protection in law has been debated by several states and has 
received some support. However, in consultations with humanitarian personnel, several 
objections were raised to this initiative.  

Objections to the creation of a special status and protections for 
humanitarian personnel  

• Such a law would have to define humanitarian personnel in order to protect them. The 
existence of a precise definition in law may put pressure on humanitarians to conform to 
a certain mode of working, or to the maintenance of certain characteristics (relating to 
type of activities carried out, location and duration of work, intended beneficiaries, 
underlying philosophies and mission statements etc.) thus compromising their freedom 
of operation. It may also be difficult to include certain categories of staff such as 
consultants, support staff, and volunteers.  

 
• A broad definition which offered protection, say to all those involved in the supply and 

distribution of humanitarian goods and services, would bring humanitarian NGOs under 
the same umbrella as a range of organisations which may include the military and 
contractors – a situation which most NGOs would be keen to avoid.  

 
• The creation of a specific legal framework for humanitarian intervention may be as a 

precursor to regulation of the sector, and the legislation may be used as a tool by 
governments to criticise or exclude NGOs where they wish to clear the arena of 
witnesses or complications.  

 
• Elevating the status of humanitarian personnel would differentiate them from the 

populations they seek to assist and protect.  
 
• By reinforcing States’ obligations to protect humanitarian personnel one might give them 

further motivation to restrict these people from conflict areas.  
 
• Different levels of legal protection for national staff and international staff, or between 

national staff and other (‘non-humanitarian’) nationals in the context, (which could 
include the families of national staff members) could be highly problematic. 

 
Arguably, the current failure of legal instruments to protect humanitarian personnel 
adequately does not demonstrate that there are gaps in the legal provisions, but that there is 
widespread impunity enjoyed by those failing to respect existing law. 

Existing guidelines and standards  
James Darcy, 1997, Human rights and international legal standards: What relief workers 
need to know, Relief and Rehabilitation Network Paper no. 19  

                                                
86 However, the convention is not applicable to humanitarian NGOs that do not have implementing/partnership agreements with 
the UN and its specialised agencies; nor does it apply to locally-recruited personnel  
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666...   HHHUUUMMMAAANNNIIITTTAAARRRIIIAAANNN   SSSPPPAAACCCEEE      
 

 
"What humanitarian space?"  

 
Reaction from more than one European NGO staff member 

when asked their thoughts on the issue of humanitarian space 
 

 

6.1 Defining humanitarian space  
Humanitarians consulted for this review were asked to define humanitarian space. Their 
answers varied greatly, and together they characterise humanitarian space as including the 
following elements.  
 
• Physical access to children, women and men with material or protection needs (in this 

sense the humanitarian space is geographical) 
• The necessary social, political and military conditions for humanitarians to carry out their 

work, including security and immunity from attack (in this sense the humanitarian space 
is physical and institutional) 

• Respect for humanitarian principles, including independence and the humanitarian 
character (non-military and non-political) nature of humanitarian work (and this respect 
needs to be upheld for the duration of the humanitarian emergency by all actors in the 
given context but also continuously, in a range of fora, around the world) 

 
A definition of humanitarian space for the purposes of this review is: the access and freedom 
for humanitarian organisations to assess and meet humanitarian needs.  
 
During consultations, humanitarians suggested that advocacy in support of humanitarian 
space needs to address three key issues: 
 
• Respect for legal norms on the part of States and warring parties 
• The involvement of non-humanitarian actors in humanitarian work 
• Adherence to humanitarian principles by humanitarian organisations themselves 
 

6.2 Respect for legal norms on the part of states and warring 
parties  
States have the responsibility for providing the minimum conditions for humanitarians to 
carry out their work. This principle is enshrined in human rights law and International 
Humanitarian Law (IHL), from which the right to assistance and the right to provide 
assistance have also been derived.87  
 
States may impede access for humanitarian organisations in several ways, from refusing 
visas to organising or condoning attacks on humanitarian personnel by their military or 
security personnel. Donor states involved in a humanitarian response can also prevent the 

                                                
87 See, for example, Humanitarian assistance: a right or a policy? at http://www.jha.ac/articles/a030.htm, posted 3 June 2000, 
for a detailed legal argument on these rights.  
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effective delivery of aid to populations in need, and concern for security of humanitarian 
personnel can be used as an excuse to do so.88  
 
In situations where they do not receive the protection due to them by states, or they are 
impeded from carrying out their work, humanitarian organisations often feel powerless to 
change this situation. Reminding states of their obligations is often ineffectual.  

Recently, large humanitarian NGOs have appealed to international bodies such as the UN 
Security Council where states have failed to allow humanitarians access or secure the 
minimum conditions for them to work. Many humanitarians interviewed for this review called 
for action at EU level to lobby states to fulfil these obligations under international law. These 
calls are symptomatic of a problem which is fundamental to the security of humanitarian 
personnel, but so daunting that it is often overlooked in favour of action related to the day to 
day management of security.  

6.3 States’ respect for humanitarian principles  
Humanitarian principles are essential for humanitarians in their efforts to secure 
humanitarian space.89 IHL recognises humanitarian personnel only as long as they work in 
an impartial manner.90 Humanitarian organisations have found that preserving the 
humanitarian nature of their operations (the principle of humanity), and their independence 
from political, military or other actors is essential for gaining acceptance. Some humanitarian 
organisations also see neutrality, or the avoidance of any political action or comment, as a 
central tenet of their work.  

States themselves have recognised these humanitarian principles as essential to 
humanitarian work. UN documents such as the Guidelines on the Use of Military and Civil 
Defence Assets To Support United Nations Humanitarian Activities in Complex Emergencies 
of March 2003 offer some of the clearest definitions of these principles (although recently 
humanitarians have pointed out that the principle of impartiality is understood in very 
different ways by the UN and the rest of the humanitarian community).91 Donor states within 
the European Union may soon be accountable under the EU Constitution, which states that 
"Humanitarian aid operations shall be conducted in compliance with the principles of 
international law and with the principles of impartiality, neutrality and non-discrimination."92  

However, States ignore humanitarian principles when they blur the lines between 
humanitarian, political and military action: what Joanna Macrae has called the "securitisation 
of aid"93, or "… attempts to enhance the ‘coherence’ of military, political and humanitarian 
responses to countries experiencing protracted crises of governance and 
underdevelopment"94. This deliberate blurring can take at least two forms.  
 
• Non-humanitarian actors carry out humanitarian work. Where non-humanitarian 

actors provide humanitarian relief or assistance, these actors’ identity or behaviour may 
not be consistent with fundamental humanitarian principles. There are two main non-
humanitarian actors which can become involved in the provision of humanitarian 

                                                
88 See Reindorp, Nicola and Schmidt, Anna, "Coordinating Humanitarian Action: the changing role of official donors" HPG 
Briefing no. 7, December 2002, (available at www.odihpn.org.uk) For an example of this.  
89 Humanitarian principles are enshrined in the IFRC Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement and NGOs in Disaster Relief, available on www.ifrc.org 
90 Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of International 
Armed Conflicts (Protocol I), 8 June 1977, article 70 
91 As has been commented by members of the SCHR, the humanitarian principles of impartiality, independence and /or 
neutrality are not always consistent with the UN position which subordinates equal treatment of warring parties to the success 
of peace operations. 
92 Draft EU Constitution. Section 3 Humanitarian Aid article III-223 paragraph 2 
93 Macrae, Joanna and Harmer, Adele eds. Humanitarian Action and the Global War on Terror: a review of trends and issues 
HPG report 14 July 2003 
94  Ibid (with credit to Macrae and Leader, 2000, and DHC, 2003) 
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assistance: military and security forces, and private contractors. In both cases states are 
normally the sponsors of this action.  

• Donor states make humanitarian assistance implicitly or explicitly conditional on 
cooperation with military or political processes.95 In Afghanistan the US-led coalition 
allegedly distributed leaflets calling on people to provide information on al-Qaida and the 
Taliban or face losing humanitarian aid.96  

 
The word ‘coherence’ which is often used to justify this blurring of lines suggests increased 
efficiency of the military, political and humanitarian projects in any given context. However, 
this resituating of political and humanitarian objectives in the same space can have serious 
repercussions for the security of humanitarian personnel and for the effective delivery of 
assistance and protection. An example is the experience of the ICRC in Afghanistan:  
 

While two out of the three deliberate attacks, specifically those north of Kandahar in 
March and south of Baghdad in July, appear to have been the result of an apparent 
association of the ICRC's presence with the broader international political and 
military action in the contexts, the October car bomb attack against the ICRC offices 
in Baghdad was a direct and planned targeting of the organisation….It appears at 
present that any actor seen in one way or another to be contributing to the 
stabilization or transition efforts in Afghanistan or to the occupation of Iraq is 
potentially at risk.97  

 
In particular, the ‘integrated missions’ approach of the UN in particular is a cause of serious 
concern amongst many humanitarian organisations. One organisation consulted for this 
review related how NGOs working in partnership with the UN in Bunia have been deterred 
from any dialogue with rebel elements on the grounds that this is in contradiction to the 
objectives of the UN mission. This is likely to have serious implications for the image of 
these NGOs, their access to victims of the conflict, and the security of their personnel.  
 
Whilst most humanitarian organisations aim to preserve their independence by keeping a 
distance from political actors such as the UN, co-ordination with the UN is widely recognised 
as an important factor in the delivery of humanitarian assistance, and supporting the overall 
purpose of the UN is in keeping with the mandates of some organisations providing 
humanitarian assistance, and all donor States. Within Europe, article 7 of the draft 
Constitution at the time of writing states that "the Union shall ensure that its humanitarian 
operations are coordinated and consistent with those of international organizations and 
bodies, in particular those forming part of the United Nations system". Annex 11.2 of the 
IFRC Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and 
NGOs in Disaster Relief98 states that "Donor governments should provide funding with a 
degree of operational independence".  
 
Those who agree with integrated missions argue that they need not impose restrictions on 
NGOs, and that within the integrated mission framework there is still room for separation 
between the military, political, and humanitarian components of the UN system. An enabling 
condition which has been suggested is the appointment of Humanitarian Coordinators in 
situations where the relationship between the Resident Coordinator and his or her 
government counterparts is so collaborative that it prohibits UN agencies from operating in 
an independent fashion.  
 

                                                
95 Speech by President Bush during a joint news conference with President Jacques Chirac, November 6 2001 
96  Ewen MacAskill, diplomatic editor, "Pentagon forced to withdraw leaflet linking aid to information on Taliban", article in the 
Guardian, UK Thursday May 6, 2004 
97 Krähenbühl, Pierre, "The Challenges to Humanitarian Security", presentation at a high-level humanitarian forum, Palais des 
Nations, Geneva 31 march 2004 
98 Available on www.ifrc.org 
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6.4 Adherence to humanitarian principles by humanitarian 
organisations  

 
"Anyway, what is the difference between Bechtel and an NGO 

if they are both providing water?" 
 

Former humanitarian worker 
 

 
The International NGOs which have subscribed to the Red Cross / NGO Code of Conduct 
have an external standard against which their actions can be judged (although there is no 
process of monitoring compliance). In the case of European-funded humanitarian 
operations, there are safeguards to protect humanitarian principles written into agreements 
with implementing organisations.99 It is widely held that credibility can be built up over time 
for humanitarian organisations through adherence to the principles enshrined in the Code of 
Conduct, and that as described above, this can be essential to achieving access. 
Conversely, credibility can be quickly lost. 
 
However, some NGOs complain that they are being pushed to make pragmatic decisions 
which deviate from these standards, and reference to them by these organisations can be 
very cursory. Furthermore, there is a plethora of post cold war NGOs, as well as 
development organisations which may be present in a humanitarian context, who do not 
share these standards.  
 
At least two further complicating factors inhibit NGOs’ ability to adhere to humanitarian 
principles. One is that many humanitarian efforts incorporate a component of reconstruction 
and rehabilitation. Whilst these are important activities for the relief of human suffering and 
essential to future development work, it can be problematic to apply humanitarian principles 
to these activities, which have recently been termed as nation-building.  
 
The second is that humanitarian organisations have an increasing understanding of the law, 
and are more likely to hold states to account for their actions against international legal 
norms. In the case of the Coalition campaign in Iraq, criticism of the legality of the war on the 
part of some humanitarian organisations raised concerns amongst others. Because the 
position taken was in opposition to the war, this was criticised as being a political position. 
As one commentator put it: "Humanitarian action is peaceful by nature but not pacifist."100  
 
Whilst humanitarian action and humanitarian space is threatened by a range of actors who 
do not have any claim to act in accordance with humanitarian principles, many 
humanitarians feel that it is more important than ever for their own organisations to uphold 
these principles rigorously, and actively promote them.  
 

                                                
99 Articles 12.2 and 12.3 of the ECHO framework partnership agreement read:" The Humanitarian Organisation may suspend 
the implementation of the Operation if circumstances make it impossible or excessively difficult to continue, and notably in the 
event of force majeure, serious threat to the safety of humanitarian personnel on the site or incompatibility between 
continuation of the Operation and the observance of humanitarian principles…. 12.3 The European Commission may require 
the Humanitarian Organisation to suspend the implementation of an Operation in the event of force majeure, serious threat to 
the safety of humanitarian personnel on the site or incompatibility between continuation of the Operation and the observance of 
humanitarian principles."  
100 Jean Herve Bradol, President of the France office of MSF "Challenges to humanitarian action: the impact of political and 
military responses to international crises" presentation to the Royal Institute of International Affairs, London, England, on March 
31, 2004. 
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6.5 Advocacy approaches  

 
"As a humanitarian, you meet a lot of gatekeepers. 

Sometimes, you don’t know who really does have the keys." 
 

Humanitarian worker running programmes in Somalia 
 

 
At a local context level, most humanitarian organisations have ongoing contact with the 
authorities, and use this relationship to negotiate the terms of access to populations in need 
when the situation demands. Sometimes this runs in parallel with a coordinated advocacy 
effort at a higher level.  
 
Whilst this strategy is unlikely to overcome major impediments to access, humanitarians 
interviewed pointed out that it can be useful in several ways. Firstly, it reinforces advocacy 
messages to duty bearers at a national level. Secondly, ongoing engagement with 
authorities at a local level may generate some success, and this certainly increases the 
likelihood of humanitarian organisations being able to seize early opportunities for access. 
Finally, one interviewee pointed out that the humanitarian community does itself a disservice 
by reducing the clamouring calls of many to one single and perhaps less insistent voice.  

(a) Consolidated initiatives  
There are several examples of NGOs advocating jointly for access to populations in distress. 
One of the most famous is the Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS) ground rules model which 
facilitated access in Southern Sudan for humanitarians over a period of years. Another 
example is Aceh when hostilities broke out in May 2003, where the International Council of 
Voluntary Agencies (ICVA) lobbied the UN to make more concerted efforts with the 
Indonesian government to secure access for humanitarian organisations. It was felt by some 
that working through the UN in this kind of situation had a high potential for success, since 
the ultimate advocacy target was a sovereign government, with almost total control over 
access.  
 
A further example of a UN-led effort was in northern Somalia. The UN organised a three day 
meeting with the de facto authorities of two regions experiencing a drought, and negotiated 
access on behalf of NGOs. The result was unimpeded access from the nearest port to the 
populations in need. Once again, the ability to deal with clearly defined power-brokers may 
have been central to the success of this effort.  

(b) Advocacy at the international level  
There is a certain amount of disillusionment in high level advocacy initiatives amongst 
humanitarians working at the field level. When dealing with governments and 
intergovernmental bodies alike, humanitarian organisations often seem powerless in their 
efforts to promote humanitarian considerations when they run contrary to the political, 
economic or security interests of a state. The significant effort needed to obtain a UN 
Security Council resolution urging a state to ensure access for humanitarian organisations to 
civilians on its territory often delivers disappointing results. Recent developments in Iraq and 
subsequent discussion about the powers of the UN to maintain respect for its mechanisms 
may have contributed to this sentiment.  
 
A point of consensus amongst those consulted was that advocacy efforts should work in 
tandem – with efforts at the field level complementing and reinforcing efforts at the 
international level.  
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Existing guidelines and standards  
Steering Committee for Humanitarian Response (SCHR), SCHR Position Paper on 
Humanitarian-Military Relations in the Provision of Humanitarian Assistance, draft 2002  
 
Guidelines for InterAction Staff Relations with Military Forces Engaged in, or Training for, 
Peacekeeping and Disaster Response, Revised: February 2003, available on: 
http://www.InterAction.org/hpp/military.html101 

                                                
101 This document gives suggestions for advocacy and education activities to improve military actors’ understanding of and 
respect for humanitarian activity; including the following:  
�  Presentations and dialogue at military schools and conferences which advance the objectives defined above. 
�  Role playing NGOs in military exercises and simulations of humanitarian and peacekeeping missions.  
�  Participation in the planning for these exercises and simulations as required to see that the activities scripted for NGOs 

are appropriate.  
�  Review for appropriate content of military guidelines addressing the relations between military forces and NGOs during 

peacekeeping and humanitarian missions.  
�  Pre-deployment consultations with military forces about to engage in humanitarian and peacekeeping missions. 
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777...   CCCOOONNNCCCLLLUUUSSSIIIOOONNN   
States are responsible for the protection of humanitarian personnel. However, there is 
widespread failure to fulfil this obligation and the behaviour of states is often a direct or 
contributing cause of threat. Within these circumstances, it regrettably falls to humanitarian 
organisations to secure their staff against considerable and ongoing risks as best they can.  
 
Good security management enables humanitarian organisations to deliver life-saving 
assistance and protection. It contributes to the quality of humanitarian programmes as an 
integral part of good staff and programme management. Good security management is also 
necessary for humanitarian organisations to fulfil their duty of care to their staff.  
 
Amongst humanitarian organisations there are many examples of good practice. Some staff 
are skilled in managing security, and guidelines, manuals, training materials and agreed 
protocols for security management are all available. There is broad consensus on an 
approach and methodology which is applicable for the humanitarian sector, and major 
donors are willing to support their partners’ efforts to improve security management.  
 
However, many humanitarian organisations have failed to prioritise security, and there 
remain serious weaknesses in security management as it is currently practised in a large 
number of humanitarian organisations. They may in consequence be seriously exposed to 
legal action from any staff who are injured as a result of poor security measures.  
 
The most critical and widespread weaknesses are:  

Staff  
Failure to ensure that field teams are managed and staffed by high quality, experienced 
personnel.  

Training  
Failure to provide field staff with the competence to manage security, and senior managers 
with the awareness needed to take an appropriate position with regard to security. Currently 
only a small minority of humanitarian staff receive even basic security training, and these are 
predominantly expatriates.  

Procedures  
Inadequate security policies and procedures. Some field offices lack security plans giving 
security procedures relevant to the local context. Where plans do exist, they are often weak. 
Where sector-wide guidelines exist, such as on civil-military relations, co-ordination between 
humanitarian organisations, or the use of armed protection, these are underused.  

Acceptance  
It is increasingly difficult to distinguish humanitarian actors from military, political and private 
sector actors such as contractors in humanitarian crises. This contributes to insecurity for 
humanitarian personnel. Despite this, many humanitarian organisations fail to give serious 
consideration to how they are perceived when deciding on and implementing security 
measures, or during programme processes.  

Organisational commitment  
Failure to recognise the staff time that needs to be spent on security management so that 
managers are not simply overloaded even more than they are already, and failure to embed 
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risk management within all management and programme processes. Security is still seen as 
a separate activity.  
 
Currently, there is little pressure on organisations to improve security management. This 
makes the task of doing so prone to delay and inertia. Organisations that have made 
improvements to security management have found that the necessary change is greatly 
helped by the following: 
 
§ The chief executive or board throw their informed support behind good security 

management, providing direction and resources.  
§ A senior manager is given responsibility and held accountable for ensuring that any 

necessary changes are made.  
§ User-friendly guidance is available. The Generic Security Guide and Security Training 

Directory, which accompany this report, are intended to help meet this need.  
§ Outside help is brought in when required, for example from appropriate security training 

organisations or consultants who understand the humanitarian sector, to enable rapid 
change.  

 
If the quality of security management rises significantly in the humanitarian sector, many 
more people will receive life-saving assistance and protection, from competent and secure 
humanitarian staff.  
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888...   SSSUUUGGGGGGEEESSSTTTEEEDDD   GGGOOOOOODDD   PPPRRRAAACCCTTTIIICCCEEE   FFFOOORRR   NNNGGGOOOSSS   

8.1 What level of security management is adequate?  
In several previous initiatives it has been suggested that there is a minimum level of security 
management which humanitarian organisations should commit to providing for their staff. For 
example, The People In Aid Code of good practice in the support and management of aid 
personnel, consisting of a set of seven principles promoting good practice in the 
management and support of aid personnel, states that "The security, good health and safety 
of our staff are a prime responsibility of our organisation."102 The indicators for this include 
the availability of written policies on security to staff, and the regular review of security plans 
with evacuation procedures.103  
 
The WFP-led consultations under the IASC working group led to one of the Menu of Options 
relating directly to minimum standards of security management. This was taken up by the 
UN in its Guidelines for UN / NGO / IGO  Security Collaboration:  
 

…UN organisations and their IGO / NGO partners jointly identify and agree how to 
apply minimum security standards adapted to local circumstances. In so doing, 
humanitarian actors will take into consideration already existing standards, for 
example the UN MOSS (minimum operational security standards) that are binding for 
the members of the UN system.104 

 
Whilst many NGOs consulted felt that some kind of framework might be helpful in improving 
the overall level of security management within the NGO sector, most were sceptical about 
applying a MOSS type system. Some of the reasons given are listed below.  

Arguments against a generic security model for NGOs  

• Difference between agencies: NGOs are a heterogeneous group, with different 
mandates, organisational cultures and thresholds of acceptable risk. Furthermore, unlike 
the different bodies of the UN, they are not brought together within any one system. One 
standard would not fit all.  

• NGO independence: NGOs are rightly concerned about preserving their 
independence.105  

• Resistance to standards per se: Some NGOs consider any standardisation to be 
inappropriate in the humanitarian community, where the range of different mandates and 
ways of working of organisations is widely considered to be an asset.  

• Resistance to ‘professionalisation’: Some feel that moves to ‘professionalise’ 
humanitarian work in ways which are more normally associated with the private sector 
may rob the humanitarian sector of its unique energy, innovation and adaptability.  

• Limited donor capacity: Whilst there is little evidence that donors would be tempted to 
enforce any kind of standards for security management for their partners, the possibility 
that donor organisations might attempt to ‘audit’ security management practices against 
suggested standards when awarding or reviewing funding is a legitimate concern.  

• No accountability mechanisms: there is no system of accountability which could 
monitor and enforce adherence to a MOSS equivalent for NGOs.  

                                                
102 The full code is available at www.peopleinaid.org_  
103 This thinking is echoed in a VENRO report on a consultation process which took place in Europe (VENRO, Minimum 
Standards regarding Staff Safety and Security in Humanitarian Aid, Bonn, 2002). 
104 United Nations Security Coordinator, Guidelines for UN/NGO/INGO Security Collaboration, February 2002  
105 This is supported by the prevalent feeling that many security problems stem from too little assertive independence on the 
part of NGOs from peacekeeping missions. 
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• Limited NGO capacity: whilst the UN has a security-specific agency body, 
UNSECOORD, with the resources and mandate to initiate and roll out an initiative such 
as MOSS, there is no equivalent body for NGOs.  

• Devolved and context-based nature of NGO security management: There is concern 
that standardising security practice would eradicate these key strengths of the NGO 
sector’s management of security.  

• Resistance to protective security measures: For the majority of NGOs, acceptance 
remains the starting point and the central pillar for security management. A justified fear 
has been widely expressed that standards (which by their very nature would tend to 
relate to tangible, measurable items) would encourage protective security practice and 
sideline issues of acceptance.  

 
In order to take these legitimate concerns into consideration it is necessary to find a different 
frame of reference for security management in the NGO sector, rather than trying to replicate 
MOSS.  

Any security model for NGOs would have to 

• Allow for flexible application, to accommodate different, mandates, ways of working, 
and thresholds of risk amongst NGOs; and to enable adaptation to context 

• Be appropriate to humanitarian work. Since humanitarian programmes sometimes 
incorporate or precede rehabilitation or reconstruction work, compatibility with these 
kinds of programme would also be expedient 

• Make reference to accepted humanitarian principles where appropriate, to ensure 
that common ground already gained is the starting point, and to demonstrate that the 
approach taken is appropriate to humanitarian operations and respects, for example, 
humanitarian independence 

• Be non-discriminatory – meaning that it must take into account the security of all staff, 
as, firstly this is consistent with the humanitarian principle of impartiality; and secondly, 
by the fact of their omission it might be inferred that certain groups’ security was less of a 
concern than others’ 

• Be process oriented, giving an indication not just on what should be achieved, but how 
it might be achieved. Indicators can give some guidance on process 

• Incorporate measurable (but not prescriptive) elements of good security practice – in 
order to be a practical and flexible tool rather than an abstract set of ideas 

• Be aspirational. Any kind of significant change to management and programming 
procedures can only happen gradually for most NGOs, for reasons which include but are 
not limited to resource issues and capacity 

• Be introduced and implemented on a self-regulation basis. Given the absence of a 
neutral, competent and authoritative body to resource and monitor security management 
for NGOs, their own commitment to doing so is paramount 

• Be uncontentious, to establish a firm foothold which all NGOs can share, rather than 
stoke debates and alienate different groups 

• Be user-friendly and accessible – it is crucial that any frame of reference developed be 
short, avoid any technical terms aimed at security specialists or any military-type 
measures, and be simple enough to translate well 

• Embrace only achievable and realistic security practice for NGOs 
• Build on existing thinking and resources in NGO security management, not reinvent 

the wheel. Where appropriate, practice from outside the sector should also be drawn on 
and adapted 
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• Learn from other initiatives to foster good practice, such as Sphere, the People In Aid 
Code, the work of the IASC task force following the UNHCR / Save the Children West 
Africa Report on Exploitation106, and the NGO and Red Cross Code of Conduct107  

• Incorporate a mechanism for its own evolution in response to changing security 
concerns and ongoing learning in security management 

• Be devised in consultation with a representative group of NGOs, through a process 
managed by qualified and experienced personnel who have credibility 

• Be put to appropriate use by NGOs, and not used by donors to justify or refuse funds. 
If any guidelines or framework were misused in this way, there is a risk that NGOs may 
find this a hindrance rather than a support, and the result could be counter-productive 
and detrimental to security 

8.2 Some suggested good practice points 
Within these criteria, certain fundamentals could be recommended. The following build on 
those made in consultation with NGOs, both in earlier research processes and in this 
security review.108 Whilst they are very general, each one is illustrated through a list of more 
specific actions or indicators which would contribute to fulfilling the principle.  

Good practice point 1  
The organisational culture supports good security management  
 
Possible actions or indicators  
• The organisation clearly states its overall mandate and mission in country to staff. When 

changes are made, the security implications are considered and communicated clearly, 
along with the changes.  

• The organisation has a security policy which states its commitment to safeguarding 
national and expatriate staff, and their dependents. 

• Policies lay out the agency’s general security and personnel philosophy, but consistently 
defer to field-based practices that integrate local realities.  

• The organisation raises the issue of security in discussions with partner and peer 
organisations, as well as donors.  

• Staff are aware of the extent of care or compensation which they can expect in the case 
of a serious security incident, and they and their families know what to expect in the case 
of an evacuation.  

• Security policy is seen to be upheld by managers.  
• Expatriate and national staff are encouraged to share information and views on security 

issues within the organisation.  
• There are systems to enable expatriate and national staff to share information and views 

in relation to security concerns.  
• Work plans do not require more hours work than are set out in individual contracts.  
• Time off and leave periods, based on written policies, are mandatory. 
• Stress management mechanisms such as regular leave and access to sources of 

psychological support are in place for all staff.  
• All staff have a debriefing or exit interview at the end of any contract or assignment. 

Personal counselling is available.  
• Managers include security in the agenda of programme meetings and other team events.  

                                                
106 IASC, Report of the Inter-Agency Standing Committee on Protection from Sexual Abuse and Exploitation in Humanitarian 
Crises, 13 June 2002 
107 Available at www.ifrc.org 
108 People In Aid policy guidelines on Safety and Security; this is an indicator for the 7th principle of the People In Aid Code of 
good practice in the support and management of aid personnel. 
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• Where feasible, appropriate insurance cover is provided and kept up to date for all 
expatriate and national staff. Where insurance is not available alternative arrangements 
are made.  

Good practice point 2  
The organisation has security procedures which are put into practice  
 
Possible actions or indicators  
• Each organisation has a security manual, handbook or guidelines 
• Each office of the organisation has a security plan which  

- Outlines preventative and responsive measures in relation to threats and 
vulnerabilities identified in the context  

- Outlines other procedures supporting security management, such as 
communications and travel procedures and measures to manage organisational 
image (and acceptance) and maintain high or low profile as appropriate.  

• Plans are consistent with the security policy of the organisation.  
• Where possible, plans are developed through a consultative process to which all relevant 

groups contribute, including national staff, female staff, and staff with support roles. 
Where appropriate, national staff lead this process.  

• Plans are user-friendly (not prohibitively lengthy or detailed) and are translated where 
necessary, and made available to all staff.  

• Procedures are updated in a consultative fashion as regularly as necessary to ensure 
pertinence, appropriateness and usability.  

• Procedures are integrated into all ongoing operations, and checks are built in to ensure 
that staff observe them.  

Good practice point 3  
The organisation integrates security into administrative and programme management 
processes, and its external relationships 
 
Possible actions or indicators  
• Field offices establish relationships with other actors to facilitate co-ordination on security 

issues, including information sharing.  
• Field offices contribute to inter-agency security initiatives.  
• Security is included where appropriate in programme processes, including in budgets, 

assessments, applications for funding and recruitment.  
• Security is included in programme reporting processes, including programme evaluation.  
• Records are maintained of all security incidents and near misses, and used for 

organisational learning and improving security management.  

Good practice point 4  

Individual staff members have clearly defined roles in security management  
 
Possible actions or indicators  
• Responsibilities and decision-making powers for expatriate and national staff are 

included in job descriptions, work routines and performance review processes.  
• Managers are evaluated on their attention to security matters for both expatriate and 

national staff.  
• Expatriate and national staff know what to expect of the organisation in case of security 

incidents or changes in the security situation, including personal injury, death and 
evacuation or relocation of the organisation.  
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• Expatriate and national staff are aware of what behaviour the organisation expects of its 
employees, both within and outside of office hours. Staff respect this.  

Good practice point 5  
Staff have the awareness, knowledge and skills to fulfil their security roles  
 
Possible actions or indicators  
• No staff member or visitor is deployed to an insecure area without receiving an up to 

date security briefing.  
• No staff member or visitor is deployed to an insecure area without receiving appropriate 

security training.  
• No staff – national or expatriate – are recruited without receiving training in the 

organisation’s security management system.  
• Expatriate and national staff are provided with information on and access to further 

training relating to their roles in security management (this could include language, 
cultural awareness, technical skills, leadership skills, personnel management and other 
types of training).  

Good practice point 6  
Staff have access to the equipment they need to fulfil their roles and carry out 
security plans  
 
Possible actions or indicators  
• Expatriate and national staff have access to communications equipment which is 

appropriate to the location and nature of their work, the security environment, and their 
security role.  

• Expatriate and national staff have access to transport which is appropriate to the location 
and nature of their work, the security environment and their security role.  

• Expatriate and national staff have access to the protective equipment assessed as 
necessary in security plans.  

• Expatriate and national staff have ready access to equipment for responding to incidents 
(such as first aid kits) as outlined in security plans.  

Development and use of these good practice points  
Were donors to make reference to these good practice points in agreements with partners, 
the following points are should be noted.  
 
• Any use of good practice points such as these by donors are not, and are not seen to be, 

the ‘thin end of the wedge’ of donors imposing security requirements on partners.  
• Although they already embody the comments of a wide range of humanitarian actors, 

these good practice points should be added to and if necessary adapted as lessons are 
learned from their use and as the context for humanitarian work changes.  

• These good practice points should be offered to partners in conjunction with:  
- Guidance as to the type and amount of security-related funding partners can apply 

for from the donor; and how to do so 
- The generic security guide which has been developed under this Security Review 

and which accompanies this report 

Existing guidelines and standards  
People In Aid Updated Guidelines and Code of Good Practice on Support, Safety and 
Management of Staff, updated version, 2003 (available on www.peopleinaid.org). (See in 
particular Indicators for Principle 7 on Health, Safety and Security)  
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VENRO, Minimum Standards regarding Staff Safety and Security in Humanitarian Aid, Bonn, 
2002.  
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999...   RRREEECCCOOOMMMMMMEEENNNDDDAAATTTIIIOOONNNSSS      

9.1 Standards of security management  
Humanitarian organisations should take steps to fulfil the six suggested good 
practice points highlighted through consultation with humanitarian organisations 
during this Security Review The overall standard of security management in much of the 
humanitarian sector needs to improve significantly. Some humanitarian organisations 
manage security well, but some do not at present manage security adequately.  
 
The six suggested good practice points are the following (please see section 7 of this report, 
for possible indicators or actions for each point). 
 
1. The organisational culture supports good security management.  
2. The organisation has security procedures which are put into practice.  
3. The organisation integrates security into administrative and programme management 

processes, and its external relationships.   
4. Individual staff members have clearly defined roles in security management.  
5. Staff have the awareness, knowledge and skills to fulfil their security roles.  
6. Staff have access to the equipment they need to fulfil their roles and carry out security 

plans.  
 
Some of these suggested good practice points are addressed in greater depth in 
subsequent recommendations. 
 
Humanitarian organisations should establish methods for self-regulation on security 
issues. Whilst there remain very few liability suits against humanitarian organisations, many 
do not feel pressure to fulfil their duty of care to employees. Donors are not well placed to 
set standards of security management and enforce compliance. Self-regulation mechanisms 
such as performance appraisals on security, security audits and peer reviews are currently 
rare.  
 
Humanitarian organisations which do not manage security adequately at present 
should implement a change management process in order to make immediate 
improvements. Installing significant new policies and procedures can require considerable 
management time and resources. Organisations may wish to consider nominating a specific 
manager as the "change manager", charged with ensuring that security policies, procedures 
and practice are brought up to the standard required by circumstances in the field as 
identified by the senior management team.  
 
Humanitarian organisations should ensure that security policies and procedures pay 
particular attention to national and female staff. Currently, the security needs of 
members of these groups are not adequately addressed. In particular, exclusion from 
security planning and training processes may mean that they are currently exposed to 
unnecessary risks. 

9.2 Staff  

Field staff  
Humanitarian organisations should redouble their efforts to ensure that they deploy 
only experienced, good quality staff to the field, properly prepared for their tasks. One 
of the biggest factors affecting security is the quality of field staff. If good staff are not 
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available to run a programme, either an alternative way of meeting the need should be 
found, or the programme should not run.  

Field managers  
Humanitarian organisations should take particular care to ensure that, now and in the 
future, there is a sufficient supply of good field managers, competent to manage 
security as one of their key tasks. Appropriate remuneration packages, competitive with 
the private sector, might be considered. Within the category of field staff, field managers 
have most influence on security management.  

Senior managers, CEOs and trustees  
The senior management of humanitarian organisations should inform themselves 
about humanitarian security practice. Relevant senior managers at Headquarters should 
have the security competence to provide sound guidance and oversight for field managers, 
and should be able to manage a serious crisis.  
 
The senior management of humanitarian organisations should commit the necessary 
staff time and financial resources to ensuring adequate security for their 
organisations. Setting up security systems, improving the competence of staff, and ongoing 
security management all require staff time and financial resources. Without the organisation 
wide allocation of staff time and funding to security, field-based managers are limited in their 
ability to establish or maintain adequate practice.  

Performance appraisals  
Humanitarian organisations should systematically include an assessment of how well 
staff have discharged any security-related responsibilities in all performance 
appraisals.  

Handover procedures 
Humanitarian organisations should ensure that security information, as well as all 
information on the context and operations which might be relevant to security, is 
properly recorded and handed over on rotation of staff members. 

9.3 Security briefing  

Initial briefing  
Humanitarian organisations should ensure that all staff, visitors and consultants 
receive a security briefing on recruitment, or when travelling to a field location. 
Briefings should provide staff with knowledge of the organisation’s security policy and 
procedures in the relevant location, and the external context. National staff should not be 
excluded from this.  

Ongoing briefing  
Humanitarian organisations should ensure that regular team meetings and briefings 
include updates on the security situation, and examination of security issues when 
necessary.  

Post-mission debriefing  
Humanitarian organisations should ensure that after finishing a field assignment in an 
insecure area, all staff are debriefed by a manager. This allows an exchange of 
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information and opinions on the security situation, security management procedures, and 
any improvements that may be necessary. Ideally, these staff members should also be 
debriefed by a trained counsellor.  

9.4 Security training  

Basic security training  
Humanitarian organisations should ensure that all field staff receive adequate 
security training before first starting work in an insecure location. Organisation-wide 
training programmes are likely to the most effective and least expensive way of rapidly 
improving staff competence, particularly when they incorporate training of trainers. 
 
There is wide agreement among managers in many (but not all) humanitarian organisations 
on the main topics that basic security training should cover. A list of suggested topics, for 
adaptation as required, is included as an annex in the Generic Security Guide accompanying 
this report.  
 
The exact content and duration of basic security training should be decided by each 
organisation, taking into consideration operational context, programmes, and the 
characteristics of the staff. This may lead to a variety of training courses, adapted to the 
needs of different organisations, programmes, contexts and types of staff. Or it may lead to 
common training courses used by many organisations, with short extra training modules 
provided in-house where necessary.  

Security management training  
Humanitarian organisations should ensure that managers in the field and at 
Headquarters are competent to fulfil security responsibilities. Depending on the 
individual and the situation, this may involve training in security management, mentoring or 
coaching. Managers are key decision-makers for security. In those organisations where 
managers lack security skills, staff are seriously at risk.  

Crisis management training  
Humanitarian organisations should ensure that a competent crisis management team 
is set up at Headquarters. This is likely to involve training, including rehearsals of crisis 
management procedures. There is evidence of a slight increase in the risk of high impact 
incidents for humanitarian organisations. Good quality responses to such incidents can 
reduce suffering to staff and their families, and in some cases save the lives of staff.  

Funding for training  
Donors should subsidise a variety of models for field-based security training for 
humanitarian organisations. These may include in-house training programmes, self 
training resources, inter-agency training supplied by external providers or consultants, and 
agency to agency training. There is currently a lack of sufficient training available to 
humanitarian staff in the field, and national staff in particular do not access training. 
Humanitarian organisations are not currently well placed to meet all the costs of training.  
The possibilities for using donor funding for training are not always explored by NGOs. 

9.5 Policy and procedures  
Humanitarian organisations should establish a security policy, security guidelines, 
and for each office a context-based security plan. Guidelines (sometimes known as 
manuals or handbooks) set out generic security advice and procedures which can be 
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adapted to the local context. Plans should give detailed security procedures specific to the 
local context.  

9.6 Programme design  
Managers within humanitarian organisations should consider security issues when 
designing, implementing and evaluating humanitarian programmes. If funding for 
security-related staff, equipment and training is not incorporated into programme budgets it 
risks being overlooked. Consideration of security when designing programmes can help to 
avoid security incidents during implementation. Valuable lessons can be learned from the 
evaluation of security for programmes.  
 
Donors should not make funding subject to fulfilment of specific security measures. 
The staff of donor organisations are unlikely to be qualified to make judgements about 
appropriate practice in specific contexts. Dictating procedures is unlikely to promote genuine 
commitment to good practice. It is also inadvisable from a legal point of view and may be 
contrary to the Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement and NGOs in Disaster Relief.  
 
Donors should ensure that agreements with partners can accommodate adjustments to 
programme activities and visibility in response to security concerns. Allowing for funding 
freezes during periods of restricted activity, and understanding when partners need to keep 
a low profile presence, have been identified by humanitarian organisations as helpful in 
ensuring the security  of staff.  

9.7 Advocacy for humanitarian space, and acceptance  
States should continue to advocate for humanitarian access through legitimate 
multilateral bodies. States are responsible for the protection of those on their territory, 
including humanitarians. Failure to fulfil this obligation, and lack of respect for humanitarian 
principles are important contributing factors in insecurity for humanitarians. Where 
humanitarian organisations may be powerless to change this, donor and other interested 
states may be successful in applying leverage through multilateral bodies such as the UN.  
 
States and donors should reaffirm and promote respect for humanitarian principles. If 
States and belligerents have increased understanding of and confidence in humanitarian 
principles such as humanity, impartiality, and independence, it would improve respect for 
humanitarian action and increase security for humanitarian personnel. These principles are 
widely accepted, and should be used to guide non-humanitarian actors in their relations with 
humanitarians. Donors should use humanitarian principles as a point of reference in 
agreements with implementing partners, and when monitoring and evaluating partnerships 
and programmes.  
 
Humanitarian organisations should self-regulate to promote compliance with the 
Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and 
NGOs in Disaster Relief. Achieving greater compliance to this is likely to support 
acceptance for the humanitarian community as a whole.  
 
Humanitarian organisations should monitor how they are perceived. Since acceptance 
is central to the security of humanitarian organisations, monitoring of acceptance to give 
information on possible threats and areas for further work should be an ongoing activity. 
Where relevant this can be an inter-organisational activity, where the impact of different 
actors’ presences on security for the humanitarian community can be assessed.  
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The Inter-Agency Steering Committee should consider inviting representation from 
Human Rights organisations. The IASC is an important forum for co-ordination. To date, 
human rights organisations have only been invited to discussions on security on a case by 
case basis, despite the fact that some humanitarians see human rights organisations as 
having a large potential impact on security for humanitarians.  
 
Humanitarian organisations and armed actors should make use of existing and 
widely-respected guidelines on civil-military co-operation developed by the United 
Nations and the Steering Committee for Humanitarian Response. These guidelines are 
extremely helpful, and yet under-used. Various aspects of civil-military co-operation can 
influence risks facing humanitarian organisations. Security problems can result when 
humanitarian organisations are inconsistent and unclear in their relationships with the 
military.  

9.8 Co-ordination  

Humanitarian organisations should contribute to and promote tools for co-ordination 
on security issues at field level. Co-ordination between humanitarian actors, including 
information sharing, is an essential cornerstone of good security management in a given 
context, and the actions of one organisation can endanger others.  

Examples of existing tools for field-level co-ordination which humanitarian organisations 
have found effective, but which could be more widely used, include inter-agency co-
ordination bodies such as ANSO in Afghanistan and NCCI, in Iraq, as well as the Menu of 
Options detailed in the 2001 report of the consultant to the Inter-Agency Standing Committee 
Working Group Staff Security Task Force, entitled UN/non-UN field security collaboration. 
This tool has been developed in consultation with a wide range of humanitarian actors, and 
gives a flexible model for improved co-ordination on security at the field level.  
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AAANNNNNNEEEXXX   111:::   TTTEEERRRMMMIIINNNOOOLLLOOOGGGYYY   

Definitions  
This section seeks to classify key terms and suggested definitions.  

Sources of information  
Definitions are drawn from a variety of sources. In many cases the original documents are 
available for free download over the Internet. The relevant web address is given.  
 
ALNAP, Annex 3, Annual Review 2001, Humanitarian Action: Learning from Evaluation 
http://www.alnap.org/AR2001/contents.html  
 
The IFRC Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement 
and NGOs in Disaster Relief, available at www.ifrc.org 
 
People in Aid, Policy Pot, Safety & Security, May 2003 
http://www.peopleinaid.org/download/Security1.doc  
 
Princeton University, http://wordnet.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/webwn  
 
Sphere, "Training Module 4, Sphere and Disaster Preparedness", Sphere Project  
http://www.sphereproject.org/training/ppt/m4.ppt.  
 
UNDP, http://www.undp.org/eo/ADR/glossary.htm  
 
Van Brabant, "Operational Security Management in Violent Environments", Humanitarian 
Practice Network, 2000. http://www.odihpn.org/publistgpr8.asp  
 
Ganor, "Defining Terrorism: Is One Man’s Terrorist Another Man’s Freedom Fighter?", 2002, 
http://www.ict.org.il/articles/define.htm  

Key terms and suggested definitions  
This section lists definitions of security and humanitarian terms. Sources are identified at the 
end of each term.  
 
Acceptance approach  
Gaining understanding and support for your presence to reduce hostility and even 
encourage protection and redress. (Adapted from Van Brabant’s concept of an acceptance 
strategy)  
 
Advocacy  
Pleading for, speaking on behalf of or recommending something or someone. UNDP's 
advocacy role is one of promoting the human development agenda at the global, regional 
and national level through issues as diverse as debt relief, gender equality, poverty 
eradication, climate change and good governance. Part of "soft assistance" (UNDP) Active 
support; especially the act of pleading or arguing for something (Princeton). 
 
Beneficiaries (or Clients) 
Individuals and/or institutions whose situation is supposed to improve (the target group), and 
others whose situation may improve. It also means a limited group among the stakeholders 
who will directly or indirectly benefit from the project … (UNDP). 
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Code of conduct  
A set of conventional principles and expectations that are considered binding on any person 
who is a member of a particular group (Princeton). 
 
Compound mentality  
A tendency of aid agencies, and especially their international staff, to discuss and analyse 
their environment among themselves with little reference to or interaction with non-aid actors 
in that environment (Van Brabant). 
 
Critical incident  
A security incident in which life was threatened and which led to an experience of mortal 
danger; either of the aid worker, or of someone emotionally dear or physically close to 
him/her (Van Brabant). 
 
Danger habituation  
A usually unconscious adjustment of one’s threshold of acceptable risk resulting from 
constant exposure to danger; the result is a reduction of one’s objective assessment of risk, 
leading possibly to increased risk-taking behaviour (Van Brabant). 
 
Deterrence strategy  
(described as "deterrence approach in this review) A strategy to try and deter someone from 
posing or effecting a threat against you by posing a counter-threat, in its most extreme form 
through the use of armed protection (Van Brabant).Counter-threats may also include 
suspension or complete withdrawal of humanitarian programmes. 
 
Evacuation  
The withdrawal of staff across an international border (Van Brabant). 
 
Harassment  
The act of tormenting by continued persistent attacks and criticism (Princeton). 
 
Hibernation  
Choosing, or being forced to stay, in the middle of a crisis and danger zone often because 
evacuation could not yet/no longer be effected (Van Brabant). 
 
Humanitarian  
Being concerned with the condition of man (sic) considered solely as a human being, 
regardless of his value as a military, political, professional or other unit (Pictet, 1958) 
(ALNAP). 
 
Someone devoted to the promotion of human welfare and to social reforms (Princeton). 
 
Humanitarian action  
Action undertaken for the advancement of the welfare of humanity without regard to race, 
religion or politics (Gunn, 1990) (ALNAP). 
 
Humanitarian principles  
A framework of principles derived from International Humanitarian Law which is ‘intended to 
guide and position humanitarian agencies … in assisting and protecting those outside the 
limits of war in ways that are both ethical and practical,’ (Leader 2000) that also places 
obligations onto parties to the conflict and attempts to regulate the conduct of a conflict 
(ALNAP). 
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Humanitarian space 
The access and freedom for humanitarian organisations to assess and meet humanitarian 
needs (Security Review Team).  
 
Humanitarian system  
The group of organisations involved in the provision of humanitarian assistance and 
protection (ALNAP). 
 
Impartiality  
An approach to the provision of humanitarian assistance and services which is non-
discriminatory, proportionate to needs and free of subjective distinction. A guiding principle 
of organisations claiming to be humanitarian. (ALNAP). 
 
Incident analysis  
Deeper and more critical inquiry into the structural and contextual factors that allowed a 
security incident to happen or nearly happen; questioning the effectiveness of the various 
dimensions and steps in the security management, and asking whether or to what degree 
the agency or one or more of its staff members could have been perceived to be ‘provoking’ 
anger or aggression. (adapted from Van Brabant). 
 
Incident mapping  
The visualisation, usually on a map but potentially also in a timeframe, of when and where 
and what type of incidents happened or were narrowly missed in an attempt to find patterns 
and identify high-risk areas and high-risk times. (adapted from Van Brabant). 
 
Independence 
The aim of efforts on the part of humanitarians to avoid acting as instruments of government 
foreign policy. The IFRC Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement and NGOs in Disaster Relief states that non-governmental humanitarian 
agencies “ act independently from governments. We therefore formulate our own policies 
and implementation strategies and do not seek to implement the policy of any government, 
except in so far as it coincides with our own independent policy... In order to protect our 
independence we will seek to avoid dependence upon a single funding source.” (Code of 
Conduct). 
 
Military humanitarianism  
The provision of assistance and protection by military forces in response to humanitarian 
needs. A much-disputed term due to the difficulty, if not inability, of military forces being able 
to provide assistance on a genuinely non-discriminatory basis. (ALNAP). 
 
Near miss 
A situation where a security incident has not taken place, but where, had there been a slight 
adjustment in circumstances, a security incident would have been very likely to take place 
(Security Review Team). 
 
Neutrality  
Refers to the principle that to enjoy the confidence of all, an organisation may not take sides 
in hostilities or engage at any time in controversies of a political, racial, religious or 
ideological nature. (ALNAP). 
 
Non-participation in a dispute or war (Princeton). 
 
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)  
A psychological condition that may affect people who have suffered severe emotional 
trauma, and may cause sleep disturbances, flashbacks, anxiety, tiredness and depression 
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(Van Brabant). There are a range of conditions which are described as post-traumatic stress 
disorder, and some psychologists now question the use of this term. 
 
Protection  
Used here as distinct from ‘safety’ and ‘security’ to refer to the ‘protection’ of civilians and 
non-combatants who are not aid agency staff (Van Brabant) ‘Activities aimed at obtaining full 
respect for the rights of the individual in accordance with the letter and the spirit of the 
relevant bodies of law (i.e., human rights, humanitarian and refugee law) … [which are] 
conduct[ed] impartially and not on the basis of race, national or ethnic origin, language or 
gender’ (Von Flüe and De Maio, 1999). (ALNAP). 
 
Protection strategy (described as "protection approach" in this review)  
The use of protective procedures and devices to reduce vulnerability. These may include 
measures such as restriction of movement, the use of perimeter fences and the screening of 
visitors. (Adapted from Van Brabant). 
 
Risk  
Risk is a function of a threat, and your vulnerability, or exposure to that threat. R = T x V. 
(Adapted from Van Brabant). 
 
Risk is the probability of a disaster happening. (Sphere). 
 
A source of danger; a possibility of incurring loss or misfortune (Princeton). 
 
Risk assessment/analysis  
An attempt to consider risk more systematically in terms of the threats in your environment, 
your particular vulnerabilities, and your security measures to reduce the threat and/or reduce 
your vulnerability (Van Brabant). 
 
Risk reduction  
The purpose of your security management, by reducing the threat and/or reducing your 
vulnerability (Van Brabant). 
 
Rules of engagement  
Guidelines to soldiers or armed guards regarding the conditions under which they can use 
force, and stipulating how much force may be used (Van Brabant). 
 
Safety  
Used here as distinct from ‘protection’ and ‘security’ to refer to measures to avoid ‘accidents’ 
caused by nature (e.g., avalanche) or non-violent circumstances (e.g., fire, road accidents) 
and to illness, injury and death resulting from medical conditions not brought about by 
violence, or due to lax safety guidelines and procedures in the workplace (Van Brabant). 
 
Security  
The protection of humanitarian personnel and assets from violence and theft. (adapted from 
Van Brabant). 
 
NGO security is achieved when all staff are safe, and perceive themselves as being safe, 
relative to an assessment of the risks to staff and the organisation in a particular location. 
(People in Aid). 
 
The state of being free from danger or injury (Princeton). 
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Security incident  
An event which threatens humanitarian staff or assets with violence or theft, or results in 
actual violence or theft against them (Security Review team). 
 
Security (alert) phases  
A summary classification of various possible levels of risk and insecurity in your 
environment, each of which requires a specific set of mandatory security procedures (Van 
Brabant). 
 
Standard operating procedures  
Formally established procedures for carrying out particular operations or dealing with 
particular situations. (Van Brabant). 
 
Terrorism  
The intentional use of, or threat to use violence against civilians or against civilian targets in 
order to attain political aims (Ganor). 
 
Threat  
A danger in your operating environment (Van Brabant) 
 
Declaration of an intention or a determination to inflict harm on another (Princeton). 
 
Threat assessment/analysis  
The attempt to examine more systematically the nature, origin, frequency and geographical 
concentration of threats (Van Brabant). 
 
Threat mapping  
Visualising and illustrating threats on a geographical map (Van Brabant). 
 
Threshold of acceptable risk  
The point beyond which you consider the risk too high to continue operating so that you 
must withdraw yourself from the danger zone; influenced by the probability that an incident 
will occur, and the seriousness of the impact if it occurs (Van Brabant). 
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AAANNNNNNEEEXXX   222:::   BBBIIIBBBLLLIIIOOOGGGRRRAAAPPPHHHYYY   AAANNNDDD   FFFUUURRRTTTHHHEEERRR   
RRREEEFFFEEERRREEENNNCCCEEE   

Civil military relations and armed protection  
InterAction, Guidelines for InterAction Staff Relations with Military Forces Engaged in, or 
Training for, Peacekeeping and Disaster Response. Revised: February 2003 (available on: 
http://www.interaction.org/hpp/military.html)  
 
International Alert, "The Politicisation of Humanitarian Action and Staff Security: The Use of 
Private Security Companies by Humanitarian Agencies, International Workshop Summary 
Report", Tufts University, Massachusetts, April 2001  
 
Steering Committee for Humanitarian Response, SCHR Position Paper on Humanitarian-
Military Relations in the Provision of Humanitarian Assistance, draft 2002  
 
Studer, Meinrad, Civil and Military Humanitarianism in Complex Political Emergencies; 
Desirability and Possibility of a Cooperation, March 2003  
 
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation, Improving International Civil-Military 
Relations in Humanitarian Emergencies, date unknown  
 
UN, General Guidance for Interaction between United Nations Personnel and Military and 
Civilian representatives of the Occupying Power in Iraq, May 2003  
 
UN, Guidelines On The Use Of Military And Civil Defence Assets In Disaster Relief (Oslo 
Guidelines), May 1994  
 
UN, Guidelines on the Use of Military and Civil Defence Assets To Support United Nations 
Humanitarian Activities in Complex Emergencies, March 2003  
 
UN OCHA Use of Military or Armed Escorts for Humanitarian Convoys, Discussion Paper 
and Non-Binding Generic Guidelines; OCHA, Draft December 2001  
 
UN, Relationships with Military Forces in Afghanistan - Guidelines for UNAMA Area 
Coordinators and other UN personnel  
 
UN, Guidance On Use of Military Aircraft for UN Humanitarian Operations during the Current 
Conflict in Afghanistan Nov 2001  
 
VENRO, Armed Forces as Humanitarian Aid Workers? Scope and limits of co-operation 
between aid organisations and armed forces in humanitarian aid, May 2003  

Co-ordination  
IASC, UN/non-UN field security collaboration, Report of the consultant to the Inter-Agency 
Standing Committee Working Group Staff Security Task Force, containing the Menu of 
Options (available on http://www.humanitarianinfo.org/iasc/prodsec01.doc)  
 
InterAction, NGO Field Cooperation Protocol 1996 (available on 
http://www.interaction.org/disaster/NGO_field.html)  
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United Nations Security Coordinator, Guidelines for UN/NGO/INGO Security Collaboration, 
February 2002  

HIV/AIDS   

Dawood, Richard, Travellers’ Health: How to stay healthy abroad, Oxford University Press, 
May 2002  
 
People in Aid, Preventing HIV/AIDS – Guidelines for the Aid Sector, 2003 (available on 
www.peopleinaid.org)  

Insurance  
Howell, Karen, Under Cover 2, for People In Aid, 2003 (available on www.peopleinaid.org)  

Legal protection for humanitarian workers  
Faite, Alexandre, Legal Considerations Regarding the Protection of Humanitarian Workers in 
the Field, date unknown (available on www.icrc.org)  
 
"Humanitarian assistance: a right or a policy?" Journal of Humanitarian Assistance, June 
2000 (available at http://www.jha.ac/articles/a030.htm)  
 
Intergovernmental Conference on Emergency Telecommunications, Tampere Convention on 
the Provision of Telecommunication Resources for Disaster Mitigation and Relief Operations 
1998 ; guidelines on application of the Tampere convention are available at 
http://www.reliefweb.int/telecoms/tampere/implementation.html)  
 
UN convention on the safety of United Nations and Associated Personel,1994 (further UN 
Human Rights Treaties are available at: 
http://www.bayefsky.com/complain/5_overview_ccpr.php)  

Remote control operations  

People in Aid, Distance Management Workshop Notes, 2003. (Available on 
www.peopleinaid.org)  

Humanitarian space and security  
Alan Shawn Feinstein International Famine Centre, The Future of Humanitarian Action, 
Implications of Iraq and Other Recent Crises, Report of an International Mapping Exercise, 
Tufts University, January 2004  
 
Bradol, Jean Herve, Challenges to humanitarian action: the impact of political and military 
responses to international crises presentation to the Royal Institute of International Affairs, 
London, March 31, 2004, available at http://www.msf.org/  
 
James Darcy, 1997, Human rights and international legal standards: What relief workers 
need to know, Relief and Rehabilitation Network Paper no. 19  
 
Egeland, Jan, High Level Humanitarian Forum of 31 March 2004: Chairperson’s Summary, 
2004  
 
King, Dennis, The Year of Living Dangerously: Attacks on Humanitarian Aid Workers in 
2003, March 2004, available at www.odihpn.org.uk  
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Macrae, Joanna and Harmer, Adele eds. Humanitarian Action and the Global War on Terror: 
a review of trends and issues HPG report 14 July 2003  
 
RedR - Engineers for Disaster Relief "the ‘Global War on Terror’ and its Implications for 
NGO Security Management" seminar report, November 2003  
 
Reindorp, Nicola and Schmidt, Anna, "Coordinating Humanitarian Action: the changing role 
of official donors" HPG Briefing no. 7, December 2002, available at www.odihpn.org.uk  
 
Slim, Hugo," A Call to Alms: Humanitarian Action and the Art of War", hd opinion, Centre for 
Humanitarian Dialogue, 2004  
 
Slim, Hugo, "Marketing Humanitarian Space: Argument and Method in Humanitarian 
Persuasion". Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue, May 2003  
 
Slim, Hugo, "How We Look: Hostile Perceptions of Humanitarian Action", presentation to the 
Conference on Humanitarian Co-ordination, Wilton Park Montreux, 21 April 2004  

Security management practice  
Bonino, Humanitarian Action: Perception and Security, Speech delivered at the Lisbon 
Forum on Humanitarian Action: Perception and Security, 27 March 1998  
 
Brabant, Koenraad van, Mainstreaming Safety and Security Management in Aid Agencies. 
Overseas Development Institute / Humanitarian Policy Group Briefing Number 2, March 
2001. (available on www.odi.org/hpg/papers)  
 
Brabant, Koenraad van, Operational Security Management in Violent Environments – A Field 
Manual for Aid Agencies, Good Practice Review #8 Humanitarian Practice Network (HPN), 
Overseas Development Institute, London 2000 (available at www.odihpn.org.uk)  
 
Dind, Philippe, "Security in ICRC Field Operations", ICRC 2000 (available on www.icrc.org) 
European Commission, Commission Working Paper on Security of Relief Workers and 
Humanitarian Space, 1998  
 
InterAction Security Planning Guidelines, (available on www.interaction.org)  
 
InterAction, The Security of National Staff: Toward Good Practices, July 2001 (available on 
www.interaction.org)  
 
InterAction, The Security Of National Staff: Essential Steps, 2002 (available on 
www.interaction.org)  
 
InterAction, InterAction NGO Security Assessment Mission to Liberia, Summary Report, 24 
January 2004  
 
People in Aid, Updated Guidelines and Code of Good Practice on Support, Safety and 
Management of Staff, 2003 (available on www.peopleinaid.org)  
 
RedR, "NGO Security Policy and Practice, RedR / InterAction Seminar", seminar report, 
Washington, USA, 2 November 2001  
 
Slim, Hugo, How We Look: Hostile Perceptions of Humanitarian Action, presentation to the 
Conference on Humanitarian Co-ordination Wilton Park Montreux, 21 April 2004  
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UN Office for the Co-ordination of Humanitarian Affairs, Maintaining a UN humanitarian 
presence in periods of high insecurity: learning from others January 2004 (available on 
http://www.reliefweb.int/w/lib.nsf)  
 
United Nations, Report of the Secretary General on the Safety and Security of United 
Nations Personnel, October 2000  
 
United Nations, Report of the Secretary General on the Safety and Security of Humanitarian 
Personnel and Protection of United Nations Personnel, August 2002.  
 
VENRO, Minimum Standards regarding Staff Safety and Security in Humanitarian Aid, Bonn, 
2002.  

Sexual and gender based violence  

Gender-Based Violence Bibliography, available at www.rhrc.org/resources/gbv/bib/index.php  
 
UNHCR Guidelines for Prevention and Response: Sexual and Gender-Based Violence 
against Refugees, Returnees and Internally Displaced Persons, May 2003, available at 
www.rhrc.org/pdf/gl_sgbv03_00.pdf  
 
Reproductive Health Response in Conflict Consortium Gender-based Violence Tools, 
Manual for Assessment, Program Design, Monitoring and Evaluation in Conflict-Affected 
Settings, 2004, available at www.rhrc.org/pdf/gbv_manual_chapters/GBVCOVERS.pdf  

Staff codes of conduct  
IASC, Report of the Inter-Agency Standing Committee on Protection from Sexual Abuse and 
Exploitation in Humanitarian Crises, 13 June 2002  
 
IFRC Code of Conduct for the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement and 
NGOs in Disaster Relief, available on www.ifrc.org  
 
Nolan, Paul, Child Protection, 2003 (available on www.peopleinaid.org) People in Aid, Policy 
Guidelines on Codes of Conduct, 2003  
 
Setting the Standard: A common approach to child protection for international NGOs; 
Tearfund and NSPCC, 2003 (produced by a steering group)  

Staff management  
People in Aid, various publications including Enhancing Quality in HR Management in the 
Humanitarian Sector; 2004 (please see http://www.peopleinaid.org to download or order 
publications). 
 
People in Aid, Just Rewards, 2000  
 
People in Aid, Code of good practice in the support and management of aid personnel,, 
available on http://www.peopleinaid.org/code  
 
Tolvanen Pirkko, "Safety and Security Management as part of Human Resource 
Management", Finnish Red Cross 2002  
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Stress  
Hamberg-Dardel and Quick "Security, health and stress in the field", Finnish Red Cross 
2002, available at www.odihpn.org.uk  
 
People in Aid, various publications, including Guidelines on Setting up a Policy on Rest and 
Relaxation, 2002 (available on www.peopleinaid.org)  
 
Platt, Sheila, Managing the Stress of Humanitarian Emergencies, a UNHCR Guide, UNHCR 
2001, available at www.the-ecentre.net/resources/e_library/index.cfm 
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AAANNNNNNEEEXXX   333:::   LLLIIISSSTTT   OOOFFF   AAACCCRRROOONNNYYYMMMSSS   
ACT    Action by Churches Together  
ANSO   Afghanistan NGO Security Office 
BBC   British Broadcasting Corporation  
DRC    Democratic Republic of Congo  
CAFOD   Catholic Agency for Overseas Development  
CEO   Chief executive officer 
CINFO   Centre d'information, de conseil et de formation  
DFID   Department for International Development 
ECHO    European Commission Directorate-General for Humanitarian Aid   
EU    European Union  
GPR8    ODI’s Good Practice Review no.8, on security management 
FAST    FAST is the early warning project of swisspeace 
HIC   Humanitarian Information Centre 
IASC   Inter-Agency Steering Committee 
ICRC   International Committee of the Red Cross 
IFRC    International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies  
IHL   International Humanitarian Law 
INGO    International Non-Governmental Organisation  
OCHA    Office for the Co-ordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UN)  
OFDA   Office for Foreign Disaster Assistance 
ODI    Overseas Development Institute (London)  
MSF   Médecins Sans Frontières 
MOSS   Minimum Operating Security Standards 
NCCI   NGO Co-ordinating Committee in Iraq 
NGO    Non-Governmental Organisation  
PTSD   Post-traumatic stress disorder 
RedR    Engineers for Disaster Relief  
SCHR   Steering Committee for Humanitarian Response 
SDC   Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation 
SUV    Sports Utility Vehicle  
TEP    The Evaluation Partnership  
ToT   Training of Trainers 
UN   United Nations 
UNHCR   UN High Commissioner for Refugees  
UNICEF   UN Children’s Fund  
UNSECOORD  UN Security Coordinator  
WFP    World Food Programme  
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AAANNNNNNEEEXXX   444:::   SSSEEECCCUUURRRIIITTTYYY   RRREEEVVVIIIEEEWWW   DDDEEETTTAAAIIILLLSSS   
 
The ECHO Security Review, of which this is part, was prepared by Katy Barnett, Barney 
Mayhew and Graham White of The Evaluation Partnership www.evaluationpartnership.com, 
and submitted to ECHO in October 2004.  The author of this Report was Katy Barnett.  
Section 3.1 was written by Graham White. 

Funding 

ECHO provided full funding for the Review. 

Copyright 

Copyright for this document is held by the European Commission’s Directorate-General for 
Humanitarian Aid - ECHO.  Copying of all or part of this document is permitted, subject to 
the disclaimer, provided that the source is acknowledged. 

Software and languages 
This Guide is available in English in pdf and Word formats, and in French, Spanish and 
Arabic in Word format. 

Further copies 

Further copies of this Guide may be requested by e-mail from echo-eval@cec.eu.int or 
downloaded from ECHO’s website: see the ECHO home page at 
www.europa.eu.int/comm/echo/index_en.htm. 
 

ECHO contact 
The ECHO contact for security matters is Mr Val Flynn, ECHO HQ and Field Security Co-
ordinator. 
Tel: +32 2 299 0983 
Fax: +32 2 299 1172 
E-mail: Anthony-Val.Flynn@cec.eu.int 
Web:  www.europa.eu.int/comm/echo/index_en.htm 
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AAANNNNNNEEEXXX   555:::   TTTEEERRRMMMSSS   OOOFFF   RRREEEFFFEEERRREEENNNCCCEEE      

 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
HUMANITARIAN AID OFFICE (ECHO) 
  
  
 

 
TERMS OF REFERENCE (abridged) 

 
for a review of: "Standards and practices for the security of humanitarian personnel and 

advocacy for humanitarian space” 
 

Contract n°: ECHO/EVA/210/2003/01010 

Firm: The Evaluation Partnership 

Subcontracted consultant: 

Introduction 

Context: 

The conditions surrounding the delivery of humanitarian assistance are becoming 
ever more difficult with the blurring of the distinction between military and 
humanitarian operations. Access to target populations is often hampered by security 
concerns and is fuelling an ongoing debate on the conduct of humanitarian 
operations. In some countries humanitarian workers are more at risk than 
peacekeeping forces. Protection of civilians and security for humanitarian personnel 
are becoming matters of ever-greater concern. The duty of care carried by 
humanitarian donors towards their implementing partners requires that donors give 
more attention to capacity building among their NGO partners. This duty has been 
explicitly and implicitly underlined in a number of forums. In this context, UN 
Resolution 1502 on the protection of United Nations personnel, associated personnel 
and humanitarian personnel in conflict zones is particularly relevant.  

Humanitarian organisations are, possibly by definition, soft targets. Traditional target 
hardening measures, such as issuing personal weapons - creation of a rapid 
reaction force etc, are not desirable solutions for ECHO partner humanitarian NGOs, 
who are required to be neutral, impartial and independent. There is increasing 
debate among NGOs about the implementation of better physical security measures, 
such as walling in compounds - using concertina wire etc.  

The preferred approach for humanitarian organisations has been what has been 
termed by some an "anthropological" approach to security, that security is best 
afforded by close and sustained association with the distressed population, as well 
as adherence to humanitarian principles. This relationship should establish a method 
of early warning, due to exchanges of information. By the use of local merchants and 
service providers for delivery and distribution tasks and integrating the local 
population into the implementation of emergency assistance, the scope or incentive 
for abuses to take place should be reduced. 

The difficulties with this approach are, among others: 
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− That it requires highly experienced relief workers to implement it effectively; 

− The problem of armed intimidation with populations forced to chose between an 
immediate physical threat or the more long term danger of lack of access to 
relief supplies and assistance; 

− Security conditions may change so quickly that links to the distressed 
population do not keep pace with the changes to the security situation; 

− The local population may lend support to aggressive or hostile action if they 
perceive these actions to be more conducive to their medium term well being 
than access to relief and; 

− The aspiration to maintain an independent character is also an integral part of 
humanitarian NGO culture, this has been somewhat undermined by the 
emergence of the contract culture in the humanitarian community, through 
NGOs financial dependency on institutional donors and the use of contractors 
and sub-contractors by NGOs. 

The history and culture of humanitarian organisations has strongly influenced their 
approach to security. They are committed to providing relief to distressed 
populations and the risks associated are seen as being part of the package. Some 
humanitarian NGOs may still be managed by personnel who have started their 
careers in times when risks were relatively lower and who may have not adjusted to 
the new reality. 

More recently certain humanitarian NGOs have entered into 'political 
humanitarianism' publicly condemning human rights abuses in the theatre of 
operations and internationally, even withdrawing their presence in protest. This in 
itself can raise the level of risk to NGOs and international organisations that remain, 
even if they have chosen to explicitly avoid taking positions. Clearly methods have to 
be defined for: implementing an advocacy that confronts abuses of human rights yet 
does not expose the humanitarian actors to increased levels of risk; and for 
implementing an advocacy that assists in the creation and maintenance of a 
'humanitarian space'.   

Competition between humanitarian actors for scarce donor funds could also have 
contributed in part to an acceptance of risk, as the first NGOs on the scene of an 
unfolding crisis may be among the first to benefit from donor funding.  

Justification and timing of the review: 

Nonetheless, as the level of risk has risen in the field many NGOs have undergone a 
significant cultural re-orientation towards risk reduction and control as opposed to 
risk taking to achieve results. This review is intended to assist with the continued re-
orientation of humanitarian NGOs towards risk reduction. This review will take place 
after the introduction of the third Framework Partnership Agreement. As a part of the 
admission to partnership, ECHO shall request information as to the applicants' 
security procedures for field staff. 

This review is not tackling the issue of protection of distressed populations as that 
should be the subject of a separate review, which should follow the completion of 
this review. 
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ECHO is committed to advocate for humanitarian space with governments and 
agencies and humanitarian actors. In the context of this review advocacy is 
concerned with the promotion of security issues for humanitarian personnel and not 
the distressed population, this shall be the subject of a review on the issue of 
protection and security for distressed populations.  

ECHO was represented on the review committee of the group drawing up the new 
UN Guidelines for the use of Military and Civil Defence Assets in UN Humanitarian 
Operations under the auspices of UN OCHA 
(http://www.reliefweb.int/mcdls/mcdu/mcdu.html). ECHO stressed the undesirability 
of using military assets in humanitarian operations, except as a last resort.  

ECHO also advanced these arguments in the context of the discussions on the new 
Constitutional Treaty for Europe (the 'Convention'). 

Relevant developments have taken place in the UN system. In 2001 
UNSECOORD109 introduced Minimum Operating Security Standards (MOSS), which 
have to be implemented by all UN Agencies. The MOSS are defining the minimum 
requirements for UN operations in the field in terms of staff safety, more specifically 
minimum requirements for security staffing, security equipment, transportation 
(type/quantity), communication (type/quantity), security evacuation plans and other 
security related requirements. 

Meeting these standards is essential for all UN operations. The standards are 
established for each individual country and largely depend on the actual security 
environment in the given country/region. Particular attention has been given to the 
areas operating under UN security levels phase three and above. Not meeting 
MOSS may imply suspension of UN operations until and when the MOSS is 
established. To ensure that the set standards could be met, already in 2002 ECHO 
provided important support to the UNHCR. 

In the recent past ECHO has also provided funds for NGO workshops on security 
matters, the training of NGO personnel and the reproduction of security materials for 
use by its partners. ECHO notes the People in Aid "Code of Best Practice in the 
Management and Support of Aid Personnel". Principle 7 of the code calls on 
signatories to "take all reasonable steps to ensure staff security and well being," and 
sets indicators addressing pre-mission risk assessment, pre-deployment training, 
emergency evacuation provisions, and regular briefings". 

The NGO community is diverse and the NGOs’ security capabilities vary widely from 
NGO to NGO. 

Under this review it is ECHO’s intention to review standards and practices for the 
security of humanitarian personnel and to collate up to date materials - manuals and 
standard documentation, training courses, etc, the details and the content of which 
can be made available to its NGO partners in order that they can review and improve 
their security capabilities and hence reduce the risk to their personnel. ECHO 
considers that the local employees of international humanitarian NGOs and their 
families, also called host country personnel, have probably not received adequate 
attention and under this review the consultants are to give the security issues 
confronting this group equal consideration with those confronting expatriate 
employees. The review has also to recommend methods for donors and NGOs as to 

                                                
109  United Nations Security Co-ordinator. 
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how better manage advocacy in favour of human rights and in favour of humanitarian 
space, both in the field and internationally. 

Purposes of the Review 

Global objective 

To promote the reduction of security risk for employees of humanitarian NGOs, 
including both expatriate and host country personnel and their families, through the 
provision of: a report with information on security matters, methods for advocacy, 
statistics and other topical matters; a guide with recommended best practice 
Minimum Operating Security Standards for NGOs possible use, including manuals of 
procedures and standard documentation; and a guide giving details of relevant 
training courses.  

Specific objectives  

To review current standards and practices applied and used among ECHO's 
partners and other humanitarian actors for the security of humanitarian personnel in 
the humanitarian community. The review must give equal weight to the security of 
expatriate and host country personnel, and their families, in the review process. The 
review must also consider the security requirements imposed on NGO partners and 
sub-contractors by different donor organisations and international organisations with 
a humanitarian mandate. In particular the UN’s Minimum Operating Security 
Standards and Red Cross equivalent must be reviewed. This depends in part on the 
level of co-operation received from security functions of different humanitarian 
actors. The results of the review shall be made publicly available to assist NGOs in 
reducing the risk to their humanitarian personnel and their dependents.  

To review security issues currently under debate by documenting the issues together 
with recommended best practice(s) for resolving them and providing relevant 
sources for information and/or technical standards. Issues shall include i.a. how to 
integrate security into programming/project design, security information management 
and analysis - particularly threat assessment, the status of humanitarian workers, co-
ordination and planning in the field, infrastructure - particularly communication 
equipment, military-humanitarian co-ordination. 

To review the issues surrounding advocacy, particularly the issues of how to carry 
out 'political humanitarianism' confronting human rights abuses and advocacy in 
favour of humanitarian space through promoting humanitarian principles and identity. 
Particularly, how could advocacy be better managed at field level? The consultants 
are required to explicitly propose best practices and methods. 

To review statistics already compiled on incidents affecting both expatriate and host 
country personnel, and their families. (The consultants are not required to undertake 
original data collection.) The consultants are to review the statistics in order to select 
particularly relevant training courses or procedures.   

To collect and collate definitions of core terms such as security, relief worker, 
humanitarian space etc. The typologies of risk must also be included, as must the 
classification of security incidents. The consultants shall also collate negative 
definitions.  
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To produce an up to date index of public domain security manuals, containing 
recommended practices and procedures for expatriate and host country personnel. 
This will be accomplished by the collection, analysis and ranking of the existing best 
practices. (This index shall be in an electronic format with complete website links, for 
placing on ECHO's website for access by partners and other organisations.) From an 
analysis of these manuals this list the consultants shall establish a guide, see below. 

To establish a guide of recommended best practice minimum operating security 
standards for possible use by NGOs. This guide is to be established following an 
analysis of security requirements imposed by other donors. An overview of this 
analysis is to be given in the review above. 

To establish a guide of security training courses available for expatriate and host 
country humanitarian personnel with particular attention being given to the content 
for relevance and completeness and possibly value for money. The consultants shall 
seek to provide at least an indicative ranking of the courses on the basis of the 
preceding elements.  

Desired results 

The desired results of the evaluation are: 

To produce a report with:  

−  An overall view of the security standards materials, security training tools and 
security procedures used by different humanitarian actors, analysing the 
underlying logic and content of conclusions and recommendations both at 
strategy level (relations donor/implementers, adoption of codes of conduct by 
humanitarian organisations) and at operational level (impact on the quality of 
aid). The consultants are specifically required to examine what security 
standards international organisations, the UN or Red Cross, require of their 
international and local NGO partners. The consultants should recommend 
specific best practice Minimum Operational Security Standards (MOSS) for the 
possible use of ECHO’s NGO partners, and present in brief in the review, with 
justification, what they consider to be the best of security procedures, 
materials, and security training courses (these are to be set out in complete 
detail in the guides below). Where the consultants differ from UN MOSS, or 
Red Cross, or other equivalent standards this has to be justified. 

− A section on the incorporation of security issues into project design, project 
proposals and contract formats. This section shall also include recommended 
minimum standards for equipment, i.a, communications, vehicles, etc.  

− A compilation of already prepared statistics on security incidents from as many 
agencies UN and NGO as possible, from 1990 to date, and to cross check 
between them to ascertain what trends can be discerned since 1990. The 
statistics must be analysed in order to see whether there are trends that would 
justify the preferential use of certain security materials/practices over others for 
possible use by ECHO's NGO partners.  

− A section containing definitions, typology and a common classification of 
security matters and security problems to be used by NGOs. Where there are 
several definitions for the same item the consultants are required to justify their 
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preferred definitions. The consultants should also collate negative definitions 
where they can be identified. 

− Sections on topical and relevant issues that arise frequently in meetings and 
exchanges of information with ECHO's partners and other organisations, e.g. 
the adequacy or inadequacy of information available on security situations, the 
fact that human rights law is not a part of international humanitarian law and the 
impact that this has had on the advocacy for humanitarian space, the 
advantages and disadvantages of a status for humanitarian workers equivalent 
to diplomatic or semi-diplomatic status, do donor visibility requirements expose 
NGOs to higher security risk, is there a larger role for public or private sector 
policing services in the provision of security training and expertise, Civil Military 
Co-operation in complex crises, armed forces as humanitarian aid workers etc.  

To produce a generic guide for ECHO’s NGO partners’ possible use containing the 
best practices of minimum operating security standards in the public domain. The 
guide must be comprehensive and cover all issues from security assessment prior to 
establishing a presence in the field through to contingency planning and medical 
evacuation. The guide shall set out minimum operational security requirements. This 
guide is to be given to ECHO’s NGO partners in CD format for their possible use. 
The consultants shall provide a list of languages for which they recommend that the 
guide be translated into. The use of photographs and visual images is also 
necessary to ensure that illiterate humanitarian personnel or illiterate family 
members of humanitarian personnel can be informed. 

To produce a guide of relevant training courses on security matters, including i.a. 
contingency planning, evacuation plans and procedures, mine awareness training, 
hostage survival, stress management etc.    
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AAANNNNNNEEEXXX   666:::   LLLIIISSSTTT   OOOFFF   OOORRRGGGAAANNNIIISSSAAATTTIIIOOONNNSSS   
CCCOOONNNSSSUUULLLTTTEEEDDD      
 

ACF  INTERSOS 

ACF France  InterWorks Europe 

ACF-USA  Lacor Hospital 

ACORD  Malteser 

ACTED  Médecins du Monde 

AISPO  Mercy Corps 

Amcross  Merlin 

ANSO  MSF Holland 

Atlas Logistique  MSF-Belgium 

AVSI  MSF-France 

Bioforce  MSF-Spain 

Care USA  MSF-SPAIN  

Caritas Internationalis  MSF-Switzerland 

Caritas Italiana  Norwegian Refugee Council 

Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue  OCHA 

Centre for Humanitarian Psychology  OHCHR 

CESVI  Oxfam GB 

Christian Aid  People In Aid 

CISV  Première Urgence 

COOPI  RedR 

DanChurchAid  RedR Canada 

DFID  Save the Children 

ECHO  SCHR 

FAO  Solidarités 

French Red Cross  Swiss Development Cooperation 

GOAL  Tearfund 

Gulu NGO Forum  The International Council of Voluntary Agencies 

Handicap International  UNESCO 

Handicap International Belgium  UNHCR 

Handicap International France  UNHCHR 

HEALTHNET INT.  UNICEF 

Human Rights Watch  UNSECOORD 

Humanitarian Accountability Partnership   US Department of State 

Hunger Alert  USAID/OFDA/ECARO 

ICMC  Voice 

ICRC  VSF-SWISS 

IFRC  WFP 

InterAction  World Vision International 

International Council of Voluntary Agencies  WSP International 

International Rescue Committee   

 





 

 

 


